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Abstract

An interdisciplinary approach to ancient and late antique commentaries reflects various MPIWG research initiatives on ancient commentaries, partly in cooperation with Topoi and the ERC project BabMed. While most of the research results from these seminars and workshops and events will appear in other publications, the present selection has important strands of coherence which will make this Preprint useful as a window into ancient commentaries. The texts discussed in this preprint extend from later phases in Mesopotamia hermeneutics to the broad reach of Greek and Byzantine scholarship, which also impacted Slavonic technical learning while en route back to Latin Europe via Arabic and Hebrew. The impression offered by these papers is one of familiarity of topics, as one generation of scholars were challenged to explain the intellectual heritage of their predecessors.
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Introduction

This collection of essays on the topic of commentaries reflects the character and spirit of Berlin’s Topoi Excellence Cluster, which comprised the largest conglomerate of interdisciplinary studies on antiquity ever assembled, featuring independent studies of ancient philology, historical narrative, archaeology, literature, geography, and history of knowledge. While each of the individual contribution in the present volume is directed towards a single discipline, the combination of topics dealing with commentaries from ancient and later Mesopotamia, Greece, Rome, Byzantium and the Slavonic world provide a unique interdisciplinary panorama extending from the mid-first millennium BCE to the pre-modern era.

This particular ensemble is not an easy read, since commentaries are by intention meant to associate abstruse meanings of similar sounding words which evoke allusions to classical texts recognisable to educated listeners and readers. This is certainly the case with cuneiform commentaries, which was a topic of discussion long dormant before Eckart Frahm produced a readable and comprehensive 2011 monograph, *Babylonian and Assyrian Text Commentaries*. Considering the scale of the subject matter, however, Frahm was understandably unable to edit the commentaries in his volume, which is why he created the online Yale Cuneiform Commentaries Project, which enrolled Enrique Jiménez. The Jiménez contribution to the present volume not only takes up the formidable task of editing commentaries but also explains some key features of cuneiform hermeneutics. Unlike Aristotelian syllogisms, Babylonian logicians never ended propositions with a logical inference, since this was assumed to be implicit, so that the logical framework of a commentary is never spelled out. Nevertheless, the ultimate goal of commentaries is explained by Jiménez as the art of perfection, for example by harmonising the seemingly incongruent statements of the protases and apodoses of omen literature, which defy the usual expectations of modern logic. Jiménez’s final observation is a comparison between cuneiform commentaries and a much later famous work, Maimonides’ *Guide to the Perplexed*, which attempts to explain the laws of Torah through Aristotelian science.

The editor’s contribution to this collection attempts to bridge the large gap between Babylonian thinkers and their contemporaries in the Greek world as well as their successors in later Talmudic tradition. Although philosophy, like rhetoric, was a Greek invention which never penetrated the Babylonian curriculum, nevertheless some cuneiform commentaries appear to invoke similar kinds of cosmological thinking usually attributed to the Presocratics. This in itself is not surprising since thinking about creation or the cosmos was not exclusive to any one intellectual milieu. Moreover, while the Babylonian Talmud is famous for its cryptic language and complex argumentation, the different categories of propositions and inferences employed by rabbinic academies may have originated within scholastic practices of an earlier cuneiform academic curriculum. One example provided of a cuneiform medical commentary resembles Talmudic-style word play.

Moving on to the Classical world, medical commentaries turn out to be a popular genre of hermeneutics also for Greek scholars, possibly because of the common need to clarify medical theories for practical purposes of treatment and therapy. Of key interest in this regard were commentaries on Hippocratic aphorisms, which Giulia Ecca elucidates by focusing on exegesis of the famous first Hippocratic aphorism, which she describes as ‘one of the most famous texts in the history of ancient medicine’. The Hippocratic statement that ‘life is short, the art is long, the opportunity is fleeting’ was open to numerous interpretations, not least because it was familiar to anyone in ancient Greece engaged in the study of medicine. In fact, commentaries on this aphorism took the form of scholia or marginal notes in manuscripts or independent texts, dating from antiquity through to later Byzantium. However, any reading of
Hippocrates, including his Aphorisms, was to be influenced by the formidable writings of Galen, whose own work became the prism through which Hippocrates was being read and understood. Nevertheless, Ecca concludes that commentaries on Hippocratic aphorisms were not restricted to medical education but were also adopted more widely for general philosophical purposes, which is a reflection on the robustness of commentary traditions.

Vivian Nutton’s contribution follows on naturally from that of Giulia Ecca by pointing out that the Hippocratic Aphorisms continued to be studied by Rudolf Virchov (and presumably his Berlin students) in the 19th century. Nutton focuses his attention on commentaries on Galen, which became a popular fixture of Renaissance Europe, which is in itself remarkable that a literature dating to the 2nd century CE could have such a profound impact on scholarship some 1500 years later. Nutton, while explaining how these commentaries became integrated into the medical curriculum, provides exact details of how the discovery of Greek manuscripts of Galen profoundly influenced medical training, which had previously relied upon Arabic translations of Galen and other Arabic medical writings, such as Avicenna, and that ‘Galenic medicine fitted neatly into the commentary model of university teaching’. Medical training became based upon knowledge of classical medical texts, such as Hippocrates and Galen, although the challenge facing medical training was how to reduce these very large corpora into manageable pedagogical compendia.

What is likely to be new to Classical scholars was that, in addition to paraphrases or translations of Hippocrates and Galen into Arabic, Syriac, Latin, and Hebrew, related traditions have been known to Eastern European scholarship since the 19th century, as pointed out by Florentina Badalanova Geller. She provides the very first English translations of Slavonic texts attributed by medieval scribes to Galen, no doubt themselves translations from Byzantine Greek. However, no one has as yet identified a Greek Vorlage for any of the Slavonic sources, which provide medical discourses on the four humours, diet and regimen, urinoscopy, and phlebotomy recognisable from both Hippocrates and Galen. The Slavonic sources, dating from the 15th century, are roughly contemporary with commentaries on Hippocrates and Galen discussed by Ecca and Nutton in this volume, and they add a further dimension to studies of the reception of ancient Greek medicine in pre-modern Europe. Badalanova Geller not only edits and translates the Slavonic texts, but she describes the monastic contexts in which these manuscripts were found, which also resonates with Byzantine Greek manuscript milieux. Nevertheless, Slavonic medicine does not begin with this particular manuscript tradition, since the 9th century Bulgarian scholar John the Exarch was already familiar with humoral theory and other aspects of Greek medicine.

The final paper in this collection from Stefanie Rudolf features Syriac commentaries on the biblical creation account, which was also a key topic in the works of Philo as well as in Midrash, although Syriac hermeneutics tended to follow Classical models of Greek commentaries on Homer and Vergil. Rudolf focuses on the Hexameron of Jacob of Edessa, which was particularly concerned with science and cosmology. She offers a translation of one passage dealing with Jacob’s interpretations of the creation of the sun and moon as sources for calendar reckoning and meteorology. Rudolf leaves the question open as to whether such works in Syriac should be categorised as biblical commentaries or encyclopaedic texts based on biblical themes.

The present collection of essays is a preliminary step towards broadening the current view of commentaries and scholia, reflected in the thematic coherence of the various contributions presented in this volume.

M. J. Geller
London
A Cuneiform Guide for the Perplexed: Mesopotamian Commentaries and the Perfection of Cuneiform Literature

Enrique Jiménez

Abstract:

The goal of this article is to examine the raison d’être of Mesopotamian commentaries. The purpose that is perhaps most readily associated with exegesis, viz. the explanation of obscure words, does not appear to be the primary goal of many commentarial entries, which instead aim to demonstrate that the protases of omens relate to their apodoses, or that the text is coherent in other ways. Based on these explanations, it is argued here that the ultimate goal of Mesopotamian exegesis is to demonstrate that cuneiform literature is internally coherent (‘perfect’), and therefore still worth studying at a time when traditional cuneiform scholarship had dwindled in significance, pushed to the fringes by other cosmopolitan cultures.

1. The Unsaid in Mesopotamian Exegesis

One of the most striking aspects of Mesopotamian commentaries is their preoccupation with explaining discrete signs and words. They are rarely concerned with longer segments and never, or almost never, with entire texts. When reading Mesopotamian commentaries, the impression gained is that Babylonian philologists cared more about microscopic details, most of them inherent to the complexity of the writing system – and, therefore, of little interest to anyone not versed in it –, than they did about larger interpretative issues relating to the text’s meaning. This is what Frahm (Frahm 2011: 28) means by Mesopotamian commentaries’ “essentially atomistic nature.”

But is our initial impression of the Mesopotamians’ limited focus correct? The reason for this impression is, firstly, that Mesopotamian exegetical treatises sometimes leave the conclusions of their arguments unexpressed: their “all men are mortal” and “Socrates is a man” are usually not followed by a “therefore, Socrates is mortal.” Thus, a famous commentary on a ritual to ease childbirth states:


11N-T3 l. 8 (CCP 4.2.A.a = Civil 1974: 332; Jiménez 2014)

This entry provides us with the technical keys for the interpretation, viz. that gi (from gi-enbar, “reed”) means “woman,” bar (also from gi-enbar) means “to go out” and banda (“small”) means “baby,” in the sense of “little one.” However, several important aspects are left unexpressed: firstly, “means” and “in the sense of” have to be supplied by the reader, since the commentary uses simply cola (so-called Glossenkeile) to separate the various words. This type of extreme laconism is a feature

---

1 Here and elsewhere in this paper, boldface represents the base text (the explanandum), whereas Roman text is used for the commentarial explanation (the explanans). In addition, quotations from other texts adduced by the exegetes in their explanations are underlined. Thanks are expressed to M. Frazer, U. Gabbay, and M. Geller for reading an earlier version of this paper and making numerous suggestions and corrections.
of ancient Mesopotamian commentaries, which use only sparingly technical terms to make explicit the
relation between \(a\) and \(b\).\(^2\)

Secondly, the gained meaning is sometimes left unformulated: if we combine the three explanations
in the commentary entry above, one can imagine that the intended meaning would be “to extract (\(ašū,\)
‘go out’) the baby from the woman.” The terseness of this entry means, however, that other interpreta-
tions are possible, e.g. “the baby goes away from his mother,” or “the mother abandons the baby”. The
Mesopotamians must have sometimes been aware of this ambiguity, since the gained meaning is, unlike
in this entry, usually stated.

Thirdly, and most importantly, the goal of the commentarial explanation is never explicitly formu-
lated. In the case of our commentarial entry, one can presume that the goal was to demonstrate that the
capacity of “extracting the baby from a woman” is inherent to the reed called \(gi-enbar banda\), since it is
hardwired into the reed’s name.\(^3\) Of course, some commentaries exhibit a clear agenda: for instance, al-
most every entry in this commentary connects elements of the ritual with childbirth, so one may presume
that the goal of the commentary is to show that the specific elements used were conducive to childbirth.
Yet these goals are never given explicitly: not a single commentary states at the beginning, “this treatise
aims to show this and that.” Sophisticated commentarial explanations are never explicitly connected
with the larger meaning of the base text, and so they appear to be a mere display of learnedness without
an apparent goal.

Nevertheless, occasionally even these apparently gratuitous philological elucubrations surface in a
context that reveals that they are, in fact, engaging with the meaning of the base text. For instance, the
name of the Sun God, Šamaš, is written in a handful of late texts rather outlandishly as \(dšà-māš\), instead
of the usual writings \(dùtu\) or \(dšá-maš\):\(^4\) the two signs used for writing the syllables /ša/ and /maš/, viz.
šà and Māš, are elsewhere normally used as word-signs for the words “heart” and “divination,” respec-
tively, and almost never for phonetic values. The writing appears most often in colophons, and since
collophons are often the only section of a tablet in which the scribe’s imagination is given free rein, one
could regard the orthography as simply playful. One particular use of this orthography, however, reveals
it to be more than a crabbed philological joke: three Neo-Babylonian manuscripts of the ‘Creation Epic’
use the writing only in the emblematic lines describing the birth of Marduk, in which the god’s name
is explained as \(māriʾūtu māriʾūtu \mid māri šamši šamši ša ilānī, “Māriʾūtu, Māriʾūtu, son of the Sun, Sun
of the gods!”\(^5\) These lines represent a theological fabrication whose purpose is to explain the name of
the god Marduk. The most common orthography of Marduk, the Sumerianizing writing \(d₄m₄r₃u₃t₃u₃\),
means “Calf of the Sun(-god),” and this was also the oldest, most straightforward, and most widespread

\(^2\) On the technical terms used in Mesopotamian commentaries, see Frahm 2011: 108–110, Jiménez 2013b, Wee
(2019: 356–409) and, in particular, the thorough monographic treatment by Gabbay (2016).

\(^3\) As noted by Maul (1999: 12): “Auf einer zweiten (…) Sinnebene läßt er so die Aussage erstehen: „Das Baby
wird aus der Frau herauskommen“, und damit beweist der Kommentator letztendlich die Wirksamkeit des
gesamten Rituals. Aus dieser Deutung spricht der tiefe Glaube, daß kein Wort des Textes zufällig sei und daß
selbst in einer einfachen Aussage ein tiefer Sinn verborgen ist, den es zu ergründen gilt.”


\(^5\) Enûma elîš I 102–103 (Lambert 2013: 56, Fadhil/Jiménez 2021: 207). The line, “the most obvious example
of a contrived orthography in Babylonian literature” (George/al Rawi 1996: 150) has been discussed multiple
times in secondary bibliography: see the references collected in Fadhil/Jiménez 2021: 217–218.
etymology of the god’s name. As an etymology, however, it left something to be desired, since the god Marduk had, at least in historical times, nothing to do with the Sun God. The Babylonians were probably well aware of this incongruity. In the words of W. G. Lambert, “the author of Enûma Eliš was in the same dilemma as ourselves. The obvious etymology was theologically impossible” (Lambert 2013: 164). The solution found by the author of the ‘Creation Epic’ was rather creative: with these lines, he argues that the “Sun” embedded in Marduk’s name does not refer to the Sun God, but rather to Marduk itself, who is the (son of the) “sun of the gods,” i.e., their king. The “sun” here is just an antonomasia for the “king,” i.e., a proper name used as an epithet, just as “Enlil” in “Enlil of the gods” is elsewhere in the ‘Epic’ an antonomasia for the “highest god.”

The author of the ‘Creation Epic’ thus provides a possible solution to the theological problem posed by the name of the head of the Babylonian pantheon. This solution, however, may have appear unsophisticated to first-millennium Babylonian exegetes: the writing šà-máš of the three Neo-Babylonian manuscripts takes a different approach to the old problem of the lack of correlation between the traditional etymology of Marduk’s name and the god’s theological attributes. As explained in a commentary, šà-máš has an identical meaning to the divine name šà-zu: both mean “he who knows/examines the heart.” Little is known about the god Šazu, beyond the fact that he was syncretized with Marduk at an early point in history, with the writing šà-máš in these lines (the only time this orthography is attested in all the manuscripts of the ‘Epic’), the Babylonian scribe shows that the Marduk is a solar deity because one of his most important names, Šazu, can also be rendered as Šamaš.

The orthography of the Babylonian manuscripts of this section reveals that the writing šà-máš is not a scribal eccentricity, but rather a sophisticated solution to a long-standing theological problem. Were it not for the three manuscripts of the section that use šà-máš, we would have no reason to suspect that this writing could have any particular importance, since none of its attestations in colophons seem to entail any theological significance. As often the case in other “playful” writings in Mesopotamian colophons, the writing šà-máš in these lines (the only time this orthography is attested in all the manuscripts of the ‘Epic’), the Babylonian scribe shows that the Marduk is a solar deity because one of his most important names, Šazu, can also be rendered as Šamaš.

The laconism that is so typical of Mesopotamian commentaries means that the written commentary tablets we have represent only the backbone of an explanation. This backbone must have been elaborated on for the larger explanation to have been fully comprehensible. It has been suggested that commentaries are merely notes taken during lessons, in the course of which the overarching interpretation of texts must have been given, or else compilations of notes taken from various sources. Examples such as the writing šà-máš discussed above support this idea. The impression that the commentaries are “largely devoid of discussions of existential concerns” (Frahm 2011: 381) might, therefore, just be due to the nature of our documentation and not be an accurate reflection of the commentaries’ goals: while transcendental conclusions were never expressed in writing, they can occasionally be reconstructed from the highly technical Babylonian exegetical texts we know, as will be explained below.


7 Note that šamšu, “sun,” is occasionally used as an antonomasia for the “king,” e.g. in Ludlul I 55 (see Oshima 2014: 373–375).

8 Frahm/Jiménez 2015: 309 l. 44’ and 323–324 ad loc.

9 On the god Šazu, see Krebernik 2009/2010.

10 On commentaries as notes taking during lessons, see e.g. Gabbay (2012: 278–284). On commentaries as compilations, see Gabbay/Jiménez (2019: 59–64).
The goal of this essay is to examine a question never addressed in Babylonian commentaries, at least in their written form, but which is nevertheless of pressing concern for our understanding of them: their purpose. Naturally, the main goal of the commentaries is to explain aspects of their base text, yet a particular type of exegetical strategy does not seem to fit this function, viz. the attempt to demonstrate that the protasis and apodosis of omen texts are connected. These sorts of explanations “seek to establish the coherence and rationality of their base texts” (Frahm 2011: 80), and their method is clearly deductive: based on the fact that the protasis and the apodosis of certain omens are connected, these explanations seek to demonstrate that both clauses are connected in all omens. As is well known, the formulation of the prediction in many omens is based on a particular word from the sign observed. For instance, in the following omen, the prediction that the sons of the king “look askance” at their father is based on the observation of an abnormal miscarriage in which one head “looks askance” at its tail:

\[
\text{šumma izbu šittā qaqqadātūšu istēn qaqqassu zibbassu nekemu šarru mārūšu ikkelemmû}
\]

If a miscarriage has two heads, and one of the heads looks askance at its tail, the son of the king will look askance (at the king).

\[
\text{Ižbu VII 74'} \quad (\text{de Zorzi 2014: 576, see also 192})
\]

In the following omen, the fact that the “head” (rēšu) of a particular section of the liver is displaced means that a criminal will steal a “slave” (rēšu) from the land:

\[
\text{šumma māt [u]bānim rēssa eki[m] sarrum in[a] libbi mātim lū rēša lū amtam ana [mātim] nakartim ušeṣṣe}
\]

If, as for the Finger’s area, its head (rēš-sa) is displaced; a criminal will steal either a slave (rēša) or a maid from the midst of the land to the enemy land.

YOS 10, 33 iii 27–30 (Winitzer 2017: 316)

These “philological” connections have been thoroughly studied in secondary bibliography, and one could easily add many more examples. One could imagine that the prestige of divination literature was due to the fact that the omens it contains represent valuable bits of information recorded by past scholars: at one point in the remote past a scholar would have observed that the displacement of the head of the Finger’s area coincided with the theft of a slave, and would have recorded the coincidence as a warning for future scholars. However, the ubiquity of “philological” connections between protases and apodoses, as in the two examples given above, challenge this idea. What is interesting is that the “philological” connection was as obvious to the Mesopotamians as it is to us, yet the fact that the prediction was so clearly based on a pun, and not derived from an observation recorded in the past, does not seem to have affected the prestige of the omen: as modern research sees the question, omens were prestigious precisely because they were “deduced,” i.e., because the prediction could be shown to derive from the observation. As noted by George (2010: 327–328), classifying these sorts of connections as word-play does not do full justice to Babylonian linguistics. In the eyes of the Babylonians, protasis and apodosis are etymologically related: “the signifier produces the sign” (George 2010: 328).

\[\text{To cite only a few recent contributions, where more references will be found: Veldhuis 2006; Böck 2010; George 2010; de Zorzi 2014: 191–196; van de Mieroop 2016: 114–121; and Winitzer 2017: 438–449.}\]
Mesopotamians may have seen divination as “an exegetical act,” as argued, for instance, by Frahm (2011: 22). Still, the fact remains that, in the majority of omens, no “etymological” connection between protasis and apodosis seems possible. This apparent lack of congruity between the sign and the prediction was a matter of concern for Mesopotamian exegetes in the first millennium BCE: some cuneiform commentaries set out to demonstrate that, even in cases in which the connection between sign and prediction is not explicit, there is a connection, only a deeper one, hidden in plain view, as it were, and accessible only to those equipped with the tools of Mesopotamian exegesis. By making this connection explicit, scholars demonstrate that the text is internally coherent, i.e. that it is perfect. Philology, understood in its widest possible sense, becomes the mother of sciences, and divination the arena in which it exhibits its methods and results.

2. Demonstrating Perfection

The “hidden” connections between protases and apodoses explored by Mesopotamian commentaries can be divided into four types: lexical, ad auctoritatem, non-textual, and unexpressed.

2.1 Lexical Connection

The simplest type of connection is based on the similarity between a word in the protasis and a word in the apodosis. In the examples of omens given above, this similarity is strictly phonetic: when the connection is not based on the shape of the word, but rather on its meaning, Mesopotamian commentators often identify the connection explicitly. For instance, in the following commentarial entry the author explains that the word “back of the head” (kutallu) in the apodosis is related to the word “shoulder” (būdu) in the protasis. Since both words are never connected in lexical lists, nor do they share a Sumerian equivalent, it can be assumed that they are connected simply because they belong to the same semantic category, viz. “parts of the back side of a human being.”

(24b) šumma(muš) šerru(muš) ana bu-di amēli(NA) imqutšub-uṭu mu-kil ku-tál-li amēli(NA) imāt(uG) : bu-di : ku-tal-la

In “If a snake falls onto a man’s shoulder, he who backs up a man shall die” (Šumma Ālu 22 73), the “shoulder” (būdu) (in the protasis) (is connected with) the “back of the head” (kutallu) (in the apodosis).

BM 129092 o 24b // SpTU 5, 259 o 11’ (CCP 3.5.22.A.a l. 24b)

Occasionally the lexical connection is made by recourse to “lexical transitivity,” a felicitous expression coined by Pearce (1998: 335–336) by analogy with the mathematical principle of transitivity, according to which if a = b, and b = c, then a = c. In Babylonian texts, if two Akkadian words (a and c) are equated with the same Sumerian word (b) in a lexical list, then they are regarded as equivalent.

12 As noted by Oppenheim (1966: 345), “in the large majority of omens it is impossible to discover a rational relationship. In this respect, we face a problem to which I can see no solution because of the impossibility of gauging adequately the conscious and subconscious associations inherent in the words of a dead language.”

13 It is, however, necessary to note that these categories are not watertight, and that these connections can all be loosely grouped under the category of “philological,” if that term is understood in its widest possible sense.
For instance, in the following entry the verb kamāsu, “to bow,” is explained as kanāšu, “to prostrate,” because both of them are elsewhere equated with the same Sumerian word, gam:

\[ \text{ak-tam-sak-ku : ka-ma-su : ka-na-sú : g a [m : ka]-ma-su : g a m : k[a-na-sú]} \]

“I bow to you” (= Theodicy 45) (stems from) “to bow,” (which means) “to prostrate,” (since) gam (in Sumerian) [means “to bow” (and) gam means “to prostrate”].

BM 66882+ (CCP 1.4) obv. 18

The principle of lexical transitivity underlies an interesting explanation in a commentary on a chapter of pig omens from the omen compendium Šumma Ālu. According to the omen, a pig repeatedly opening its mouth in front of a man foretells the infidelity of that man’s wife. The commentary explains this apparently arbitrary connection by pointing out that the Akkadian word for mouth, pû, is equated with the Sumerian word múrub, which in the same list is also equated with the words for “buttocks” and for “vagina,” the obvious implication being that a woman will open her vagina in the same way:

\begin{align*}
\text{šumma(duš) šahû(šaḫ) ana pān(tgi) amēlī(na)} & \quad \text{pû(‘ka’)-išā¹ iptette(‘BAD*BAD*1-te) aššat(tam) amēlī(tl) it-ta-na-a-a-ak} : \text{mûrub₃₆₄₅₆₇₈₉₁₀₁₁₁₂₁₃₁₄₁₅₁₆₁₇₁₈₉₁₉₂₀ : pû : mûrub : šu-ub-ḫu} \quad \text{(mûrub : ú-ri ša sinništī (MUNUS))} \\
\text{“If a pig repeatedly opens its mouth in front of a man, the man’s wife will repeatedly have (illicit) sex” (= Ālu 49 34′): mûrub, to be read as murub, means “mouth,” mûrub means “buttocks,” and mûrub means “vagina.”} \\
\text{DT 37 obv. 16b–18 (CT 41, 30–31; CCP 3.5.49)}
\end{align*}

The line in the commentary cites three entries of the lexical list Ḥarra XV\textsuperscript{14} that establish the Sumerian equivalents of the Akkadian words and, through the principle of lexical transitivity, the connection between them.\textsuperscript{15} This is not uncommon: as explored in the next section, external texts are often quoted to establish the connection between the observation and its prognosis.

### 2.2 Ad auctoritatem

Some commentaries establish a connection between protasis and apodosis by recourse to the authority of a different, canonized text: if a word from the protasis and a word from the apodosis are connected in a line in such a text, then this connection is enough to explain the omen. For instance, in the following entry from a commentary, a quotation of a line from the anti-witchcraft series Maqlû in which the date palm is described as “(the tree) that receives every wind,”\textsuperscript{16} is enough to establish a connection between a pig carrying a palm frond in the protasis and the wind rising in the apodosis:

\begin{align*}
\text{šumma(duš) šahû(šaḫ) ari(‘πα) gišimmarî(gišimmarr) na-sí šāru(ɪm) iṭebbî(x) \quad : \ gišim-} \\
\text{marû(škišimmar) lim-ḫur-an-ni ma-ḫi-ir kal šá-a-[r]} \\
\text{“If a pig carries a palm frond, wind will rise” (Šumma Ālu 49 48′) — “May the date palm receive it, (the tree) that receives every wind!” (quotation from Maqlû I 22).}
\end{align*}

\textsuperscript{14} Ḥarra XV 22, 24a, 24d (MSL 9, 6–7).

\textsuperscript{15} The underlying idea is, of course, that Akkadian and Sumerian are two exchangeable languages: a polysemic word in one of them (mûrub in Sumerian) explains connections in the other (pû, “mouth,” with ūru ša sinništī, “vagina,” in Akkadian).

\textsuperscript{16} Probably because palm branches sway even with the slightest breeze: so Streck 2004: 274 and Jiménez 2013a: 65–66. The epithet is also attested in the incantation SpTU 5, 248 o 33 (Abusch/Schwemer et al. 2020: 67 §5 l. 33).
DT 37 obv. 12b (CT 41, 30–31; CCP 3.5.49)

In the same commentary, the connection between the observation that “pigs squeal in the city square” and a prognosis that refers to the rise of a storm or the uprising of workers is justified by means of a quotation of a line from the epic Lugale:

\[
\text{šumma}(dīš) \text{ šahī}(\text{šaḫ}^{\text{mes}}) \text{ ina rebītu}(\text{sīla,dag,al,la}) \text{ il-ta-na-su-ū ti} \text{bītu}(zi-ut) \text{ [šārī̂(im)]} \] \( ^{10} \) \text{ šum,-}\text{ ma ti} \text{bīt}(zi-ut) \text{ marri}(\text{mar}) u \text{ tupšikki}(\text{dusu}) : \text{ša-la-šu ki šahī}(\text{šaḫ}) : \text{ at-tú ana e-pe-sī-ka kī i} \text{ šahī}(\text{šaḫ}) \text{ lu-u s} \text{al-lat}
\]

“If pigs persistently squeal in the city square — rise of [a storm] or uprising of spade and hoe (laborers)” (Šumma Ālu 49 4) (the relationship between protasis and apodosis is demonstrated by the expression) “to lie down like a pig,” (which appears in the line) “You, (O Stone,) while (they) work on you, [do] lie li[ke a pig]!” (quotation from Lugale 484).

The explanation seems to be based on the fact that pigs are typically in a recumbent position, as demonstrated by the line from Lugale quoted. Upset pigs, therefore, foretell uprising.\(^{17}\)

Of course, lexical transitivity can be considered an argument ad auctoritatem: the connection between two Akkadian words derives solely from the fact that they are equated with the same Sumerian word in a “canonical” lexical text. Examples such as the two just cited, however, give the opposite impression: that the literary texts are cited because they can be used as lexical lists. The epithet of the palm resembles the short descriptions of terms found in lexical lists, the line from Lugale is condensed as a lexical entry (“to lie down like a pig”) before being given in full. In arguments ad auctoritatem the cited text works almost as an ad hoc dictionary with which the commentator explores the subtleties of the Sumerian and Akkadian languages.

### 2.3 Astrological Connections

Some commentaries establish a connection between two words based on the astrological counterparts of the words in question. For instance, in the following two entries of a commentary, the connection in the base text between a man’s sick spleen and the god Marduk and between his kidney and the god Nergal, is explained by recourse to the astronomical counterparts of the two gods, Jupiter and Mars:

\[
\text{šumma}(dīš) \text{ amēla}(\text{na}) \text{ tu-lim-šā ikul(gu)-} \text{šā aš-rat mar} \text{āt} \text{uk}(\text{mar,utu}) \text{ ỉštene } \text{i(ṣin,kin)-ma iballuf(ṭy-ut)} \text{ šā iqūbu(ṭe-ut)} \] \( ^{17} \) \text{ ina lihhi}̃(ṣa) \text{ šaš*} \text{ 新加 : ša, gi, mar, utable : ša, gi, mar : tu-li-mu}

What it says, “If a man’s spleen hurts him, he should visit the temple of Marduk assiduously and he will live,” is because (lit. “as in”) 新加 means “Jupiter” and ša, gi means “spleen.”

\[
\text{šumma}(dīš) \text{ amēla}(\text{na}) \text{ kalūt(弭lag)-su ikul(gu)-} \text{šū qāṭ(šu* )} \text{ 4nergal ša iqūbu(ṭe-ut*)} \]

\( ^{20} \) \text{ amēla (ni) kalūt(弭lag)-su ikul(gu)-šū qāṭ(šu* ) 4nergal ša iqūbu(ṭe-ut*)}

What it says: “If a man’s kidney (弭lag) hurts him, it is the hand of Nergal”: the Kidney star is the planet Mars.

---

\(^{17}\) Compare also the sophisticated explanation by de Zorzi (2016), according to which protasis and apodosis are connected by the commentator on account of the (implicit) “mud,” an element that the pigs from the protasis (because of the sty, since de Zorzi reads ﺍ."shr(ḫ) šaḥ., “where the pigs (lie”)”), and spade laborers and wind (whose logogram, 𒋚 = šaru, “wind,” can also be used for writing 𒋧lu, “mud”) in the apodosis would have in common. If that explanation is correct, the fact that the key word (“mud”) is left unmentioned would be surprising. Note, in any case, that the writing 𝗸ি� is used in late texts frequently for the preposition 꽂: see Fadhil/Jiménez 2019: 173 fn. 21 and compare e.g. BM 46288+ o 21 (Schramm 2008: pl. xi): a - má - úru, g in : || kipa - bu, “like the flood.”
Enrique Jiménez

11N-T4 ll. 6–7 and 20–21 (CCP 4.2.B)

The second entry establishes that the “kidney” and the planet “Mars” are equivalent, since they are both written with the same sign (ELLAG). The well-established association of the planet Mars with the god Nergal in Mesopotamia\(^{18}\) means that no further explanation by the commentator is needed: connecting the kidney with the planet also connects the kidney with the god. However, the first entry is not as straightforward: while the association of Marduk with Jupiter is very common, the present context appears to be the only one in which the spleen is associated with Jupiter. The fact that the logogram ŠA.GIG needs to be stated suggests that the association is not immediately obvious, and that it must be based on the use of that logogram. Perhaps the association is based on the phonetic similarity between the Sumerian word for spleen, ša₃(\(g₃\)) - gi₃g₄, and the name of the planet Jupiter, \(s\)ag₃ - me₃ - gar₄nig.\(^{19}\)

These two examples have been hailed as both “the first occurrence of melothesia”\(^{20}\) and “the only known Babylonian example” thereof (Reiner 1995: 59–60; see also Geller 2014: 79). The case for seeing here a connection between body parts and zodiac signs is, however, not so clear: the connection between the kidney and Mars is established on strictly philological grounds, and its goal is clearly to connect the kidney with the god Marduk; the planet Jupiter is just an intermediary step. It is possible that a more far-reaching connection (i.e. melothesia) underlies the associations in the base text or in commentary, but it does not seem possible to establish it by means of these entries alone. With our current state of knowledge, the commentary appears simply to use the planets to link organs and gods.

A much-discussed example of a connection of protasis and apodosis based on astrological criteria appears in a commentary on the first tablet of the medical treatise Sagig. The entry in question is preserved in three slightly divergent recensions:

\(\text{a: } [23b] \) ŠUMMA(\(\text{u} \))₃ NARKABTU(\(\text{GIGÎR} \)) IMUR(\(\text{IGI} \)) MARŠU(\(\text{IGI} \)) ŠU₃ QĀT(\(\text{SU} \))₄ DIŠ₄-TĀ₄[R : \(\text{GIGÎR} \) : \(24\)]

\(\text{NAR-KAB-TU₄ : } \) NARKABTU(\(\text{GIGÎR} \))₃ : DI-H₄-BAT : MIN GIGÎR : NAR-KAB-TU₄ : X \(\text{[O O O O]} \) \(25\) \(\text{[O O O O]} \) IŠTAR(\(\text{IGI} \))₄₅-KAKKABITU(\(\text{MUL-MES} \)) : MIN GIGÎR : NAR-KAB-TU₄ : U₄-UBU(\(\text{GE}_2 \)) : DI-[\(\text{I}-\text{TE}-\text{MU}-\text{ũ} \)]₂₀-BU : SĪT(BAN) \(3 \) QA : Ů-BU : 1₅ : IŠTAR(\(\text{IGI} \))₄₅

\(\text{b: } [42b] \) ŠUMMA(\(\text{u} \))₃ NARKABTU(\(\text{GIGÎR} \)) IMUR(\(\text{IGI} \)) QĀT(\(\text{SU} \))₄ IŠTAR(\(\text{IGI} \))₄₅ : NARKABTU(\(\text{GIGÎR} \))₃ ŠĀ Rēš(\(\text{SIG} \)) : NARKABTU(\(\text{GIGÎR} \))₃ ŠARRI(LUGAL) : QĀT(\(\text{SU} \))₄ IŠTAR(\(\text{IGI} \))₄₅ : \(4₅\) QA : IŠTAR(\(\text{IGI} \))₄₅ : \(4₅\) QA : IN A LIBBI NARKABTU(\(\text{GIGÎR} \))₃ : DI-BAT :

\(\text{c: } [9] \) ŠUMMA(\(\text{u} \))₃ NARKABTU(\(\text{GIGÎR} \)) IMUR(\(\text{IGI} \)) MARŠU(\(\text{IGI} \)) ŠU₃ QĀT(\(\text{SU} \))₄ IŠTAR(\(\text{IGI} \))₄₅ IN A LIBBI(\(\text{SIG} \)) SA NARKABTU(\(\text{GIGÎR} \))₃ : DI-BAT :

\(\text{a: } \) “If (the exorcist) sees a chariot, that patient (suffers from) the hand of Ištar.” Gigir (means) “chariot,” (and) the constellation Chariot (means) “Dilbat” (Venus). Alternatively, gigir (means) “chariot,” … […] Ištar-of-the-Stars. Alternatively, gigir (means) “chariot,” (the sign) \(\text{GE}_2 \), (read as)

\(^{18}\) On the association between Nergal and Mars, see e.g. Wiggermann 1998/2000: 222–223; Horowitz 2014: 88; and Reynolds 2019: 291.

\(^{19}\) The correct reading of the writing ŠAG.ME.GAR is still uncertain (Brown 2000: 55).

\(^{20}\) “Melothesia” is a branch of astrology that connects body parts with zodiac signs. On melothesia in Babylonia, see Geller (2014).
ubu, (is the sign) dil[itenû, (and means) u]bû;\textsuperscript{21} (i.e.), 15 qa, (therefore) ubû (means) 15, (which means) Ištar ("15).  

b: “If (the exorcist) sees a chariot, (it is) the hand of Ištar” (it refers to) the chariot of a high official, the chariot of the king. [What it says, “the hand of Ištar,” (is) on account of (the fact that)\textsuperscript{22} the constellation “Chariot” (means) Dilbat (Venus).  

c: “[If] (the exorcist) sees a chariot, that patient (suffers from) the hand of Ištar,” on account of (the fact that) the constellation “Chariot” (means) “Dilbat” (Venus).  

a = IM 74357 (CCP 4.1.1.B); b = AO 17661 (CCP 4.1.1.A.b); c = IM 74374 (CCP 4.1.1.C); edition follows George 1991: 150–151

All three recensions aim to connect the chariot in the omen’s protasis with the goddess Ištar in the omen’s apodosis. Commentary c is the most laconic: it simply states that the constellation Chariot equals Venus. Commentary b, after a small excursus in order to specify what type of chariot is meant, states that the planet Venus equals the constellation Chariot. Commentary a, the most verbose, offers three possible explanations: the first one is based on the equation of the constellation Chariot with the planet Venus, made without further elaboration. The second, partly broken, probably went along the same lines, since it mentions Ištar-of-the-Stars, i.e., Venus. The third, by far the most elaborate, states that a cuneiform sign that comprises part of the composite sign \textit{gigir}, i.e., the sign \textit{aštenû}, can be read as the capacity measure \textit{ubû}, which equals 15 litres: 15 being the number of Ištar, the connection between protasis and apodosis is established.

The “etymographic”\textsuperscript{23} explanation offered by a to connect Chariot and Venus is probably secondary,\textsuperscript{24} as it seems far too complex to be taken seriously. The association between Venus and the Chariot probably goes back to one of the most common operations in Mesopotamian astrological exegesis, according to which fixed stars and constellations are simply sobriquets for planets: with this operation, Babylonian exegetes “rationalized” some particularly unpalatable omina, such as those regarding the movement of fixed stars.\textsuperscript{25} The equation of Venus with the Chariot is attested in at least one commentary that used this

\bibitem{21} The reading assumes that the line contains a quotation from a four-column version of the lexical list \textit{Ea}. For alternative interpretations, see George (1991: 161) and Wee (2019: 54–55). In a Middle Assyrian excerpt of \textit{Ea}, the sign \textit{ge}2 (\textit{aštenû}) receives the name \textit{zi-da-ten-nu-u} (MSL 14, 261), but the description of a sign as \textit{zidatenû}, “\textit{tenû} to the right,” disappears in the first millennium (Gong 2000: 12). \textit{di-li-te-na} appears to be the first-millennium name of the sign (Gong 2000: 104 and 129; but cf. Borger 2010: 157 and 201).  

\bibitem{22} As noted by Gabbay (2016: 168 fn. 182), \textit{ina libbi} here is an exegetical term, and does not specify that Venus is “inside” that constellation (for diverging interpretations, see George 1991: 161 and Wee 2019: 54–55). The passage needs collation, the reading suggested here is tentative.  

\bibitem{23} The term “etymography” was introduced in cuneiform studies by Frahm (2011: 70–76) to designate the practice of “analyzing the signs used to write individual lemmata with an eye on the many other meanings these signs may have.”  

\bibitem{24} As noted by Frahm (2002: 86 fn. 51), “Mit großer Sicherheit ist anzunehmen, daß dies eine sekundäre Erklärung ist. Ursprünglich dürfte der Bezug zwischen dem Streitwagen und der Hand der Ištar darin bestanden haben, daß man den Anblick des Kampfgefährt mit dem Wirken der mesopotamischen Kriegsgöttin assoziierte, welche Ištar war” (see also id. 2011: 81).  

operation. It is, however, striking that neither b nor c explain in any way why Venus should relate to Chariot: either it was common knowledge or the rationale for the connection was communicated only by word of mouth. Be that as it may, the laconism of b and c should alert us to the possibility that sophisticated connections may underlie simple commentarial entries. This is the case of the commentaries explored in the next section.

2.4 Unexpressed Connections

Some commentaries connect protasis and apodosis without identifying the connection explicitly. In the following two examples, the entries are mere backbones of commentarial explanations. Using the various connection techniques hitherto discussed – lexical connection (including lexical transitivity), 

ad auctoritatem connection and astrological connection – and by looking at related passages in cuneiform literature, it seems now possible to decode the reasoning of the commentator.

The first commentary explains an omen according to which a snake coiling around the bolt of a house predicts either the expansion of a house or its abandonment:

(42) Šumma(diš) šerru(Muši) ina bīt(e) amēli(Ni) dalta(sag.kul) lamī(Ni)ma
[...]

(43) [a-an-a’ petē(bad-e) u(nu) iddin(sum-in) bīt(e) ūb(ub) irappiš(dagal-īš) KIMIN inNADDIM(SUB-DI) : ana kab-tu dum-qi ana muškēnī(MAŠ.EN.GAG) lum-nu (44) [aš]-šum šu-tuk-ku dan-nu-tu₂ šā₂ nīn-gir-zī-da : šu-tuk-ku : sik-kār²² : ]

“If a snake in a man’s house coils around the door (at the) bolt and does not allow him to open it, that house will expand. Alternatively: it will be abandoned” (= Šumma Ālu 23, 59): (this means that) it is a good (prognosis) for a noble man, but a bad one for a commoner, because of (the line) “the strong reed bundles of Ningirzida” (= quotation from the incantation Tummu bītu),

BM 129092 r 12–14 (CCP 3.5.22.A.a ll. 42–44)

The goal of these lines is, apparently, to explain a conflicting prognosis: in the base text, the fact that a snake “coils around the door (at the) bolt (sikkūru) of a man’s house” is said to foretell either the expansion of a house or its abandonment. The commentary explains these two contradictory predictions as referring to two different subjects: one of them, the positive one, would apply to a noble man, but a bad one for a commoner, because of (the line) “the strong reed bundles of Ningirzida.” A final remark states that “reed bundle” (šutukku) means “peg” (sikkatu, a part of the bolt).

26 In the Sin ina tāmartīšu tablet LB 1321 r 21’ (Borger 1973: 41), as already noted by Hunger (1976: 37a). In addition, note K.3558 o 10 (ACh SS 66): [diš] MUL.MUL u mmAR.GID,DA TES.BI GUR-ME 4dil-bat KI MUL.MUL SAR-MA, “[If] Bristle and Chariot stand together’ (means that) Venus rises together with the Bristle.”

27 U. Gabbay (privatim) suggests emending the text to sikkur, which would make the connection between protasis and apodosis (see below) even more clear.

28 The incantation is attested in K.4656+ l. 17′ // K.4868+ o 9′ (eBL transliteration).

29 On the use of aššu in commentaries, see Labat 1933: 16; Frahm 2011: 70 and 75; Jiménez 2013b; Gabbay 2014: 355; id. 2016: 144–164; Reynolds 2019: 130.
As in other commentary entries discussed in this essay, the commentator apparently tries to connect the protasis with the apodosis — in this case, with the apodoses. The words from the protasis and the apodoses that are connected are probably *sikkūru*, “bolt” (protasis) and *sikkatu*, “peg” (apodoses), the latter word probably in its specific meaning “pin of the bolt.” Although both words appear not to have been equated in the ancient lexical tradition, nor do they have a common Sumerian equivalent, their semantic proximity makes them, one must assume, equivalent.

The way in which the protasis and apodosis are connected is, however, astounding: neither of the predictions of the base text is used to make the connection; instead, the commentator makes the connection between the apodosis and the new interpretation provided (“it is a good (prognosis) for a noble man, but a bad one for a commoner”). In this interpretation, both the “noble” and the “humble” person can be connected by means of the quotation from the incantation, *šutukkū dannūtu*: the “noble” is represented in the word *dannu*, “strong,” whereas the “humble” is represented in *šutukku*, “reed-hut,” through its given meaning *sikkatu*, “peg.” Although left unexplained, the connection probably relies on the fact that the common logogram of the word *sikkatu*, *GAG*, is contained in *MAŠ.EN.GAG*, the logogram used in the text for “humble.” The diagram below shows the reasoning leaps in a schematic fashion.

What is striking about this explanation is that most of the leaps between the various domains are not explained in any way: if equipped only with the text on the cuneiform tablet, and not for instance with an oral explanation accompanying it, a reader would have to make the connection between the “bolt” (*sikkūru*) and the “peg” (*sikkatu* = *ŠU.GAG*), and between “peg” and “commoner” (*muškēnu* = *MAŠ.EN.GAG*) on his own. The only connection that the commentary provides, that of *šuttuku* (“reed bundle”) and *sikkatu* (“peg”) is also unexplained, and had the commentary not provided it, the significance of the text quoted would have remained obscure.

An equally convoluted yet laconically expressed connection between protasis and apodosis can be found in a commentary entry on a diagnostic omen that states that a patient who moans “my belly, my belly!” suffers from a disease caused by Ištar:

\[
\text{libbi}(\text{ŠA}) \text{ libbi}(\text{ŠA}) \text{ ištanassili} \text{ (GÜ.GU-x[i] qāti(ŠU) etemmi} \text{ (GUDIM) ( ŠO))} [\text{ (ŠO) š}á-nē-e ištar}^{\text{15}} imāt(GAM) \text{ libbu(ŠA) : ištar}^{\text{15}} : \text{ is-suk mul-mul } iḥ^1-\text{te-pi ka-r[a]š-sa]}
\]

---


31 *kabtu* is explained as *dannu* in the Principal Commentary to Šumma Iṣbu (de Zorzi 2014: 341 l. 70).
(13) (In) “He cries once and again ‘my belly, my belly!’ – [hand of a ghost], (14) emissary of Ištar. He will die” (Sagig IV 10): “Belly” (in the protasis is related to) “Ištar” (in the apodosis), (as in) “He shot an arrow that pierced her stomach” (quotation from Enûma eliš IV 101).

BM 66965 o 13–14 (CT 51, 136; CCP 4.1.4.B)

The entry consists of the base text, a commentarial explanation, and a quotation. The commentarial explanation simply connects a word from the protasis (libbu) with a word from the apodosis (Ištar), and the line quoted presumably provides a justification for this apparently arbitrary connection.

The counterpart of the word “belly” (libbu) in the quotation from Enûma eliš seems clear: it must be the “stomach” (karšu), which in lexical lists is equated with the same Sumerian word as libbu, viz. uzu šà. Both words are therefore interchangeable according to the principle of lexical transitivity, although the commentator does not explicitly state so. But where is Ištar in the quotation? It has been argued that Ištar is hidden behind the victim of Marduk’s arrow, i.e. Tiamat, who is occasionally connected with Ištar. While this is possible, a symbolic association with no anchor in the wording of the quotation seems unlikely, in view of the other passages discussed here: the letter, rather than the spirit of the quoted texts, seems to be the most relevant factor for their quotation. If one looks at the remaining words of the quotation (issuk, mulmul(la), iḫtepî), only one seems to be relatable to Ištar: mulmul(la).

The way in which the word is cited in the commentary, simply as mul-mul, with no case ending, is no accident: a Mesopotamian tradition, perhaps originating in this very line of Enûma eliš, represents the Bristle Constellation (mul.mul) as the “weapon of Marduk.” The tradition can be found, for instance, in a Late Babylonian astro-mythological treatise:

\[\text{zappu} (\text{mul.mul.la}) = \text{kakkuna} \text{[tukul]} \text{šá qātī(шу[min]) marduk(дУМAR.УTU)}\]

Bristle = Weapon of the hand of Marduk

BM 42262 (5R 46/1 Z. 26), see Reynolds 2019: 237

The same line of Enûma eliš, with the same writing mul-mul, is cited in an astro-mythological calendar treatise at the beginning of the section dealing with the month Ayyaru (II), the month traditionally linked with the Bristle Constellation. The quotation from the text in our commentary probably alludes to this astral aspect of Marduk’s weapon, i.e. to the Bristle Constellation, which would then be connected with Ištar’s astral counterpart, the planet Venus. In a schematic fashion, the commentarial moves involved can be represented as follows:

32 Compare, for instance, Ḫarra XV 98–99 (MSL 9, 9): uzuša = libbu, uzusuša = karšu.
It is unclear how exactly the Bristle Constellation relates to Venus, in the same way that the relationship between Venus and Chariot has few parallels elsewhere (see above). The Bristle Constellation is usually related to Mars; rarely to Mercury or Saturn. The easiest assumption is probably that the Bristle Constellation was once connected with Venus, but this connection is yet to surface in commentaries on astrological texts: if it existed, the connection might have been based on the fact that both Ištar and the Sebettu (the divine hypostasis of the Bristle Constellation) are martial divinities (see fn. 24 above).

The explanations advanced here are based on comparison with other texts, such as astro-mythological treatises and lexical lists, in which some of the exegetical trends surface. These parallel texts enable the commentator to achieve the goal of establishing connections between apodoses and protases. Although one may reasonably assume that the Mesopotamians who wrote and studied the commentaries had access to some of these texts, it seems unlikely that they would have had the chance to study them all simultaneously, as we do, in order to get to the bottom of the connection. Instead, it seems likely that the highly sophisticated connection provided would have been explained orally, and that the written text contains only the essential information necessary for reconstructing the reasoning of the commentator. After all, the texts most frequently quoted in commentaries are those that the students of cuneiform memorized during the elementary stage of their education: the connection between Marduk’s arrows and the Bristle Constellation must have been a commonplace for educated Mesopotamians. There is much more to these explanations than meets the eye: the laconism of Babylonian commentaries belies not only the sophistication of the exegetical moves involved, but also their very purpose, which we must assume was either implicitly understood by ancient audiences or else communicated orally.

3. The Meaning of Perfection

Interest in demonstrating the coherence of the text is not exclusive to commentaries on astrological omens: a similar concern underlies, for instance, the commentary on the seventh tablet of the Epic of Creation, which shows that every word of the line concerned is related to each name of Marduk. For instance, the line Ee VII 128 (‘(né-be-ru) mā ša qerbiš tiāmti itebberu lā nāḫiš, “(Nēberu), (which means) thus: he who restlessly crosses the midst of the sea”) is explained as:

Commentary II on Enûma eliš VII 128 (Bottéro 1977: 13; Lambert 2013: 142)

The case the commentary makes for the Creation Epic is similar to the cases that the commentaries discussed above make for their astrological omens: they argue that the text makes sense, if one approaches it in the correct way. The text is coherent, and any apparent incongruity should not be blamed on the text itself, but rather on the ignorance of the reader, who may not know, for instance, that the word “sea” (tiāmtu) is contained in Marduk’s name Nēberu.

The commentary on the Creation Epic takes what the Creation Epic already states, namely that the names given to Marduk make sense because they are related to Marduk’s qualities and achievements, one step further. In the Epic, the point made is that Marduk is called Nēberu because he can “cross” (ebēru) the sea. The commentary goes beyond the design of the author of the Epic and proves that the entire line – not just one word of it – can be deduced from the god’s name. While the goal of the Epic is to show that the names given to Marduk are justified, the goal of the commentary is to demonstrate that the justification given in the Epic is itself justified. The goal of the Epic is theological, that of the commentary is purely textual: if the Epic glorifies Marduk, the commentary glorifies the Epic.

The same interest in glorifying their base texts underpins the connections between protasis and apodosis established in the commentaries on divinatory treatises discussed above: texts are shown to be prodigiously well argued. In the first-millennium, exegesis had become a highly technical discipline which avoided the puns and alliterations typical of earlier Mesopotamian philological speculation and instead focused on equivalents in lexical lists and on how words were spelt. Some of the received interpretations, such as the explanation of Marduk’s name as “sun of the gods” in Enūma elīš I (see above §1), may have appeared unsophisticated to scholars in the last centuries of cuneiform culture, who instead looked for explanations in the very fabric of the text, at an atomic level — in its words and signs. Commentaries thus offer a guide for discovering hidden layers in venerably old texts: once discovered, these hidden layers confirm that the truth encoded in those texts still holds.

Justification, even if not expressed as such, is a central goal of any metatext on a traditional, authoritative text. When Moses Maimonides (1137–1204 CE) wrote his Guide for the Perplexed (Dalālat al-Hā’irīn, ca. 1190 CE), his purpose was to address “one who has philosophized and has knowledge of the true sciences, but believes at the same time in the matters pertaining to the Law and is perplexed as to their meaning because of the uncertain terms and the parables.” The Guide for the Perplexed is the most elaborate attempt to reconcile Aristotelian philosophy with the text of Hebrew Bible, based on the premise that “[r]eligion conveys the abstract truths of philosophy in the form of images and symbols” (Kraemer 2006: 43): the task Maimonides assumes is, therefore, to decode such “uncertain terms and parables.” The Guide is, in Mamonides’s words, “a key permitting one to enter places the gates to which were locked. And when these gates are opened and these places are entered into, the souls will find rest therein, the eyes will be delighted, and the bodies will be eased of their toil and of their labor.”

Naturally, Maimonides’s attempt to reconcile Aristotelian philosophy with the text of the Bible necessitates the Bible to be accepted first. In the same manner, the highly sophisticated philological analyses characteristic of late cuneiform commentaries necessitate the texts they explain to be recognized as authoritative by a community of people, since the goal is to demonstrate ad oculos their perfection. It is difficult to imagine that demonstrations of this sort could be necessary without a common perception of a gap between the texts and their readers, which could threaten belief in their perfection: in the case of Maimonides, the threat was the apparent incompatibility between Aristotelian philosophy and the word of the Bible. In the case of cuneiform commentaries, it is perhaps the incompatibility between the blooming philological and astronomical sciences and the apparently unsophisticated received texts.

36 Guide for the Perplexed I, 6a (Maimonides 1963: 10).
38 As noted by Leo Strauss (apud Maimonides 1963: xiv), “[o]ne begins to understand the Guide once one sees that it is not a philosophic book – a book written by a philosopher for philosophers – but a Jewish book: a book written by a Jew for Jews. (…) Philosophers are men who try to give an account of the whole by starting from what is always accessible to man as man; Maimonides starts from the acceptance of the Torah.”
It is not by chance that the genre of cuneiform text commentaries is first attested in the first millennium BCE, and that it grows in sophistication as Mesopotamia dwindles in political significance: Mesopotamian literature was, by the second half of the first millennium BCE, a relic of a bygone era in a world greatly changed from that inhabited by its creators. Through these labored treatises, late scholars show that their legacy is more than an heirloom, that it still has the power to speak to their own world, thus easing, as Maimonides puts it, the minds of the traditionally educated Mesopotamians “of their toil and their labor.”
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Logical Reasoning in Akkadian Commentaries

M. J. Geller

Åke Sjöberg was fond of warning against interpreting texts with too much Talmudischespitzempfindlichkeit, since the plain meaning of a text was likely to be more reliable and accurate than an elaborate explanation. Sjöberg was certainly right about most genres, but commentaries are different, since hermeneutics deals in the business of nuance, fanciful analysis, paranomasia, complex orthographies, and a range of other exegetical tools which were designed to draw new meanings from a text. One of the most astute remarks about the nature of hermeneutics is that writing commentaries is a way of making a text say what you want it to say.1 The following four studies of Babylonian commentaries dealing primarily with the disciplines of medicine, magic and astrology will serve to illustrate this point.

I. The Philosopher and Ummânu thinking along similar lines

Can a cryptic cuneiform commentary allude to an unrecognised Babylonian theory about the primordial elements? A unique and intriguing commentary from Kutha, roughly contemporary with Presocratic philosophers known from the Greek-speaking world, makes the following observations on the reverse of the tablet:

Biggs 1968: rev. 1–3 (ll. 14–16):

1) šum\textsubscript{4}ma KEŠDA šá ša-a-tum \textcircled{ana} IGI-ka tu : ta : ti
2) ù : a : ia : e šá-niš AN-e u KI-tim
3) kur-ú tam-tim u šá-a-rt ub-te-e

1) If a šâtu-commentary\textsuperscript{3} compilation confronts you: (the cuneiform signs) tu–ta–ti

1 This insightful remark was made by Gideon Freudenthal in a Topoi lecture in Berlin; see now G. Freudenthal 2015. Work on this text is part of the author’s contribution to the ERC Advanced Grant Project 323596 BabMed, and thanks are due to Cale Johnson for useful comments on the text.

2 Published by R. Biggs in 1968, commented upon by Frahm 2010: 95, and re-edited by in Wee 2017: 245-246, which differs considerably from the present interpretation of the meaning of the text. The obverse of the Kutha tablet is equally interesting but not as relevant to the present discussion, since it deals mostly with astrological associations to so-called Šumma izbu omens, concerned with deformed births. The initial four lines of the text, however, are interesting because of their plea to keep esoteric knowledge secret:

\begin{align*}
\text{šum}_{4}\text{-} &\text{ma iz-bu SA.GIG alam-dim-mu-ú }\equiv\text{LU.HUN.GÁ }\equiv\text{GU.\textsubscript{AN}.NA }\equiv\text{SIPA.ZI.\textsubscript{AN}.NA} \\
\text{ana } &\text{e-la-nu ki-i ik-šu-du alam-dim-mu-ú iq-ta-bi ni-šir-tú }\text{AN u KI ú-šur} \\
\text{If (there are omens taken) from a deformed birth, medical prognosis, or physiognomy when (the stars) Aries, Taurus, and Orion have reached (visibility) above (the horizon), a physiognomic (omen) is claimed (as valid): protect the secrets of heaven and earth!}
\end{align*}

2 This word-for-word (A = B) type of commentary, similar to the formats of lexical lists, is discussed in detail in Frahm 2011: 48-55. See also Gabbay 2016: 101-102, translating šâtu as ‘word correspondences’. 
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2) = (the sounds) û–a–ia–e, (and) secondly = heaven and earth,
3) it may be referenced as: oven, sea, and wind.

This puzzling text requires some explanation. The phrase tu : ta : ti and the vowel patterns û : a : ia : e referred to in the commentary are simply meant to signify the elemental principles of writing and phonology, which every first-year student had to learn, but here representing basic components of knowledge. The alternative explanation (šaniš) extends this idea of elemental knowledge to the cosmos (heaven and earth), usually understood as the Sumerogram KUR (‘mountain’), followed by tamtu (‘sea’) and šāru (‘wind’). The problem is that the signs KUR-û as ‘high ground’ or mountain (šadû) make little sense here, which is why one should rather read it as a phonetic (and somewhat esoteric) orthography for Akkadian kūru ‘furnace’. Akkadian (in common with other Semitic languages) often has difficulty in expressing abstractions, but here the terms ‘furnace, sea, and wind’ correspond to abstract concepts of ‘fire’, ‘water’, and ‘air’, which are the elemental components of ‘heaven and earth’ (šamē u erṣetim mentioned in the line above). In other words, what we actually have here is the first known Babylonian attestation to the primordial elements as understood by philosophers such as Empedocles, who believed in four elements, rather than the three alluded to in this commentary.

This interpretation is supported by another reference in the same Kutha text, which clearly highlights the elements of ‘fire, air, and water’ in the immediately succeeding lines: Biggs 1968: rev. 4–5 (ll. 17–18):

4) 4GIŠ.BAR : 60 : IZI : ul-la-nu : 40 : mu-û
5) IM ḪUR.SAG : 4En-lîl : ša-a-ri : šu-ut KA ša-a-tû e-du-tû

---

4 See Wee 2017: 245 n. 64, Gabbay 2016: 68, ‘to be searched’ (< bu’û).
5 See Veldhuis 2013: 147-148; these are the basic cuneiform signs to be learned by beginners, but see now Wee 2017: 251-252 and also Frahm 2010: 95.
6 The Palestinian Talmud Hagigah, Chapter II, reports a supposed dialogue between the Emperor Hadrian and Aquila the Proselyte, in which the Roman asks, ‘is it true that you (pl.) say, ‘that the world exists on air (lit. wind)”?’ (‘lm qym ’l rwḥ’); see Guggenheimer 2015: 418. Even if this is a Palestine tradition familiar with Pre-socratic elements, it is clear that the word for ‘air’ is Aramaic rūḥā, ‘wind’, similar to the way Akkadian šāru is used for ‘air’ in the Kutha commentary.
7 Synthetic orthographies such as kur-û for kūru are not uncommon in commentaries.
8 Frahm 2010: 95 recognised the connection with Greek primordial elements, but without explaining the connection with the details in this commentary. Cale Johnson has kindly drawn my attention to another suggested reference in the Kutha text to the basic three (rather than) four elements, in the reference to the common lexical phrase tu-ta-ti, followed by special emphasis on the vowels. This could possibly hint at the theme vowels of the Sumerian logograms representing the elements, namely (T)U = wind (ULU), (T)A = ‘water’ (A), (T)I = ‘fire’ (IZI).
9 See Laks and Most 2016 V 413 (D73), Simplicius citing Empedocles:
   Out of many, at another time again they separate to be many out of one,
   Fire, water, earth, and the immense height of air.
Elsewhere, ibid. 403 (D61), Simplicius again quotes Empedocles:
   How from water, earth, aether, and sun,
   Mixed together, the forms and colors of mortal things come about.
See also Lloyd 1979: 34, and Shiefsky 2005: 76.
10 See the recent edition of Wee 2017: 245-246.
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4) Girra (god of fire) and Anu (sky god) = ‘fire’ = ‘primordial’ = Ea = ‘water’
5) IM HUR.SAG\textsuperscript{11} = ‘Enlil’ = ‘wind’\textsuperscript{12} Oral lore of a learned šàtu-commentary.

The primaeval abstract characters of fire, water, and air are all presupposed in this comment. The three basic elements are equated with the chief gods primarily associated with these characteristics. Girra as the god of fire,\textsuperscript{13} combined with Anu the god of the heavens, indicates that this ‘fire’ is cosmic and also described as ‘primordial’ (or praeval, ullānu). Next, the god Ea, who rules over the Apsû or subterranean sweet ocean, is associated with cosmic ‘water’.\textsuperscript{14} This leaves the element of ‘air’, now indicated in the next line with the logogram IM HUR.SAG, corresponding to Akkadian šār huršāni, lit. ‘mountain-wind’, suggesting another cosmic element, especially since the Sumerian logogram IM (read /iškur/) is also used to indicate Adad, the storm god. This is supported in turn by the juxtaposition with the god Enlil, whose name means ‘lord spirit’, with the Sumerian /líl/ roughly corresponding in meaning to Latin spiritus. The problem is finally resolved with the third equation šāru ‘wind’, which in this case reiterates the point of the previous lines, that this represents the basic element ‘air’ in the sense of invisible aether which belongs to the natural environment.

But why are there three primordial elements and not the four? What happened to ‘earth’, as in Empedocles? To the Babylonians, ‘earth’ was an inert substance and not of interest. The other three elements, ‘fire, water, and air’, all entail motion and are dynamic and worth considering as basic components of nature and hence worth noting. Already in 2004, Francesca Rochberg drew attention to description in the Babylonian Creation Epic, Enûma Eliš, of a divinely ruled cosmos: the god ‘An ruled the remote heaven, Enki the waters around and below the earth, and Enlil the space between ... containing the earth and winds’ (Rochberg 2004: 197), However, this Kutha commentary makes a much better case for this kind of logic, indeed alluding to a theory relevant to cosmology and science, at roughly the same time as Empedocles.

In case one might think that this cuneiform commentary is \textit{sui generis} and hardly represents general opinion, a surprising reflection of this point of view can be found in another source, in similar language, albeit in Aramaic form. In the Mandaic Phylactery for Rue, published by Lady Drower in 1946, a passage adjures the healing plant by the Babylonian gods Bil (Bēl), Nirig (Nergal), and Nebo (Nabû), and finally:

\begin{verbatim}
b-ziqqa u-nura u-mia u-b-ziqqa g-aiar ūr,
(adjured) by wind (air)\textsuperscript{15} and fire and water, and by the ‘wind of mountain air.’\textsuperscript{16}
\end{verbatim}

Like the Akkadian example, the Mandaic uses a word for ‘wind’ (ziqa) for ‘air’ (ether), but then explains the expression by adding the clause, \textit{u-b-ziqqa g-aiar ūr}, ‘a stream of mountain air’, which bears some resemblance to the explanatory phrase in the Kutha commentary, specifying ‘air’ as IM HUR.SAG,

\textsuperscript{11} Lit. ‘wind of the mountains’.
\textsuperscript{12} Akkadian (like other Semitic languages) lacks a specific term for ‘air’ and can use the word ‘wind’ to serve this purpose.
\textsuperscript{13} Girra is associated in iconography with the torch.
\textsuperscript{14} The iconography of the god Ea often depicts him with streams of water flowing from his shoulders.
\textsuperscript{15} Cf. Akk. ziqu, ‘blast’ of wind.
\textsuperscript{16} (Drower 1946: 331). A new edition of this text is currently being prepared by the present author with Stefanie Rudolf and Bogdan Burtea.
‘mountain wind’. The Mandaic evidence bears adequate testimony to the popularity of the notion of three basic elements – air, fire, and water – as forming the elemental building blocks of Mesopotamian cosmology.

There are two general corollaries to this interpretation of the Kutha commentary.

First, this commentary does not represent ‘philosophy’, which was a uniquely Greek literary genre of treatises based more upon logical argument than observation, nor can we read ‘philosophy’ back into Mesopotamian scholarly enterprise. Even if the commentary bears some remote resemblance to Presocratics, more examples of attention to primordial elements would have to be found before any firm links with Greek philosophy could be established. Second, this interpretation of the commentary must be evaluated in the light of Francesca Rochberg’s elaborate and meticulous argument in Before Nature, which takes the view that Babylonian science lacked an abstract concept of ‘nature’ (see Rochberg 2016). The evidence presented here is meant to test this ‘no-to-nature’ hypothesis rather than to refute it.

II. Syllogistic-type Logic in Cuneiform Commentaries

One hardly expects to find a series of logical propositions in an Akkadian text, similar to what one commonly finds in Greek philosophical circles. One early example of this approach occurs in a seventh-century BCE commentary on an incantation known as Marduk’s Address to the Demons. This cuneiform commentary from Assur, now found in the John Rylands Library (No. 1053), was attributed to Kiṣir-Nabû, one of the important Assur scholars whose career through the ranks has been well recorded. The present study intends to show that not only does commentary represent the thoughts of this scholar-scribe, but the text as a whole represents a remarkable demonstration of the use of logic which is comparable to (but not identical with) syllogistic argumentation associated with Greek philosophical thinking, resulting in a completely different understanding of the underlying text being commented upon.

Kiṣir-Nabû was one of the more prolific scribes in Assur, whose name is well-attested on colophons of tablets dealing with magic, medicine, and commentaries on such texts. Perhaps Kiṣir-Nabû’s most significant (and beautifully executed) work is a copy of the Exorcist’s Manual attributed to him, since this copy of the curriculum for exorcists contains numerous glosses giving the incipits of many incanta-

---

17 Eckart Frahm arrived at a similar conclusion, in Frahm 2018: 125.
18 For Kiṣir-Nabû’s archive, see Maul 2010: 209, see Pedersén 1986: II 46.
19 One obvious commonality between Babylonian and Greek academic cultures was the tendency to cite and comment upon standard texts, e.g. Aristotle citing Plato, for which see Ullmann 2017: 3, 21-22, and for a discussion of how Mesopotamian commentaries cite standard texts, see Frahm 2011: 102-107. This is not, however, the same as Greek doxographies, which cite texts attributed to authors, and not specifically within the context of textual commentaries.
20 Kiṣir-Nabû’s name in the colophon of KAR 44 is rendered as “K.A.K[ES]DA-HÉ.DU, LÚ.[MAŠ.MAŠ] DUMU mdSamaš-ib-ni. For a copy of the tablet (best known as KAR 44), see Geller 2000: 245-246, and a new edition of the text in Geller 2018, as well as important observations on this text in Frahm 2018.
tions, which are otherwise formally identified according to their rubrics. Since duplicate copies of the Exorcist’s Manual do not share this singular characteristic, and it is likely that Kiṣir-Nabû himself was responsible for these glosses, which coincides with his interest in writing commentaries; the connection between glosses and commentaries has already been noted by Eckart Frahm, who remarks that ‘glosses are in many ways reminiscent of text commentaries’ (Frahm 2011: 16). In other words, it is likely that Kiṣir-Nabû’s liberal use of glosses in this important catalogue of incantations reflects his similar interest in composing commentaries on this same genre of texts, and that commentaries attributed to him are likely to reflect his own thinking and ideas.

At first sight, Kiṣir-Nabû’s commentary text (JRL 1053) looks puzzling. It is divided by rulings into three separate sections, each commenting on a different source. The first section offers citations and comments on an excerpt from Marduk’s Address to the Demon, which at some point was incorporated into a lengthy Sumerian-Akkadian series of incantations known as Udug-hul (Akkadian Utukku Lemnītu or ‘Evil Demons’) as Tablet XI. The second section cites a single line from the sixth tablet of a different incantation series known as Muššu ’u, lit. ‘massage,’ and the final section of the commentary provides another extract from the same Udug-hul series, but this time from Tablet III, without any hint as to what these extracts have in common or why they appear together, as well as being out of sequence.

The text reads as follows:

**Edition of JRL 1053**

A = John Rylands Library (JRL 1053) (copy WG Lambert, photo CDLI P430865)
B = LKA 82 (copy and photo Geller 2016 pl. 137)

1. *ana-ku 4 asal-lū-hi šā ina ra-ma-ni-šū DŪ-u 1 ana1-k[u] (= cf. Marduk’s Address l. 47)
2. *ma-a ina UGU ú-lu-lu an-šār qa-b[i]
3. *ana-ku 4 asal-lū-hi šā a-[š]ar šil-la-te la i-qab-bu-u 1 ana1-[ku] (= Ibid. l. 45)

---

21 See, for instance, KAR 44 (copy: Geller 2000: 245, edition: Geller 2018: 297), ZI.SUR.RA.MEŠ by its rubric has an incipit which begins: sag-ba sag-ba. For the full text of this incantation, see Schramm 2001: 20 and 26, ka-inim ma zi-sur-ra giš-hur-a-kam, with the incipit ūn sag-ba sag-ba giš-hur nu-bal-e // ma-mit ma-mit u-šur-tu šā la e-te-qi, ‘incantation for the scattering of flour’, with the incipit, ‘Oath, oath, which does not transgress the (magic) circle.’ The spell treats the oath (māmītu) both as a sacred designated space and as a divine plan (uṣurtu) which cannot be altered.

22 Now published in Geller 2016: 340-398, and recently re-edited with improved readings on the Yale Cuneiform Commentaries Project website (http://ccp.yale.edu/P430865), by E. Frahm, E. Jiménez, and M. Frazier. The colophon of this tablet was misread by the present author, see now NABU No. 80 (2016/3), 134-135.

23 This commentary (JRL 1053) partly overlaps with another Assur commentary of similar size and layout and ductus (Ms. B), probably also the work of Kiṣir-Nabû (VAT 8286 = LKA 82, see Geller 2016: 705); this second commentary, however, takes extracts from Udughul in the proper sequence in which they occur within the Series.

This relatively rare term kammu serves as a nice homonym with the verb kamû appearing later in the same commentary line. This term also appears in the colophon of the Erra Epos V 42 (see Gössmann 1955: 37, Cagni 1970: 32), but was incorrectly rendered in Geller 2016: 393, 4. See also below.

See the cultic commentary (also belonging to Kiṣir-Nabû) in which the king is identified as Marduk, published by Livingstone (1989: 93 = SAA 3 No. 37: 14), DINGIR.MEŠ AD.MEŠ-šú ŠEŠ.MEŠ-šú DINGIR, HUL.[MEŠ] an-zu-ú 4sa-ku ina ŠÁ-šú-nu LÁ-[i] (kami), “the gods, his fathers and mothers, Anzû and Asakku, being bound among them”, referring to Marduk, as here. The allusion is intentional, since the cultic commentary makes Marduk bound (kami) by divine forefathers, brothers, and gods, while in this commentary Marduk does the binding (kamû) of the ‘fathers’ and ‘brothers’.

The identification of this line with Muššu’u VI 5 (= Böck 2007: 223) was made by the Yale Cuneiform Commentaries Project.

The signs are only visible on Lambert’s copy, but not on the photograph, and not read in YCCP. The reading of a-ki-tu, should not be a priori disregarded, however, since the comment on this same line of Marduk’s Address in the longer Kiṣir-Nabû commentary (Ass. 13955/gt, Geller 2016: 394, 7) reads, [MU] EN šá ina á-ki-it ina qa-bal tam-ti áš-bu, ‘referring to the lord who is seated in the middle of the ‘sea’ during the Akitu-festival’, the meaning of which is hardly transparent.

Lambert’s copy of this line reads, ma-a ŠUM ma ina MUL 4È pa-ni-ia šak-nu, ‘if my face is facing a rising star’, but the photograph is of little use in confirming his copy. The idea would be that the exorcist must know where the astral bodies are located in order to interpret his text correctly, according to rules of astral magic, in order to be protected when visiting the patient.

The last two signs were omitted from the copy in Geller 2016 pl. 137. The copy in LKA 82 has šú-nu, which should be amended to GAR-šú.

Pace the Yale Cuneiform Commentaries Project, which reads ha-[k]îa hasis ‘wise in my mouth’ an allusion to the common phrase found in colophons (usually designating commentaries), ina pi ummâni, ‘from the mouth of the expert’.
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15 A ina ŠÄ ŠÁ ÉN pu-ṭur l(em-nu) (= UH II incipit)\textsuperscript{32}
B ina ŠÄ pu-ṭur lem-nu

\begin{itemize}
  \item A ʾmaš-al]-ti ʾKi-ṣir-\textsuperscript{2}Nabû(PA)
  \item B ʾIM.GÍD].[DA …………]
\end{itemize}

Translation:

“I am Asalluhi, who was created by himself, am I”:
this means Anšar (Assur) is mentioned in respect to Ulūlu.

“I am Asalluhi, who does not speak where there is blunder (šillatu), am I”.\textsuperscript{33}
In reference to a text which Mes (= Marduk) has made, the ummânu-expert has no authority,
he cannot impress (wedges on the tablet). This means: ‘Marduk ‘binds’ its (i.e. the tablet’s)
“forefathers” and “brothers”.
According to the incantation, Duppir Lemnu

“With this one grows fat, with this one grows up”
in the Akitu the …. are arranged, it is said,
According to the incantation, uš-hul-gal.

When I enter into the house, Šamaš is in front of me and Sin is behind me
this means if my face is positioned towards sunrise,
this means Šamaš in front of me and Sin behind me,
Nergal to my right and Ninurta is on my left,
wise in my mouth / word.
According to the incantation Puṭur Lemnu.

Questions (and answers) of Kiṣir-Nabû / (Ms. B: tablet of [………])

\textsuperscript{32} It is unclear why Kiṣir-Nabû has given the incipit of the second rather than third tablet of Udug-hul, from where the citation comes, but it is possible that in his Assur recension of Udug-hul, these two tablets were merged. Note that the duplicate passage in VAT 8286 also gives the incipit of the Udug-hul tablet as puṭur lemnu, which supports the idea that Kiṣir-Nabû was responsible for both commentaries.

\textsuperscript{33} See the Yale Cuneiform Commentaries Project translation of this line, as ‘I am Asalluhi, he who is not mentioned at the place of blasphemy, I am.’ An alternative translation to this line of Marduk’s Address is given in Frahm 2011: 94: ‘(I am ditto (= Asalluhi) who says, “No!” in the place of blasphemy’. The expression la iqabbû is not banal in this context, since qabû often serves as a technical term in commentaries to introduce an explanatory phrase, meaning that Marduk (identified as the exorcist-scholar) would not offer a comment on an erroneous place in a text. See below.
Notes on the text

The John Rylands commentary has two unusual features which are not generally recognisable in other commentaries. 1) It appears to be a comment primarily on the logic of the hermeneutics, and 2) although divided into three different extracts, the text is actually a unified comment explaining two unusual statements from *Marduk’s Address to the Demons*. The overall structure of the commentary is chiastic and hence difficult to see how the text is formulated as a unit. The logical arrangement can best be described through the following schema:

**Section 1**
- Postulate A: citation from *Marduk’s Address* (I 47) + comment
- Postulate B: citation from *Marduk’s Address* (I 45) + comment

**Section 2**
Explanatory comment on Postulate B with a text citation (*Muššu’u* VI 5)

**Section 3**
Explanatory comment on Postulate A with a text citation (*Udug-hul* III 100)

The end result of these arguments will lead to a single conclusion, as will be shown. Section 1 of the commentary features two citations from *Marduk’s Address*, not chosen at random and not in the correct sequence. The opening line (Postulate A) is not a verbatim quote from *Marduk’s Address* but rather a paraphrase of l. 47 of this text, which ought to read, *ana-ku* *asal-lú-hi* šá *ina* *ṭè-mi-šú* *ib-ba-nu-ú* *ana-ku*, ‘I am Asalluhi, who was created in his (own) mind, am I.’ Our commentary paraphrases this statement with somewhat different wording: ‘I am Asalluhi, who was created by himself, am I’ (*šá* ra-ma-ni-šú DÙ-u ana-ku). Kiṣir-Nabû’s adds a cryptic and puzzling explanatory phrase (see l. 2 above, also Postulate A), ‘*ina* UGU ú-lu-lu an-šár qa-bi’, ‘Anšar (Assur) is mentioned in respect to Ulūlu’. This could be a word play based on the month name Ulūlu as the 6th month in the calendar (also an intercalary month), since in Astrolabe B the month Ulūlu occurs exactly opposite to the month Adaru in which Marduk (as Jupiter) appears. But Kiṣir-Nabû may well have had a *double entendre* in mind.

---

34 The two key expressions addressed in this commentary are *ina* ramānišu (‘by himself’) and *šillatu* (‘blunder’), and the text is full of puns, as we will see.

35 Lambert translated this line somewhat differently, as ‘I am Asalluhi, who was created by his own decree, am I’, see Geller 2016: 350. One should note that this crucial phrase could also be understood actively, as ‘I am Asalluhi who creates on his own, am I’. The term *banû* can refer to formulating abstract ideas, such as Enûma Elish VII 11, *libnima šipti*, ‘let him (Marduk) fashion an incantation’ (Lambert 2013: 124-125), or for the passive N-Stem of *banû*, cf. Lambert 1960: 108,10, *amēlūtu u šipir ibbanû išteniš iqatti*, ‘man and the work created (by him) come to an end together’.

36 We know that the two variations of this line from *Marduk’s Address* were understood by Kiṣir-Nabû as having the same meaning, since they both receive the same explanatory comment (*ina* UGU *ú-lu-lu* an-šár qa-bi) in two commentaries attributed to him; see the following note.

37 See Horowitz 1998: 156 (for Astrolabe B). Kiṣir-Nabû’s second commentary also makes reference to the month of Tammuz (*šû* as a comment on this line (Ass 13955/5t, see Geller 2016: 394), and adds the clear identification of Marduk as Nēberu, Jupiter; for this see also Frahm 2011: 356, although Frahm’s translation of ‘purification’ for *ú-lu-lu* has little to recommend it within this context. For the association of Marduk with Nēberu, see Rochberg, 2007: 435, pointing out that this term can refer to Jupiter ‘midway through the year in the month of the autumnal equinox’, i.e. in the month of Adar.
Logical Reasoning

with ú-lu-lu serving as a pun on lullu (< Sum. lú-u₃₃-lu), with Marduk being mentioned in respect to a ‘man’ (lullû) of Assur (the toponym rather than the god), thus alluding to an Assur exorcist and quite possibly to Kiṣir-Nabû himself. That this pun may have been a key point for Kiṣir-Nabû may be reflected in the fact that he repeats it again in a second commentary (Ass. 13955/gt = Geller 2016: 394) on this same line (l. 47) of Marduk’s Address, which however has a somewhat different emphasis but reiterates the notion of Marduk’s self-creation. We translate this second commentary with the pun on ulūlu = lullû (‘man’) in mind:

KI.MIN šá ina tê-me-šú ib-ba-nu-u a-na-ku
DUSU ʾšá i-na ʾšu1 UD.13.KAM ina IGI EN GAR-nu
šá-niš ma-a ina UGU ú-šú lu an-šár qa-bi
šá KA um-ma-ni MIN-e ma-a ʾné-bi-ru: ʾMES šá a-na ra-ma-ni-šú DÛ-u
ʾné-bi(KU)-rû: šá-a: RA: i-na: UMUŠ: tê-e-mu: DÛ: ba-nu-u:
Nî: ra-ma-nu: ʾné-bi-ru: ʾné-bi-ri

Ditto, who was created in his own mind, am I:

a (ritual) basket in the 13th day of the month Tammuz is placed in front of the lord. Alternative: this means it is called ‘Anšar’ (= the city Assur) in reference to a ‘man’ (ulīlu); according to a second expert, this means Neberu = Mes (Marduk), who was born by himself.


This supposition of a pun focusing on a ‘man’ of the city of Assur (ie. the exorcist and composer of the commentary) is supported by Section 3 of the John Rylands commentary, which provides the necessary background information for grasping Kiṣir-Nabû’s pun: within Udug-hul incantations, the exorcist repeatedly identifies himself with Marduk (hence the refrain ‘I am Marduk’). This particular extract from Udug-hul incantations in Kiṣir-Nabû’s commentary (JRL 1053) explains that, when first approaching the patient, the exorcist first needed to note which gods (Šamaš, Sīn, Nergal, and Ninurta) surrounded him, since the exorcist’s first obligation was to protect himself. Identified with Marduk, the exorcist was surrounded by gods of the highest rank (including the sun and moon) as if himself acting out the role of a supreme deity.

39 For a somewhat different rendering of this comment, see Frahm 2011: 356. Note that Nēbiru is spelled in two different ways, with the second reiterating the complex orthography of this term in the previous line.
40 Udug-hul Tablet III includes two different kinds of statements expressed in the first person by the exorcist of these incantations. Either he claims to be the messenger or emissary of Enki and Marduk and other gods, or that he is the ašipu šangamahhu (exorcist and high priest) of the god Ea and purification priest of Eridu, roles normally associated with Marduk; see Geller 2016: 110 = UH III 100-101.
41 One Assur tablet – no doubt known to Kiṣir-Nabû – specifically recommends that the exorcist first anoint himself (ramānka itēniš tapašša) before approaching the patient (VAT 8803 = KAR 31, see Geller 2016: 39-40); this tablet was copied by Kiṣir-Nabû’s grandfather Nabû-bêssunu. See also Ali-Geller 2021, identifying Assur scribes copying tablets of Maqlû who clandestinely entered their own personal names into the text for their own protection.
The second statement from Marduk’s Address (l. 45) constitutes Postulate B, which requires some elucidating. The line affirms that Marduk avoids speaking in any place of ‘blunder’ (šillatu); this statement is afforded an elaborate interpretation, that what Marduk has determined cannot be altered by an ummânu, since Marduk had ‘bound’ or fixed the earlier manuscripts and duplicates (referred to metaphorically as ‘fathers’ and ‘brothers’). According to Postulate B, another ummânu-scholar cannot rewrite the tablet with his stylus, which must remain as a received text, which has been fixed by Marduk. The subliminal meaning behind this remark is that whatever the original ‘author’ (an exorcist identified with Marduk) has written cannot be changed by any other scribe or ummânu but can only commented upon in the form of exegesis. Interpretation may alter the meaning of the text, but without tampering with it.

Section 2 of Kiṣir-Nabû’s commentary cites a line from the ‘massage’-magical text, Muššu’u VI 5, intended to illustrate what šillatu ‘wrongdoing’ means in this specific context. This section in the commentary (ll. 7-10) is puzzling unless one looks at the fuller context of the opening lines of Muššu’u VI, which describes in cosmic language mankind’s fear of death and lack of knowledge at birth, and all this in the face of countless diseases which are afterwards listed in the text. This can best be seen from the older and fullest version of the opening lines, from the Old Babylonian period (c. 18th century BCE).

A list of diseases follows this introductory passage, which attempts to explain that mankind manages to thrive despite fear and ignorance of death and disease. The damaged Nineveh duplicate to these lines interprets the Sumerian with unconventional originality (K 5111+, collated 28-07-16):

1-2) úš-hul-gál an-ki-bi-da su-zi ri-a nigin-nam-šár-ra
3-5) nam-lú-uₜ₁ lu u-tu-ud-da-bi-a ur₇-bi lú-uₜ₃ nig nu₅-ₜu₁₃-zu
   ki-baₗ₁₆ i-gurₗ₇-gurₗ₇ ki-ba i-gal-gal
1-2) There is evil death in the world, (and) terror casts off all abundance.
3-5) (When) mankind is born, their minds (lit. liver) are confused, they know nothing,
   (but) they become fat (i.e. healthy) in their places, they grow up in their places.

Note the pun on šillatu ‘wrongdoing’ in relation to the statement that the ummânu la išallit, the ‘professor will have no authority’ to alter the primary text.

Another reminder of Gideon Freudenthal’s point mentioned above, that the commentary is not allowed to alter the text but to reinterpret it.

Bu. 88-5-12, 6 = CT 4, 3 (collated 28-07-16).

Falkenstein 1931 read this line as HAR-bi lú-a níg-nu-un-ₜu₁₃-zu, without translating it, but it is likely that he misread lú in the Pinches copy for lú.

Not gim, as previously read.

Regarding disease names listed in Böck 2007: 223, I would recommend reading Ms. A in l. 6 as [......... G]IG.ga // si-im-mu ra‘-i-sa x [.........], ‘a smashed sore’, and in l. 6a, I would suggest reading ri₇-tim-ti for riṭibtu, and se-e-[ni-tu] as an orthography for šennitu.

Cf. ur₇,ur₇ // mithurtu, see Livingstone 1986: 34, also translated as ‘corresponding’.

Cf. ur₇,ur₇ // mithurtu, see Livingstone 1986: 34, also translated as ‘corresponding’.

Cf. ur₇,ur₇ // mithurtu, see Livingstone 1986: 34, also translated as ‘corresponding’.
Kiṣir-Nabû’s commentary has a rather different agenda in quoting this passage. The key point is in ll. 4-5: ‘What they do not learn (is that) with which they grow “heavy”, with which they grow up.’ There is a hidden meaning here, since Sumerian \(\text{gur} \, 4\), ‘to be fat’ (\(\text{kabāru}\), also corresponds to the Akkadian synonym \(\text{kabātu}\), ‘to be heavy, honoured.’ This is an ironic statement, matching that of Section 1 of the commentary, warning against academic achievement and honours based upon ignorance; this quotation in the commentary has much more to do with academic life than with the diseases catalogued in Muššu’u VI.

So the comments in this commentary all reflect on the two postulates drawn from Marduk’s Address, that the exorcist, identified as Marduk, also acts as the one who was created on his own accord, effectively alluding to the original author or composer of these texts, and in one cryptic comment even identifying this author as a ‘man’ (\(\text{lullu}\)) of Assur. To fully comprehend the subtle message in this commentary, one must consider the cultural context: Mesopotamian gods do not create themselves, they are the product of primordial creator gods and mother goddesses, and it is shocking in these terms to consider Marduk as self-created. But the meaning of Marduk being created \(\text{ina} \, \text{ṭēmišu}\) (translated by Lambert as by his ‘own decree’) can also simply mean, ‘in his own mind’, glossed by Kiṣir-Nabû as ‘by himself.’

The result of this process is reflected in Kiṣir-Nabû’s final comment – also reflecting upon himself – that, \(\text{ina} \, \text{KA-} \, \text{ha-si-is}\), ‘(I am) wise in my mouth / words,’ which also intends to reflect on the expression, ‘I am the one created by himself,’ referring to Marduk on one level and to the exorcist or ‘author’ of the text of these incantations on another level. The backdrop to this statement is that the author or composer of a cuneiform text is mostly anonymous, with a few notable exceptions, since the scribe is usually considered to be a copyist or transmitter of a text, rather than one who composed it. There is no word for ‘author’ in the Mesopotamian context, nor is there any definitive and unambiguous way of describing authorship in colophons of tablets. The clearest statement we have relative to authorship comes from the colophon of the Erra Epos (see Lambert 1962: 70, Cagni 1970: 32, 42):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ka-ṣir} & \text{ kam-me-šú} \, "\text{kab-ti-DINGIR.MEŠ-} \, \text{marduk DUMU da-bi-i-bi} \\
\text{ina} \, \text{šat} & \text{ mu-ši} \, \text{ū-šab-ri-šu-ma} \, \text{ki-i} \, \text{šā} \, \text{ina} \, \text{mu-na-at-ti} \, \text{id-bu-bu} \\
\text{a-a-am-ma} & \text{ul} \, \text{ih-ti} \, \text{e-du} \, \text{šu-mu} \, \text{ul} \, \text{ū-rad-di} \, \text{ina} \, \text{muh-hi}
\end{align*}
\]

Kabti-ilāni-Marduk son of Dabībi, the editor (\(\text{ka-ṣir}\)) of this text (\(\text{kammu}\)),

had this text revealed to him in an hour of the night, (and) when he recited it in the morning, he did not indeed omit or add a single line to it.

Note that Kabti-ilāni-marduk was not credited with being the author of this text, nor during the course of compiling the text was he allowed to alter a single line. So who was the author of the text remains a problem.

In this instance, however, Kiṣir-Nabû plays on the \(\text{anāku}\) (‘I am’) statement from Marduk’s Address, as being the same first person who appears elsewhere in Udug-hul incantations; ‘I am’ is the exorcist who declares, ‘when I enter the house of the patient’, who must perform first official exorcism upon

49 Note that this fairly rare word also appears in Kiṣir-Nabû’s commentary.
himself as a form of self-protection. The message is subtle but clear: the exorcist or ‘man of Assur’ (lullu Anšar) has been creative in his own mind, and it is he and he alone who composed this text commentary, in the same way in which Marduk claims to have invented himself. In other words, this commentary attempts to define what is meant by the phrase ina pî ummâni, ‘from the mouth of the expert’: the expert is Kišir-Nabû himself.50

Postulate B thus stipulates that the author, like Marduk, should avoid any place where šillatu is spoken, probably meaning ‘nonsense’ or ‘blunder’ in the present instance, and the commentary cites a passage (from Muššu’u VI) referring to mankind’s ignorance in the face of disease. The entire commentary turns out to be somewhat of an hermeneutical masterpiece, citing other supporting texts among the scholarly oeuvres of the author, Kišir-Nabû.

The logic behind this commentary can now be re-assembled in the form of propositions, carefully constructed to demonstrate an argument which can be derived from the main text of Marduk’s Address. We can reconstruct these propositions as follows:

1) Marduk is created (or is creative) in his own mind / by himself.
2) The exorcist identifies with Marduk (by his declaration, ‘I am Marduk’).
3) The exorcist creates / or is creative in his own mind, i.e. the author of the commentary.
4) Being wise in ‘my’ mouth results from the exorcist’s identification with Marduk.
5) Marduk avoids any ‘place of blunder’.
6) The exorcist is identified with Marduk.
7) The exorcist / author avoids the ‘blunder’ of altering a text.

In other words, this commentary attempts to define what is meant by the phrase ina pî ummâni, ‘from the mouth of the scholar’, a phrase normally thought to describe the oral transmission of knowledge, but is now interpreted as a declaration of authorship.

But can we consider this to be rudimentary ‘philosophy’? The question as to whether Babylonian cuneiform scholarship could be labelled as ‘philosophy’ was first raised in a monograph devoted to the theme (Van De Mieroop 2015), followed by several contributions in a single issue of the Journal of Ancient Near Eastern History. The most directly relevant contributions addressing the theme of ‘philosophy’ are those of G. Gabriel, M. Van De Mieroop and E. Frahm. Gabriel (2018: 5-6) suggests that because Indian and Chinese philosophies are both widely accepted terms, that ‘philosophy’ can equally apply to Mesopotamia, on the basis that philosophy consists of epistemic practices and ideas, it is specific and deviates from a general world view, but at the same time philosophy occurs together with religion, literature, mythology, etc. Gabriel then proceeds to outline the many objections to this argument, e.g. that cuneiform scholarship was generally anonymous, it was heavily influenced by a long tradition of earlier scholarship, that there was no literary genre of writing about theory, nor was there any apparent interest in systems of logic. In fact, Gabriel could have gone further and concluded that none of the chief characteristics of Greek philosophy apply to Babylonian scholarship. M. Van De Mieroop (2018), on the other hand, makes no distinction between scholarship and philosophy, but re-defines the main features of the Babylonian episteme (e.g. its strong lexical tradition and complex writing system) as compo-

50 It is no coincidence that the ummânu-expert is mentioned in both Kišir-Nabû commentaries to this same line of Marduk’s Address to the Demons. Note that the second and longer Kišir-Nabû commentary (Ass 13955/gt = Geller 2016: 394, cited in fn. 21 above), attributes an exegetical comment to a ‘second ummânu’, which is very exceptional in commentaries and indicates that Kišir-Nabû is collecting personal authoritative statements as part of his hermeneutics.
ponents of a Babylonian ‘philosophy’. He concludes (2018: 35) that Babylonians ‘pursued a systematic understanding of the universe with its distinct logic and coherence’. Nevertheless, this point of view does not answer the obstacles raised by Gabriel in the introduction to the volume, that these features of Babylonian scholarship do not resemble either the form or content of Greek philosophy. E. Frahm (2018b) takes a different tack, concentrating on Babylonian hermeneutics (which comes close to the approach taken in the present paper), suggesting that analogical thinking in Babylonian commentaries could resemble some of the thought processes and logic of Greek thinkers. Nevertheless, Frahm soberly concludes (2018: 121-122) that there is little evidence for ‘second-order’ reasoning in Mesopotamia, and that Babylonian scholarship hardly qualifies as ‘philosophy’.

The unusual logic of this commentary to Marduk’s Address presented here does not follow any of the patterns attributed to Babylonian scientific thinking, either from the perspective of Listenwissenschaft or hermeneutics. There is indeed a second-order reasoning to this commentary expressed in three separate propositions, which follow in close logical sequence from each other, culminating in an inference which can be derived from the propositions. The commentary betrays a syllogistic type of rational argument which one usually associates with Greek thought coming centuries later. Still, a single example of logical inferences in a commentary text is an insufficient basis for positing the existence of Babylonian ‘philosophy’, although it does demonstrate that Babylonian scholars were able to make logical inferences from postulates based upon certain accepted truths or suppositions. In other words, Babylonian scholars could well have laid the groundwork for the genre of ‘philosophy’ made popular by the Greeks.

III. The Ummânu and the Rabbi: thinking along similar lines

Interest in Babylonian commentaries has reawakened after being dormant for a long time. The general mechanics of Babylonian commentaries are now well recognised, i.e. in the way scribes deconstructed Sumerian and Akkadian words and quoted similar phrases from other contexts, as well as citing synonyms, homonyms, and antonyms, but this is not quite the same as hermeneutics, as employed by scholars and rabbinic exegetes. Explanations in Akkadian commentaries followed hermeneutical rules also known from rabbinic middōt or rules of interpretation, which were formulated in a period when Babylonian scribal schools were still functioning.

51 See Frahm 2011, following upon the last previously dedicated study of commentaries being Labat 1933. Frahm’s work has inspired a new direction in commentary research, most obviously seen in the Yale Cuneiform Commentary Project, but also in the subsequent work in Gabbay 2016, Chrisostomo 2019, and two studies by John Wee on medical commentaries (2019).

52 See Lieberman 1987 for the first detailed discussion of Babylonian and rabbinic hermeneutics, and particularly the use of notarikon, appearing in the same year as comparisons between Babylonian hermeneutics and midrash (see also Cavigneaux 1987). The present article will not pursue the same arguments raised in these seminal studies, nor the issues raised in Maul 1999, Maul 2000, or Frahm 2010, which mostly deal with the mechanics of Babylonian hermeneutics rather than the rules governing how the system works.

53 For convenience, we will use Stemberger’s transcriptions of rabbinic middōt. The earliest attribution of hermeneutic middōt were to Hillel the Elder, an influential figure who came to ancient Palestine from Babylonia during the Herodian period (Stemberger 1982: 73). Hillel’s original seven middōt were later expanded and attributed to other scholars, such as R. Ishmael at the end of the first century CE (ibid. 26-32).
The tacit assumption taken here is that modes of rabbinic exegesis may have derived from Late Babylonian school practices.\(^{54}\)

There are general factors to be taken into account when considering commentaries. One concerns the relationship between the commentary and its source text, which, if part of the curriculum, should be seen as a skeleton devoid of flesh and viscera. This applies to lexical lists as well as to literary texts, in the sense that the text itself as copied is only the starting point of discussion and not the end point. Every text, whether reflecting *Listenwissenschaft* or a literary narrative, potentially offers the basis for exposition and scholarly explanation, although these were rarely committed to writing. The survival of Late Babylonian commentaries was haphazard, since they were not normally part of the school curriculum and do not usually come down to us in duplicate copies, even if several commentaries expound the same source text.\(^{55}\) This means that an *ummānu* (expert or professor) was free to explain a text in any way he wished, drawing upon word-play, traditional interpretations which he himself had learned from his own *ummānu*, parallels cited from other texts, and even arbitrary interpretations, and he may well have peppered his exposé with barbed comments critical of any rival interpretations made by an *ummānu* from another academy. Greeks and later Romans scholars, on the other hand, wrote treatises and polemics rather than lists, no doubt reflecting a curriculum which included a heavy dose of rhetoric, a subject never taught in Babylonia. The lack of rhetoric as an academic discipline in Babylonia might explain why we have no Akkadian theoretical treatises but have to content ourselves with *Listenwissenschaften* instead.\(^{56}\)

Let us presume that a commentary is a listing of key words or *Stichwörter* reflecting an actual lesson given by the *ummānu* in his school, much as Aristotle may have lectured in the Lyceum. If this is the case, one could theoretically try to reconstruct the substance of the lecture, based upon the key words, while tracing the logic of the arguments put forward. The aim will be to show that the Babylonian commentary followed fixed rules of textual interpretation, also known from rabbinic hermeneutics. In rabbinic contexts, hermeneutics (or *middōt*) had two separate functions, the first being to interpret biblical passages in order to derive points of law (*halachah*), and the second being to interpret biblical passages for homiletic purposes (of *midrash*). Ironically, Babylonian medical commentaries are unusual in displaying unexpected parallels to later *halachic* hermeneutics of the rabbis, since the aim of the cuneiform medical commentary was to clarify theory and practice, rather than simply explicating a text. Let us see how this works.

**Uruk medical commentary on dermatology: SBTU I 51**

A commentary is essentially a dialogue with a specific source text, best exemplified by the remarkable commentaries on the first tablet of the *Diagnostic Handbook* (George 1991).\(^{57}\) The same can be said of

---

54 The crucial question is to what extent Babylonian (not Jewish) schools were still functioning during the period when rabbinic exegesis was being developed. Because lexical and school exercise texts cannot be dated precisely, we cannot be certain of the dating of many cursive Late Babylonian tablets (studied in Gesche 2001).

55 See Gabbay 2016: 19 n. 36, pointing out that while in some individual cases commentary tablets were copied, this is exceptional, suggesting that most commentaries were extra-curricular.

56 What is also lacking in cuneiform academic genres is the doxography, which by the first century BCE became a popular means for Greeks to record philosophical theory. As Whitmarsh describes the process, ‘ancient intellectuals increasingly set about collecting, editing, and archiving the opinions (*doxai*) of those who went before’ (Whitmarsh 2015: 207). It is interesting to note that the Mishnah, and even more so the Talmud, could be described as doxographies.

57 For extensive examples of commentaries on the *Diagnostic Handbook*, see Wee 2019.
SBTU I 51 (Hunger 1976: 61-62), a commentary on an (as yet) unidentified medical text dealing with cranial dermatology, but our failure to recognise the proof text severely impairs a full appreciation of the discourse between commentary and source. Nevertheless, we are familiar enough with the commentary’s general subject matter to be able to draw upon similar recipes in closely-related therapeutic texts, the best example of which being a Louvre tablet (AO 11447) dealing with various diseases of the head, including acne-like skin conditions of the face and hair loss (alopecia).58

The initial task of the Uruk medical commentary, SBTU I 51, is to establish the exact nature of the medical condition to be treated, often by invoking analogous cases from other texts. The first ailment is a general description of an insect-caused skin condition, *kalmātu matuqtu*, lit. ‘sweet louse’, which the commentary makes more specific by adducing lexical evidence for a parasite as ‘an insect which devours the head’, which is then applied to the Akkadian synonyms *mutqu* and *uplu* ‘louse’.59 The first two lines of the commentary read:

\[
\text{kal-ma-tu ma-tuq-ta DIRI : UH SAG.DU Ê.KÜ.E: mut-q[u : ]}
\]
\[
\text{ú-pul : šá SAG.DU-su kal-ma-tu ú-nak-ki-[su]}
\]

Fully (infested with) a ‘sweet insect’ = (in Sumerian) ‘a bug devours the head’

= a parasite = a louse = (in Akkadian) ‘one whose head an insect mutilates’.

The opening phrase, *kalmātu matuqtu* DIRI, ‘(if the patient’s head) is full of a sweet insect’, is known from medical incipits.60 This statement is then qualified by a Sumerian phrase cited from lexical lists, defining the ailment as UH SAG.DU Ê.KÜ.E, ‘an insect which “devours” his (the patient’s) head’.61 The generic term *kalmātu* ‘insect’ is then specified as either *mutqu* ‘parasite’ or *uplu*, ‘louse’,62 based upon the same explanatory phrase as before (UH SAG.DU Ê.KÜ.E), but this time in an Akkadian version: šá

---

58 JMC 10 (= Geller 2007), with duplicate passages also edited in JMC 7 = Worthington 2006 and Fincke 2011. The fact that we lack the specific source tablet upon which our commentary is based does not leave us entirely hopeless, since medical tablets are loosely structured and the same recipes often appear within different compositions.

59 The commentary’s source text was a therapeutic prescription divided into recipes, with each recipe beginning with a description of symptoms (e.g. DIŠ NA ... GIG), followed by *materia medica*, with a dividing line between recipes. If descriptions of symptoms are followed by *materia medica* in the commentary, this is based upon a complete recipe in the source text; if two different types of symptom descriptions appear in the commentary, these are derived from alternative recipes in the source text. Finally, *materia medica* listed without symptoms may also reflect separate recipes in the source text, which usually begin with ‘ditto’ without repeating the previously listed symptoms.

60 JMC 10 33: 35-36, Fincke 2011: 191 ii 21'-22':

\[
\text{DIŠ NA SAG.DU-su kal-ma-tú ma-tuq-tú DIRI Ú GAR-šú GIM ka-mu-ni 4mu-rú M[U.NI] ina Î HI.HI ina bar-šú SAG.DU-su Š ÈŠ-ma [TIN]}
\]

If a man’s head is full of ‘sweet insect’, mix the plant named *murru* (the nature of which is like *kamūnu-mould*) in oil and rub his head in juniper and [he should improve].

61 See Hh XIV 253-260a and MSL 8/2 47 (lexical commentary), showing that *kalmātu* is an insect affecting barley, garden plants, and even garments (see CAD K 86f.), as well as human skin. The only variety of this insect affecting humans is classified as ‘sweet’ (*matuqtu*), which also relates to skin lesions being ‘sweet’ (*simmu matqu* as logograms GIG KU,, KU,, cf. JMC 7 21 A ii 9), although the present commentary interprets the meaning somewhat differently.

62 This equation occurs in a lexical commentary in MSL 8/2 47, based on the standard lexical phrase UH SAG. DU Ê.KÜ.E = *mutqu* = *uplu*, as in our commentary.
SAG.DU-su kal-ma-tu ú-nak-ki-[su], the patient) whose head an insect mutilates’. There is a problem, however: the *ummânû* would certainly have realised that the Akkadian word *unakkis* ‘cuts, mutilates’ does not actually translate the Sumerian phrase Ê.KÚ.E, ‘devours’; the commentary presumably relies upon Sumerian homonyms KÚ (eat) and KU (cut) to explain the Akkadian translation (*unakkis*). In fact, an alternative meaning was readily available to this commentary, known from the bilingual recension of the myth Lugale, which translates the same Sumerian phrase Ê.KÚ.E with Akkadian *inniq* ‘sucks’. This makes excellent sense, as it would have been obvious that lice suck blood from the scalp, since squeezing lice often produces samples of human blood. So why use a derived form of Akkadian *nakāsu*, ‘to cut’, even though it fits the context rather awkwardly? The reason is that the commentary is not actually translating the Sumerian phrase but interpreting it.

There is no doubt that within normative Akkadian medicine, the Sumerogram KU₇.KU₇, translated by Akkadian *matqu*, bears the plain meaning of ‘sweet’, as in the expressions *simmu matqu* or *kalmātu matuqtu*, referring to skin lesions, which could be based upon an analogy of insects being attracted to honey, or the skin condition itself feeling ‘sticky’ (another possible meaning for *matqu*). The present commentary, however, sees matters differently, suggesting a new meaning based upon a Babylonian Aramaic cognate *mtq*, ‘to suck’, which may have been obvious in a late scribal school where Aramaic was doubtlessly spoken. Since this meaning fits the context so well, one wonders why the Akkadian translation for Ê.KÚ.E avoids using the obvious *inniq*, ‘sucks’, following the Lugale model, if that is what it means to say. Two possible reasons come to mind. First, the meaning ‘to suck’ is not known in Akkadian for *matāqu* ‘to be sweet’ or the corresponding adjective *matqu*. Second, Akkadian *enēqu* ‘to suck’ is a transitive verb usually referring to benignly suckling milk or imbibing drugs through the nostrils, whereas our commentary requires a pernicious image of the insect sucking blood (but without blood being mentioned).

The hermeneutic rules: The commentary relies upon the homophones *unakkisu* ‘they cut’ and *un-akqušu* ‘they suck’ as a pun, to provide the semantics for a blood-sucking louse, based upon etymology-ing *mutqu* from Aramaic *mtq*, ‘to suck’; paranomasia was a standard rabbinic hermeneutic instrument (Stemberger 1982: 38). Two other possible hermeneutic rules may be at play here: the first stipulates that one can derive an explanation from two relevant texts (also if they slightly differ from each other, *ke-yotse bo be maqom acher*, Stemberger 1982: 30). The second is the rule *kelal u-ferat u-ferat u-kelal*, from the general to the particular and particular to the general (see Stemberger 1982: 29) reflecting the progression from insect to parasite to louse.

The next skin ailment from another recipe from the source text has an etymological ambiguity, whether to be rendered as *kissatu* or *gizzatu* or even *kiṣṣatu*, depending upon how one perceives the verbal root.

---


64 In Lugale I 28, the child sucks up the power of the milk, (nè ga i-kū-e // e-muq ši-iz-bi in-ni-qu); see van Dijk 1983 II 35.

65 This meaning for *matqu* in this context was suggested by Strahil Panayotov.

66 The root MTQ in Aramaic has both meanings of ‘to suck’ and ‘to sweeten’, see CAL s.v. *mtq*.

67 The corresponding Sumerian logogram KU₇.KU₇, ‘sweet’ is never applied to the insect *mutqu*, although it appears to be derived from the root *matāqu*.

68 A standard hermeneutic practice which also has parallels in Roman rhetoric.
The skin malady known as kissatu or gizzatu in our missing source text happily also occurs in two duplicates (but in a different sequence): DIŠ NA SAG.DU-su gi-iz-za-tú TUK-ši, ‘if a man’s head has kissatu-disease’.66 The incipit is then explained thus: ana UGU ga-za-az šá SÍG ÙZ, ‘with regard to “shearing” (gazāzu) of goat wool’; the dermatological condition may have felt like the patient’s skin was being scraped or scratched like the shearing of wool. The next entry in the Uruk commentary (SBTU 1 51: 3) referring to ‘naphtha’ (Ì.KUR.RA = naptu), introduces a single item of materia medica,71 perhaps because the prescription was a simplicium having only a single active ingredient; in any case, discussion of this recipe is now concluded.

The hermeneutic rules: An etymology for gizzatu derived from a root gazāzu, to ‘shear’ a goat, reflects rabbinic perat u-kelal, an argument from the particular (gizzatu) to the general (gazāzu ‘to shear’), as a way of explaining the term (Stemberger 1982: 28). The restored word naptu ‘naphtha’ is similarly used to explain the ambiguous Sumerian term Ì.KUR.RA,72 although naptu is usually specified as ‘poor quality oil’ (Ì HUL) or ‘fish oil’ (Ì KU 6) in learned texts (see BRM 4 32 = Geller 2010: 168, 5 and n. 258). In this case, the explanation could be considered as kelal u-ferat, moving from the general to the particular (Stemberger 1982: 28).

The next dermatological disorder chosen for comment is kibšu, a fungus or related skin ailment which also appears in the incipits of previously noted duplicates (JMC 10: 9, 30, Fincke 2011: 190, ii 5’). The Uruk commentary reads, 4) kib-šá : qu-um-ma-nu : ek-ke-tú eme šá e-ge-[g] ‘kibšu’ = fungus = ‘itching’ (ekketu), derived from (lit. ‘language of’) egēgu ‘to scratch’.

The actual qummānu-mould identified here with kibšu is only otherwise attested with botanical hosts.73 The similarity between qummānu and kamūnu, both referring to types of fungus, would hardly have escaped the notice of the ummânu, particularly since the remedy against kalmātu matuqtu (cited above as a source recipe) prescribed a kamūnu-like drug.74 In other words, our commentary draws attention to an item of materia medica which resembles the illness, something like modern homeopathy (similia similibis).75
The hermeneutical rules: The word kibšu, a general term for ‘fungus’, is explained by its synonym qummânû, which is related in turn by paranomasia to kamûnu, a fungus which appears regularly among materia medica. The kibšu-fungus is then equated by analogy (rabbinic gezerah shavah, see Stemberger 1982: 28) with a skin condition which causes severe itching, ekketu, the meaning of which is derived from egēgu ‘to scratch’ (an example of perat u-kelal, particular to general).

The Uruk commentary now cites a series of skin ailments which also appear in a thematically related companion commentary, SBTU I 52, with three skin diseases (kissatu, ekketu, rišûtu, lit. ‘gnawing’, ‘itching’, ‘redness’) being listed as Sumero-grams with Akkadian translations. Here is l. 5:

SU.GU SA.GU SA.UMBIN.AK.AK : ki-is-sat ek-ke-tú ri-[šu-tú]. These dermatological maladies are also known from Muššu ‘u incantations, an example of one text cited to explain another, or rabbinic ke-yotse bo be-magom acher, ‘a deduction from another source’ (Stemberger 1982: 30).

So far our commentary has mostly commented on symptoms, with only a single reference to a recipe ingredient, naphtha. The next function of our commentary is to explain the various types of materia medica associated with these skin ailments, which turn out in many cases to be Dreckapotheke. In this respect, however, the commentary actually represents the mirror image of a source text, since the usual situation is for the Dreckapotheke in prescriptions to represent a Deckname or secret name for ordinary ingredients. The opposite occurs in the commentary, with the Deckname representing Dreckapotheke. We can see how this works in the next commentary passage, with ‘black sulphur’ cited from the source text being equated with another kind of black sulphur, agargarītu, literally ‘river dung’ (SBTU I, 52: 6-7).

black sulphur = ‘male’ sulphur is equated with young bird droppings, which is to be explained as: (Sumerian) ‘fledgling’ (AMAR) = ‘young bird’ (atmu) = ‘chick’ (lidānu)

The supposition here is that this passage is commenting on a recipe similar or identical to JMC 7: 21 A ii 3: DIŠ NA SAG.DU-su ek-ke-tú u ri-šu-tú DIRI PEŠ₁₀,₁₀ ḤER EN HI.HI ŠEŠ-su-ma TIN- му, ‘if a man’s head is full of itching and rišûtu, grind up sulphur and mix it in cedar oil, rub it on him and he should get better.’ Sulphur is the single active ingredient in this simplicium.

76 SBTU I 52 (Hunger 1976: 62-63) comments on skin pustules or boils which are cited with the very same skin conditions mentioned in our commentary. The text reads as follows, from l. 4:

This passage describes pustules (in both Sumerian and Akkadian) as a ‘flame’ (nablu) resulting from a burning sensation, which is then related to two homonymous synonyms meaning ‘to scratch’ (ekēku and egēgu), as etymological explanations of the ailment ekketu.

77 Cf. Böck 2007: 224, 12, with a more plausible Sumerian orthography, SU.GU, SA.GU, SA.UMBIN.AK.AK, (an illness which) ‘devours the body, devours the sinews, and scratches the sinews’. See also MSL 9 106, 13, for the lexical equation umbin.ak.ak = i-te-né-ki-ik (‘it always scratches’), see ibid. 92, 13. This purely phonetic rendering of the Sumerian logograms in our commentary (SU.GU SA.GU) also appears in SBTU I 52, 6-7, explainable by juxtaposition there to suālu ‘cough’, i.e. the neck being anatomically associated with coughing; cf. Civil 2010: 156, 6:13, sa.gú.mu = ta-ta-a-ni, ‘nape of the neck’ (dadānu).

78 The supposition here is that this passage is commenting on a recipe similar or identical to JMC 7: 21 A ii 3: DIŠ NA SAG.DU-su ek-ke-tú u ri-šu-tú DIRI PEŠ₁₀,₁₀ ḤER EN HI.HI ŠEŠ-su-ma TIN- му, ‘if a man’s head is full of itching and rišûtu, grind up sulphur and mix it in cedar oil, rub it on him and he should get better.’ Sulphur is the single active ingredient in this simplicium.

associated with fish eggs and literally meaning ‘river dung’ (also Akkadian *piqannu*). There is no great leap required to identify this type of sulphur with ‘bird droppings’, since *Dreckapotheke* normally represented secret names for quite ordinary plant and mineral ingredients of medical recipes.

In order to make the connection, the commentary logic defines black or ‘male’ sulphur in terms of Sumerograms ‘AMAR MUŠEN.MEŠ’ (‘fledgling birds’), equated with Akkadian terms for young birds, *atmu* and *lidānu*; this equation is known from a lexical commentary, obviously being quoted here. The meaning of sulphur as a medical ingredient is clarified through a string of associations: ‘black sulphur’ defined as ‘male sulphur’ (*kibrit zikar*) stands in opposition to its synonym *agargarītu* ‘black sulphur’, but which has female connotations because of its association with fish roe (*agargarû*); within this logical framework, ‘river dung’ (also *agargarītu*) as the male counterpart to fish eggs is identified as ‘bird droppings’, used as *Dreckapotheke*. The final term for ‘chick’, *lidānu*, actually provides a further link between black sulphur and bird muck. The third tablet of the canonical plant list Uruanna lists many examples of *Dreckapotheke*, but one which stands out is *liddanānu*, ‘chick-like plant’ (Uruanna III 427). The equation of *atmu* with *lidānu* was based upon the latter’s semantic connection to *Dreckapotheke*, thereby reinforcing the original commentary interpretation of black sulphur.

The hermeneutic rules: The commentary begins with two kinds of sequences, both representing movement from the general to the specific (*kelal u-ferat*). The first is ‘black sulphur’ being explained as ‘male sulphur’, which appears to be an unusual category of sulphur. The second instance is the sequence of AMAR, a general Sumerian term for any young animal (usually referring to a kid or calf) followed by *atmu*, a term mostly used for a young bird, and finally ending with *lidānu*, a term for ‘chick’ but with other meanings, as an example of a *kelal u-ferat u-ferat u-kelal* (general to specific to general) string.

The overall hermeneutic device at play here is the *gezerah shawa*-analogy principle (‘like is like’) eventually allowing sulphur to appear as an example of *Dreckapotheke*, by associating ‘male’ black sulphur, fish eggs, and chick droppings. This is the opposite of what we expect, since the usual pattern would be for recipes to refer to ‘bird droppings’ (*Dreckapotheke*) as a Deckname for sulphur. The commentary is thus anticipating the possibility that a standard ingredient mentioned in a prescription (e.g. sulphur) might theoretically have been given in its alternative form as *Dreckapotheke*, which the commentary now deciphers for us.

---

80 See MSL 8/2 104-105, for *agargarû*, ‘fish roe’.

81 MSL 8/2 173, AMAR *[a-ma]* = *at-mu* : *li-da-a-nu* = DUMU *iṣ-ṣu-ri*, which translates as ‘AMAR “fledgling” is *atmu* “young bird” or *lidānu* “chick,”’ (meaning) the “young of a bird”.’ The Sumerogram AMAR is also given phonetically.

82 The equation between black sulphur and bird droppings is not inferred but explicitly made in the commentary (ŠE₉ AMAR MUŠEN.MEŠ šá il[q-bu-ú]). Birds and fish often appear together as a trope in literary and lexical texts.

83 See now JMC 18 13 no. 37 and 20 no. 20, giving the passages from Šumma šikinšu for the plant *liddanānu*, which is compared to the *lišān kalbi*-plant.

84 or an animal that reproduces through eggs, including turtles or fish.

85 The term can also mean ‘bastard’, cf. CAD L 182.

86 Stemberger 1982: 29. This is a similar sequence to what we saw above as *kalmātu matuqtu, matqu, uplu, for insect, parasite, and louse."
M. J. Geller

Our commentary’s next reference (SBTU 1 52: 7-8) to baldness or alupecia is a logographic phrase translated into Akkadian, but does not represent symptoms: SIG SUMUN ŠUB-ma SIG GIBIL 1ÆI [:] šâr-tu, la-bir-tu, i-ma-aq-quit-ma šâr-tu, eš-še-tu, il-[la-a], ‘the old hair will fall out but the new hair will grow.’ This passage represents the end result of a recipe cited from the source text, reflecting a positive result from the treatments recommended in the prescription.

The final section of the Uruk commentary (SBTU 1 52) concerns itself exclusively with materia medica, but without the source text it is difficult to assess the full significance of the comments on various drugs. The commentary passages commenting on ‘oil of myrtle’ and ‘oil of juniper’ are examples of how hermeneutics were used to reinterpret medical practice (hence comparable to deriving halachic regulations). Here are ll. 10-12:

Í ëm-GÍR šâ DU₄1₁uzu : ëm-GÍR GAZ SIM ina A tu-[rat-tab]
DÈ ina KI.TA-ru ta-šar-rap Í ana UGU ŠUB-ma ta-[za-ru]
Í ëm-LI šâ E-ü KI.MIN
What they call oil of myrtle: you crush and sieve myrtle, you soak it in water, you ignite coals below, you place oil on it and you [sprinkle it]. What they call oil of juniper, ditto.

The point behind the comment is that both myrtle (Akkadian asu) and myrtle oil (šaman asi) were commonly used as prescription ingredients, but the commentary specifies that myrtle and oil needed to be used separately; first the myrtle is to be prepared and afterwards oil is to be introduced into the concoction. The same applies to the next ingredient, juniper oil, which is to be treated in the same way, as separate ingredients (oil and juniper).

The hermeneutic rule: The commentary adduces additional evidence, presumably cited from another text, to prove that šaman asî ‘myrtle oil’ and šaman burâši, ‘juniper oil’, are to be treated as separate ingredients, with šammu ‘oil’ being distinct from asu ‘myrtle’ and burâšu, ‘juniper’. The hermeneutic rule employed here resembles the rabbinic ke-yotse bo be-maqom acher, ‘a deduction from another source’ (Stemberger 1982: 30).

The comments which follow record two different versions of how recipe drugs were to be applied, either internally or externally as a bandage. In fact, what at first appears to be specifying ‘plant-seeds’ as kasû-seeds turns out to be something more complex; since medical texts do not normally refer to ‘plant-seeds’ in general, we are entitled to be suspicious, nor should we underestimate the crossword-puzzle like logic of these commentaries.

87 Perhaps in reference to the incipit of a source recipe cited above, JMC 7 21 A i 54, [DIŠ NA SA]G.DU-su gu-ub-bu-uh, ‘if a man’s hair is balding’....
88 It is not clear why the Sumerograms are translated into Akkadian, except to avoid possible ambiguities. Cf. BAM 494 ii 75, [...] SÚD ma ë ë-re-mi HI.HI EŠ.MEŠ-ma SIG É-a, ‘pound ... and mix (it) in cedar oil, keep rubbing it on and hair will emerge’.
89 The first item of materia medica is an equation between two drugs (l. 9), qulqullânu and kikkirânu (written kîr-kîr-ra-nu), both known from other medical recipes but not related to each other. The equation in this commentary might reflect the similar phonetics of the two words rather than any pharmacological significance.
90 At this point, the materia medica become more exotic, since the Uruk text reads: GIŠ : MI.Ú.ZUH : ú-su[k-ka-tu]; if the GIŠ sign is correct, it may be a homophone for KÄŠ ‘urine’, which was produced by a menstruating or unclean woman (usu[kkâtu]) for recipes. See BAM 476 11’, which prescribes among the materia medica: KÄŠ =U.SUH šâ NITA Ú.TU, ‘the urine of an unclean woman who has (just) given birth to a male child’.
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13) NUMUN Ú.H.I.A ma-la iq-bu-ú : GAZI$^\text{a}$ : ina ŠÂ šá Ú.[HI.A ŠUB ....]
14) šà-niš NUMUN Ú.H.I.A ma-la ina KA.KÉŠ ana mur-ṣi-šú [KÉŠ]

‘plant-seeds’, as much as called for = $\text{kasû} \text{ : which [you put] into the drugs ...}
alternatively, ‘plant seeds’, as much as [you need to bind] into a bandage for his sore

Our commentary distinguishes between two alternative medical procedures, both involving generic ‘plant-seeds’ or tamarind ($\text{kasû}$)-seeds. The distinctive feature is the general term ‘plant-seeds’ (NUMUN Ú.H.I.A), a phrase which is hardly typical for medical recipes; ‘seeds’ in materia medica belong to specific plants. The puzzle can be solved, however, with reference to a lexical equation šu-ru-[um] = URUXGU = za-ru-ú šá šam-mi, ‘to sprinkle in reference to plants’ (MSL 14 442, 41). The logogram NUMUN Ú.H.I.A of our commentary produces a similar-sounding phrase, zērū ša šammi, ‘seeds of plants’, with the paranomasia being that Sumerian ŠURUM is also a term for ‘animal dung’, a typical example of medical Dreckapotheke.$^91$ The oblique reference to the mysterious (and virtually meaningless) ‘plant-seeds’ becomes a cipher for Dreckapotheke, and the Deckname in the present case refers to the ordinary medical ingredient tamarind ($\text{kasû}$).

The hermeneutical rule: Akkadian zērū ša šammi easily leads us to a Sumerian logogram ŠURUM, a homonym for ‘dung’; as before, the commentary supplies the ingredient (seeds of an ordinary plant) which could theoretically have been given as a Deckname, which is now identified in the commentary as Dreckapotheke. This is a classic example of Talmudic reverse logic, but based upon paranomasia.

One might easily object that we are reading too much into this text, in finding hidden references to Dreckapotheke at every turn. Nevertheless, it is unlikely to be a coincidence that the end of the text (SBTU 1 52: 15-16) offers further comment on the use of Dreckapotheke (with Sumerian logograms being rendered into Akkadian):

ŠE$_{19}$ LÚ.TUR MÍ.TUR šá NAM.T[UR.RA :] !ze-e$^1$ ša-har u ša-hir-ti šá ma-ru-ti-šú šá-niš [$\ldots$],

‘stools of a boy or girl in his/her youthful state, alternatively $\ldots$’

Paediatric stools are attested in recipes as Dreckapotheke (CAD Z 150), but the commentary emphasises that a small child of either sex must be young, since the ambiguous category of ‘small’ can refer to either size or age. The last remark in the commentary, clarifying that stools from a small child must actually come from a young child, also serves as another example of kelal-u-ferat, moving from the general to the particular.

Finally, not every brand of hermeneutics can be found in any one commentary, such as gematria, notarikon or qal wachomer, the latter of which argues from ‘a minori ad maius’ and vice versa (Stemberger 1982:28, 34). As one can see, these hermeneutical rules are not always transparent, nor was any attempt made in Babylonian schools at codifying medical theory. The present study of a single medical commentary in relation to its source recipes (although not the actual source text) suggests a limited sample of possible rules used by the ummânu to extract practical and useful information from an earlier medical canon, similar to ways in which rabbis formulated halachic regulations. Cuneiform commentaries, with their complicated hermeneutics, challenge us to tease out of their cryptic and laconic remarks the underlying theoretical assumptions of Babylonian medicine and Babylonian hermeneutics in the latter half of the first millennium BCE, a vibrant period for the spread of scientific thinking which laid the groundwork for later hermeneutics in Late Antiquity.

$^91$ Akkadian kabû, see CAD K 29. The fact that two different Sumerian signs give a value /šurum/ is not significant in this case.
IV.  *A sick spleen (BAM 77), Melothesia, and Simple Solutions*

It is not always the case that one has both a medical commentary and the proof text upon which it comments. When a text and its commentary fortuitously coincide, the results are often surprising and intriguing, since ancient commentaries rarely interpret their texts in the same way that we would do so. The present example is a case in point. The prescription for a sick spleen was an important topic, since interest in the spleen persisted into later Aramaic medicine as well, which makes clear that the spleen was a wet organ which had to be dried out. The function of the spleen remained a mystery in antiquity, which is hardly surprising, since even in modern medicine, the spleen’s function is not entirely understood. The importance of this particular recipe is indicated by the fact that it was the subject of a medical commentary from Nippur, from the mid-1st century BCE, originally published by Miguel Civil and now edited by Mary Frazer on the website of the Yale Cuneiform Commentary Project. The recipe is preserved on two cuneiform tablets from Assur (c. 7th century BCE), edited by JoAnn Scurlock, but with some minor differences than that offered here. The Nippur commentary includes word-play and allusions to other texts which are not easy to grasp, and in fact differing interpretations of this material are to be expected.

A = BAM 77 ll. 20-27 (cf. Scurlock 2014: 532-533)
B = BAM 78 ll. 1-6

20) A [DIŠ NA ṭú-lim-šú (GU₁)-šú UD] u GI₆ NU NÁ pa-gar-šú KÚM ṭú₁-[kal]
B DIŠ NA ṭú-lim-šú (GU₁)-šú UD u GI₆ la i-šal-lal [.........]-šú KÚM ṭú₁-[kal]
C DIŠ NA ṭú-lim-šú GU₇-šú

21) A [KAŠ NAG u NINDA GU₃ LÁL LÚ.BJ] UD aš-rat d³Marduk KIN.KIN-ma T[I]
B [KAŠ NAG u NINDA G]U₃ LÁL LÚ.BJ] UD aš-rat ṭ³Marduk KIN.KIN-ma TI
C aš-rat ṭ³Marduk KIN.KIN-ma TI šá E-u: ina ŠÁ ŠÁ.GIG : ṭ³SAG.ME.GAR : ŠÁ.GIG : ṭu-lí-mu

22) A [.........] ṭAR.MUŠ našZÚ GI₆ NUMUN šišŠINIG
B [.........] ṭAR.MUŠ našZÚ GI₆ NUMUN šišbi-ni

B na³⁄₂ga-bi-i 1-niš SÚD ina LÁL.KUR-e HI.HI la pa-tan

B ú-na-sab-ma TI
C ŠIM GU₄ HÁD.A SÚD ana ga-bi-du al-pi tu-ub-bal ta-sa-ku

C ma-kur : ba-a-ri GIM pa-ni ŠÚR.DU₁₀
C tu₄(TÚG)-lim MÁŠ : ṭu-lí-mu MÁŠ.ZU šá E-ú
C naSUHUR.MÁŠ kur-sa-bar-tú u ERI.DU₁₀

26) A [.....................] x -ut İ.UDU ÚKUŠ.HAB ana ŠÁ 1 SÍLA KAŠ ŠUB-Ċ[į]
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27) A [....................] SI.SÁ-ma EGIR-šú Í u KAŠ DUB-ak-ma TI


29) A HÁD.DU GAZ SIM ina A ÍD SÍG-as ba-lu pa-tan NAG.MEŠ-ma TI

30) A DIŠ NA tū-lim-šú GU₇-šú u GUB.GUB-az ṭū-lim' šá UR.GI₇
   ⁽⁴⁾NIN.KILIM.EDIN.N[A]

31) A ša taš-lam' (TE)-tu₄ MU.NI tu-šab-šal UD.3.KÁM

32) A ba-lu pa-tan GU₇-ma ù me-e i-šat-ti-ma ina-eš

33) A DIŠ NA BI.RI-šú GUB.GUB-az BI.RI UR.GI₇ (GI₆)

34) A in-du-hal-la-tú ša EDIN [š]a taš-lam-tu MU.NE
   C an-du-hal-la-tú šá E-ú : NIR.UŠUMGAL : an-da-hal-lat
   C ana-ku ⁽⁴⁾ASAL.LÚ.HI UŠUMGAL ⁽µ⁾a-nun-na-ki lab-bi "i-gi-gi
   C PA₃.URU SIM-tu šu-um-šá : nap-pu-ú u na-pi-tú šum-šú
   C PAP₄-wa-p₄-URU : nap-pu-ú : SIM : na-pu-ú
   C ina na-as-ša-bu lab-bi li-nu-uh
   C ina na-ša-bu lib-bi li-nu-uh : "nu-ša-bu
   C ku-uk-ka-ni-ti ⁵ lat-a-ri šá-škin

35) A [HÁD.A ⁽¹⁾]SUMUN.DAR SÚD ina MÚD-ša HI.HI BI.RI

36) A [a]n-nu-ti tu-šab-šal UD.3.KÁM-ša ina KAŠ⁽³⁾ SAG⁽³⁾ NAG⁽³⁾

37) A [DIŠ KI.MIN in]-du-hal-la-tu HÁD.DU SÚD ina KAŠ⁽¹⁾ NAG⁽³⁾

38) A [ba-a-ri] ik-ta-na-su-us

39) A [DIŠ NA BI.RI]-šú GUB.GUB-az BI.RI UR.GI₇ GI₆

40) A [in-du-hal-la-tú] ša EDIN ša taš-me-tu₄ MU.NE


43) A [DIŠ KI.MIN in-du-hal-la-tú] ša EDIN HÁD.A SÚD

44) A [......................... ina KAŠ] NAG.MEŠ ba-a-r[i]

45) A [ik-ta-na-su-u]s       T[I]

46) A [DIŠ KI.MIN ṭū-lim UR.GI₆ ṭū-lim an-du-hal-la-t[i]

47) A [ša EDIN ša taš-lam-tu₄ MU.N[E]
48) A  [.................................................] NU pa-ta-n N[AG]
49) A  [.................................................] NÍG].ÃR..RA NU pa-ta-n G[U.,]
50) A  [ba-a-ri ik-ta-na]-as-su-uš

51) A  [.................................................] ₆tar-muš ₆IGI-[lim]
52) A  [.................................................] ₆hal-tap-pa-[nu]

C  ₆hal-la-pa-nu : ₆hal-tap-pa-nu : ₆tuš-ru

Translation:
20) If a person’s spleen hurts him, he cannot sleep day or night, his body contains fever,
(Commentary): if a person’s spleen hurts him
21) his drinking beer and consuming bread is diminished; that man, when seeking out
‘Marduk’s advice’,²² can get better.
(Commentary): ‘one seeking out ‘Marduk’s advice’ can get better’. As they say: ‘because the
‘black organ’²³ = Jupiter; the ‘black organ’ = the spleen.
22-23) Pound together [.....], tarmuš, black obsidian, tamarisk seed, and alum, mix (them) in
mountain honey, (and) on an empty stomach
24-25) he should lick (them). Your dry out and pound ox liver and [you decoct] it into
tavern-beer and he should keep chewing it while hot.
(Commentary): (The signs) ŠIM GU₄ HÁD.A SÚD (refer) to
‘you dry out and pound ox
liver.’ The ‘pole’ (is) hot when (the term appears) in front of ‘to chew’. (The signs)
tu₉-lim is spleen of a kazzu (billygoat), as they say, ‘Capricorn (the goat star) is
Subartu and Eridu’.
26) Put into a litre of beer ........ and colocynth-fat,
27) ......, he should move his bowels and afterwards you pour oil and beer (into his anus)
and he will improve.
28-29) If a person’s spleen hurts him and it is present, dry out, crush, and sieve a field-clod, stir it
into canal water and he should keep drinking it on an empty stomach, and he will improve.
30-32) If a person’s spleen hurts him and it is present, boil the spleen of a dog (or) weasel, the
nickname of which is tašlamtu, let him eat (it) for 3 days on an empty stomach and drink the
liquid, and he will get better.
33-36) If a person’s spleen hurts him and it is present, [you dry out] the spleen of a black dog (and)
i.-lizard of the desert – the nickname of which is tašlamtu, you pound šumuttu and mix (it) in
its blood, you boil these spleens and for 3 days and he drinks it in premium beer.
(Commentary): The anduhallatu-lizard, which they call ‘dragon-lord’ (NIR.UŠUMGAL) =

²² Although a ‘Marduk shrine’ is the usual understanding of the phrase ašrat Marduk, the present translation in
this context is based on the homonym aširtu ‘advice’ (see CAD A/2 440).
²³ The anatomical term can refer to ‘heart’, ‘stomach’, or any internal organ, following the translation in Stol
1993: 31-32.
Logical Reasoning

an-da-hal-lat, ‘I am Asalluhi, dragon of the Annunaki, lion of the Igigi.’

The ‘sieve’ (or) ‘strainer’ is its name: nappû or nappîtu is its name,
(Sum.) PA₄, ÚRU = (Akk.) nappû, SIM = napi (snakes),
‘Let it rest in the drainage of the date-palm,’ ‘let (its) heart be calm in licking’:
the nusabu-plant, the kukkānîtu-plant equipped with 5 branches.

37-38) If ditto, dry out and pound (the spleen) of an i.-lizard, decoct it in beer, he should chew it while hot.

39-42) [If a person’s spleen] is present, [you dry out] the spleen of a black dog (and) i.-lizard of the desert – the nickname of which is tašlamtu, pound ..... and mix (it) in its blood, remove (the spleens) and boil (the mixture) and he will get better.

43-45) Ditto, dry out and pound (the spleen) of an i.-lizard of the steppe, let him decoct (the mixture) in tavern beer and chew (the residue) while hot and he will get better.

46-50) If ditto, [you boil the spleen of a black dog] (and) spleen of an a.-lizard [of the steppe], the nickname of which is tašlamtu, let him eat / drink it [in beer (?) for 3 days (?)] on an empty stomach. You... and eat ..... (and) groats on an empty stomach and let him chew it while hot.

51-52) [............................................], tarmuš, imhur-ešrā
[................................................], haltappānu
(Commentary): hallappānu = haltappānu = tušru

Notes on the text: (See now Jiménez above for a different view of this commentary.)

20) ṭulīmu: Westenholz argues for this organ to be the pancreas rather than the spleen (Westenholz 2010), but the argument is not entirely convincing, since she has not taken into account the necessity of drying out the spleen. The pancreas does not feature in Greek anatomy.

21) ṭulīmu: The commentary attempts to provide quite a different meaning for this line, that seeking Marduk’s advice (ašīrtu) is a way of achieving improved health. The usual translation (see Scurlock 2014: 533) of seeking a ‘shrine of Marduk’ is based upon references to ašrat Marduk in royal inscriptions (CAD A/2 439), but this makes little sense in the present context. Seeking out an unspecified Marduk shrine is not a practice mentioned elsewhere within the extensive magical or medical literature.

What seems clear is that this commentary note has different levels of hermeneutics imbedded within its cryptic wording. The commentary remarks that the quest for health is to be found within the internal anatomy of the patient (ina ŠÂ ŠÂ.GIG), which is somehow equated with Jupiter (“SAG.ME.GAR”).

One suggestion, based on this passage, was proposed by Erica Reiner, that Jupiter was associated with the spleen through melothesia, the system in which constellations astrologically affect internal body organs (Reiner 1995: 59-60). In this interpretation, ‘Marduk’s advice’ recognises the astrological influence of Jupiter, the constellation associated with Marduk.

Another possibility is the usual meaning of ŠÂ as libbu, ‘heart’ (also ‘stomach’, or simply an internal organ) which under normal circumstances could be read as libbu marṣu, ‘a sick organ (heart / stomach)’. The ambiguity could suggest that Marduk’s sought-after advice refers to internal anatomy, but an alternative interpretation is possible. The phrase libbi maruš, ‘sick of heart’ could imply the psyche, since libbu can also refer to the mind (see Geller 2014: 24, Steinert 2020: 174).

Fortunately, the ambiguity is resolved by the commentary itself. The final remark in the commentary note in this line is that the signs ŠÂ.GIG refer specifically to the spleen (ṭulīmu). Marten Stol has explained the hermeneutics of this remark with reference to the Greek idea of ‘melancholy’, literally
‘black bile’, which was thought to be responsible for epilepsy (Stol 1993: 27-28). Stol substantiates his understanding of the spleen as the ‘black organ’ (ŠÀ GIG) with a glossed text from KADP 22 1 13-14, which reads: [DIŠ NA ŠÀ.GIG].GA GIG = ŠÀ GE₉ / [DIŠ NA lib-bi ku-ù]k-ki GIG = ŠÀ GE₆. ‘[if a man] suffers from a [ŠÀ GIG] = a black heart / [if a man] suffers from a black [heart] = a black heart.’ This is the same organ which our commentary identifies with the spleen.⁹⁴ Stol goes on to relate Greek melancholy to Akkadian expressions for a ‘heartbreak’ (hip libbi), which may reinforce the interpretation of this commentary as referring to the psyche.⁹⁵

The logogram ŠAG.ME.GAR is also equated in omens with Nēberu (see for convenience CAD N/2 147), another astrological designation of Jupiter (Marduk). The commentary tradition generally appears to be responding to the popular concept that seeking Marduk’s advice or counsel will improve one’s health, a theme well known from healing magic.

24). The commentary translates the logograms ŠIM GU₄ HÁD.A SÚD as ana ga-bi-du al-pi tu-ub-bal ta-sa-ku, for (the phrase) “you dry and pound ox liver”. ŠIM is an unattested logogram for gabīdu ‘liver’, but since the term can mean ‘bowl’, it might indicate the general shape of the organ. It is unlikely to indicate an aromatic plant here, as suggested in Frazer 2015, since there is no ‘liver of a bull’ plant attested elsewhere.

25) [turabbak]: Scurlock 2014: 532 restores NAG.MEŠ in this gap, based on the parallel in l. 44 below. The restoration is certainly reasonable, following ina KAŠ LU.KURUN.NA, ‘have him drink (materiа medica) repeatedly ‘in tavern beer’. However, there is a logical conundrum based on the sequence of the recipe instructions, both in this line and l. 44 below. The problem is that drinking the ingredients leaves nothing over to be chewed, which is stipulated immediately afterwards (iktanassus, ‘he should keep chewing ....). Two factors can change our understanding of this line. First, in addition to ‘drinking’ materiа medica ground into beer, a common alternative is to ‘steep’ the ingredients in beer, as in BAM 11 35: sah-lé-e 4HAR.HAR i-na KAŠ.KURUN.NA ta-rab-bak LÁ.LÁ-su-ma TI.LA, ‘you steep sahlû and haltappānu in tavern beer, keep binding it on and he will get better’. There is no identified logogram for Akk. rabāku, ‘to steep’, but the present context suggests that the sign NAG could perform this function, with the meanings that the materiа medica which are ‘steeped’ are conceived as drinking (NAG) the fluids in which they are soaked.

ba-a-a-ri: The meaning of the term ba-a-a-ri is a crux, which occurs several times in this text with the same verb kasāsu, ‘to chew’ (iktanassus). Scurlock’s translation ‘rawhide’ (2014: 533) is imaginative but not based on philological justification, nor is ‘rawhide’ ever used elsewhere as a medical ingredient. What would this be exactly? Frazer 2015 takes her cue from Civil’s comment (1974: 337) that the phrase might be ‘an allusion to some hunters’ custom’, and she translates ba-a-a-ri as a ‘huntsman’ (bāyyaru) with the rather odd translation, ‘huntsman like the face of a falcon’, which sounds strangely inappropriate. A much simpler understanding of the term ba-a-a-ri represents an unusual orthography for bahrû, ‘(while) hot’, which makes good sense in this context. In other words, the recipe ingredients are steeped in tavern beer to soften them and the patient then has to keep chewing them after they are warmed up. Nevertheless, the key to understanding this line is how to normalise the readings ma-TAR and the Sumerian logogram ŠÚR.DI in this line.

---

⁹⁴ Another lexical text equates the ŠÀ.GIG with irru salmu ‘black intestines’ (see CAD † 124). The terminology for internal anatomy is imprecise, since knowledge of internal human anatomy was minimal.

⁹⁵ See also Stadhouders 2016: 56, giving an incantation with a damaged incipit, reading [ēn gaz] ŠÀ.GIG. [.......................] u₉ nu-ku-ku ge₆-e nu ku-ku, ‘incantation for (one) suffering from ‘heartbreak’ (hip libbi) [......................] one cannot sleep by day, one cannot sleep by night.’ This shows the ambiguity of the combination of signs ŠÀ.GIG and how easy it is to interpret them in various ways, which is why a commentary was necessary.
ma-kut: Frazer 2015 follows Civil 1974 in reading ma-TAR as ma-has, which is glossed by ba-a-a-ri but not explained. However, the reading ma-kut is preferred because of the exotic phrase makūt gabīdi ‘pole of the liver’ (noted by Civil as well), attested in medical texts (see IGI 3: 75’, 81’, and 89’, Geller and Panayotov 2020: 169-171, 289) and omens (Jeyes 1989:184).

ŠÚR.DÙ:<br>ŠÚR.DÙ: The line serves as an explanation of makūt only if one assumes that the logogram ŠÚR. DÙmēn (<i>‘falcon’</i>) is normalised as kasīṣu (already suggested by Civil 1974: 337) rather than surdû; both values for this logogram are attested in Nineveh lexical commentaries (Hg B 12 = MSL 8/2 171, Hg C 294 = MSK 8/2 170). In this case kasīṣu is simply phonetic, in order to represent the root of the verbal form ik-tan-as-us. The meaning of the line ma-kut: ba-a-a-ri GIM pa-ni kasusu then becomes: ‘the “pole” (of the liver, i.e. not the entire liver) (is employed) ‘when’ (GIM) the term ba-a-a-ri (= bahri ‘hot’) occurs ‘before’ (pa-ni) (the verbal root) kasusu (i.e. iktanassus < kasāsu) ‘to chew’.

Kizzu (MĀŠ.ZU): Although the recipe refers to an ox liver (<i>gabīd alpi</i>), the commentary adds a separate tradition of using a goat liver, which also happens to feature in the Babylonian Talmud, in another recipe against spleen-disease in the medical handbook, Gittin 69b: <i>lyty ṭḥḥ' dṣyprt' dl’ ypth wnlḥy’ bt-nwr’ wnwgy hldyh wnym’ ky ḥyky dbyhy h’ ythl’ nnyhš tḥyḥh dplwny br plwny’t</i>, let one take the spleen of a virgin kid<sup>96</sup> and smear it on an oven and let him (the healer) stand near it and let him say, ‘just as this one spleen is dried up, may that spleen of So-and-so dry up.’ Civil (1974: 337) suggests that the kizzu-billygoat is mentioned because of a homonym with kasūsu. For a text and commentary featuring a fumigation for the kizzu-billygoat for the condition of ‘heartbreak’ (<i>ḥīp libbi</i>) see Geller 2010: 173 and Scourlock 2014: 342, with some different readings, which might be schematically related to the theme of spleen-disease. The commentary in the text (ibid. 169, 10) has the comment MĀŠ.ZU = ki-iz-zu MĀŠ : ū-ri-ṣa ZU = e-du-ū, ‘MĀŠ.ZU = billygoat (derived from) MĀŠ = goat, ZU = ‘known (sexually)’.<sup>97</sup>

Mul SUHUR.MĀŠ kur su-bar-tū u ERI.DU:<br>Mul SUHUR.MĀŠ kur su-bar-tū u ERI.DU : The comment associates Capricorn with Subartu in the North and Eridu in the South and is intended to provide an astral dimension to the reference to a goat spleen; as previously noted in the commentary, the goat is an allusion to the constellation Capricorn. The astral association with the theme ‘goat’ appears in another commentary (BM 55627 = STC 70 II i 10-11): gi-ış-ṣa-ni-tū : ki-iz-za-ni-tū šum-šū : ana muhhi mulMĀŠ ki-iz-zu, ‘the term gizzānītu : its name is kizzānītu (<i>‘goat-like’</i>): on account of the ‘goat-star’ kizzu (<i>‘billygoat’</i>).

24. ū-na-ṣab-ma: Licking is not especially common for adult patients among recipe instructions, but for several examples of licking (or sucking on) a lozenge (nuṣṣubu) in the same text, see Stadhouders and Johnson 2018: 560. Although this verb is not repeated in BAM 77, it occurs again later in the Nippur commentary, in the phrase <i>ina naṣābi lībbī līnh</i>.

28) GUB.GUB-az: See Westenholz 2010: 6-7, translating this phrase ‘constantly stands up / protrudes’, which she explains as referring to an enlarged organ, ‘palpable when the abdomen was examined.’ The expression also occurs in ll. 33 and 39. Evidence from the Syriac Book of Medicine offers a different explanation for this repeated phrase referring to the spleen. See Budge 1913: 567: w’n plg’ nṣṭ’ zl plg’ dḥḷ’ w’n ṣṭ’ kḥ ṭq kḥ ṭḥḥ, ‘if he should drink a half (of the drug), half of the spleen goes away, and if one drank all of it, all of his spleen disappears.’ The understanding is that the presence of the spleen is a sign of a pathology, and that successful drug treatment will make the spleen no longer visible or present. A similar idea appears in the Babylonian Talmud (bGit. 69b): w’y l’ nyty bynt’ wntywyyyy <b>by</b> npḥ’ wnyklyḥ bmy’ dby npḥ’ wnyṣṭy mmy’ dby npḥ’ hhy’ yz’ dhwt ṣṭy’ my’ dby npḥ’ yṣṭḥṭy w̅l’

---

<sup>96</sup> The unusual Aramaic expression ṣyprt’ dl’ ypth ‘kid not opened’ is a calque on the common Akkadian expression, unīqu lā petītu, with the same meaning.

<sup>97</sup> Scourlock suggestion, as opposed to a ‘virgin kid’, unīqu lā petītu, ‘unopened goat’.
M. J. Geller

'yštkḥ lh ṭḥl’, ‘and if not, let one take fish roe and roast it in a forge and let him (the patient) eat it in water of a forge and let him drink from the water of a forge. As for certain goat which was drinking from the water of a forge, when slaughtered, its spleen was not found.’

34): NIR.UŠUMGAL : an-da-hal-lat: NIR.UŠUMGAL is a designation of the anduhallātu-lizard in Uruanna III 247: NIR.UŠUMGAL.KAR.RA, describing the lizard as a kind of snake of the quayside. The element NIR is problematic but is perhaps phonetic for NĪR, as a description of the lizard as stone-like. The Uruanna plant list also translates the nickname for the anduhallatu-lizard in our text, tašlamtu, as kallat ċēri, ‘snake’s bride’, see CAD K 79.

ana-ku 4ASAL.LÚ.HI UŠUMGAL 4a-nun-na-ki lab-bi 4i-gi-gi: a quote from Marduk’s Address to the Demons l. 58, see Geller 2016: 353 (edition W. G. Lambert). As always, it is important to try to reconstruct the question behind any commentary remark, in this case why this line from a literary incantation is cited in this commentary. What is missing from our commentary is the question which this quote is intended to answer, perhaps intending to clarify the expression NIR.UŠUMGAL and what this represents (translated as ‘snake’s bride’). The point is that Asalluhi is described both as UŠUMGAL ‘dragon’ or ‘snake’, or as labbu, ‘lion’. The underlying question may have been whether the spleen of any other wild animals would qualify as useful for this recipe, for which this quote could have supplied a positive answer.

PA₄.ÙRU: The equation PA₄.ÙRU for nappû ‘sieve’ is unattested, but it is a scholarly writing to indicate ‘maleness’ (zikaru, ašarādu), as counterpart to the logogram for sieve, which is GI.ŠÀ.SUR, lit. ‘womb-reed’. The reading of the signs (rather than the usual PA₄.ŠEŠ) is confirmed by the next line in the commentary with a phonetic compliment. In any case, these puns are actually intended to refer to nappītu and nappû as terms for snakes, not sieves (which have no connection with the present context). The induhallātu-lizard is compared to a male and female nappû snake, for which the Sum. is MUŠ. MA.AN.SÌM, lit. ‘the snake which smells me.’ The association with snakes is further suggested by the MUŠ.ŠÀ.TUR, lit. ‘womb-snake’, corresponding to GI.ŠÀ.SUR (lit. ‘womb-reed’) as the logogram for ‘sieve’. The important thing to recognise is that the commentary is interested in snakes and lizards, not sieves.

nap-pu-ú u na-pi-tú šum-šú: As pointed out above, these terms have nothing to do with nappû, ‘sieve’, but these are terms for ‘snake’.

The remaining lines of the commentary appended to this comment are a play on the word labbu ‘lion’ but refer back to the lizard and its habits: ina nasṣābu labbi linūh ina našābu libbi linūh : nuṣābu kukkanītu 5 larī šakin. The nasṣābu or ‘drainpipe’ usually refers to a hidden habitat (CAD N/2 52), and labbu is a word describing some unspecified feature of the date-palm (see CAD L 23); hence it is likely that this is where the lizard is hiding, and this could be a citation from another text. This leads to a further association with the words naṣābu ‘to suck’ and the nuṣābu-plant, and the kukkanītu (lit. ‘black-like’) plant recalls the spleen (the object of this entire exercise) as a black organ.

37) ina KAŠ NAG: The sign NAG is interpreted here as a logogram for rabāku, ‘you decoct’, since it makes no sense to drink up the crushed ingredients in beer before chewing them. See the note above.

52). Although BAM 77 ends here, it is likely the Nippur commentary provides evidence for a new

98 An alternative possibility is to read the entire phrase PAP.ÙRU SIM-tu₄ as kūr-ùru-sim-tu₄ as an esoteric writing for kursimtu, ‘snake skin’.
section in BAM 77 beginning with the incipit, DIŠ NA BIR-šú GÚ,-šú, ‘if his kidney hurts him’. The Nippur comment on this line reads as follows (Civil 1974: 337, 20): DIŠ NA BIR-šú GÚ,-šú “nergal šá E-u”IRD: 5šal.bat-a-nu. Reiner 1995: 60 translates this line, ‘If a man’s kidney hurts him, (the disease comes from the god) Nergal, as they say: “The Kidney-star is Mars”.’ Reiner then cites another Uruk medical commentary equating ērdBIR with ka-li-ti (SBTU 1 54:11’), ‘kidney star’, and also cites Ptolemy’s statements that Mars governs the kidneys. The Nippur commentary is the basis for recognising the existence of melothesia in Late Babylonian sources.

The interesting feature of this commentary is that it clearly reads the Sumerogram for kalītu ‘kidney’ as BIR rather than its usual rendering ÉLLAG, since the former reading matches closely with the other Sumerogram for ‘spleen’, BI.RI, which appears in several times in BAM 77 (ll. 33, 35, 39).

Conclusion
The intricate complications imbedded within this one medical commentary are not easy to unravel and clearly other associations have been missed or are incorrect. Nevertheless, the exercise of working through each commentary reference leads to the inevitable conclusion that these works of scholasticism represented important aspects of curriculum and higher learning in Babylonian schools and they provide clues to second order thinking. As such, they are invaluable sources of learning.
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Commenting on and Commenting through the First Hippocratic Aphorism. An Overview on Four Case Studies

Giulia Ecca

"Ο βίος βραχύς, ἡ δὲ τέχνη μακρή, ὁ δὲ καιρὸς ὀξύς, ἡ δὲ πεῖρα σφαλερή, ἡ δὲ κρίσις χαλεπή. δεῖ δὲ οὐ μόνον ἑωυτὸν παρέχειν τὰ δέοντα ποιεῦντα, ἀλλὰ καὶ τὸν νοσέοντα, καὶ τοὺς παρεόντας, καὶ τὰ ἔξωθεν.

The life is short, the art is long, the opportunity is fleeting, the experiment is treacherous, the judgment is difficult. The physician must be ready, not only to do his duty himself, but also to secure the co-operation of the patient, of the attendants and of externals.

This is the first Hippocratic Aphorism (ed. Magdelaine 375,1-4 = Littré IV 458,1-3; transl. Jones), one of the most famous texts in the history of ancient medicine and, perhaps, of the whole ancient Greek literature. In antiquity, this aphorism – and especially its first part (ὁ βίος βραχύς... κρίσις χαλεπή) – represented the summa of medical knowledge and was quoted by a large number of both medical and non-medical authors.¹

However, every reader can easily notice that the meaning of this beautiful Aphorism is anything but immediately clear. Therefore, since Hellenistic times, many ancient authors not only quoted this short text, but also commented on it, trying to understand what Hippocrates exactly meant and in which way the meaning could fit to their own purposes. In the six centuries that separate the redaction of the Aphorisms (probably dating to the 4th century BC) from the most famous, detailed and rich commentary on them, namely the 2nd-century commentary by Galen of Pergamum (ed. Kühn XVIIb 345,1 – XVIIIa 195,5; more specifically on Aph. I 1: Kühn XVIIb 345,1 – 356,13), we can count more than a dozen commentators on the Hippocratic Aphorisms.² Unfortunately, not one of their commentaries has been preserved for us: we have just fragments, mostly transmitted as quotations in Galen’s Commentary on the Aphorisms, which is the most important source from antiquity for better understanding the meaning of the Hippocratic text.

In late antiquity, the Aphorisms became part of the canon of Hippocratic treatises that were read in medical schools: they were perhaps the first Hippocratic work to be studied.³ For this reason, we have much evidence of a rich practice of commenting on the Hippocratic Aphorisms during this period, al-


² For these commentators, see Ihm 2002, which counts – among others – Herophilus (4th-3rd cent. BC); Bacchius of Tanagra (3rd cent. BC); Asclepiades of Bytinia (2nd cent. BC); Zeuxis (2nd. cent. BC); Heraclides of Tarentum (1st cent. BC); Archibius (1st cent. BC), who is credited with writing the commentary on the first Aphorism preserved in the Papyrus Berol. 9764 (firstly edited by Schöne 1905, pp. 22-26, it was then re-edited by Marganne 1998, pp. 13-34; cf. Manetti-Roselli 1994, p. 1535-1536, n. 17); Thessalus (1st cent. AD); Dionysius (prior to Galen), Dioscurides (1st-2nd cent. AD); Rufus of Ephesus (1st-2nd cent. AD); Iulianus (2nd cent. AD); Lycus (2nd cent. AD); Marinus (2nd cent. AD); Numisianus (2nd. cent. AD); Pelops (2nd cent. AD); Quintus (2nd cent. AD); Sabinus (2nd cent. AD); Soranus (2nd cent. AD).

³ On this canon, see Iskandar 1976 and Overwien 2012.
Giulia Ecca

though just few late antique commentaries have been preserved: this is the case of the texts written by Stephanus of Alexandria and Theophilus. Stephanus, in particular, underlined that, among the Hippocratic writings, the Aphorisms should have been read at first according to a logical order, “because of the universal, summary and concise character of their content.”

In this contribution I will try to generally explore how the first Aphorism and the Commentary by Galen have been used within the frame of a specific commentarial activity developed in late antiquity: writing introductions to the texts that should have been commented on. The famous book by Jaap Mansfeld masterfully illustrated the structures and patterns of the introductions (the so-called Prolegomena), typical for rhetorical, philosophical and medical texts. Late antique commentaries were usually divided into (1) introductions to the text, which contained relevant information about different points – author, authenticity, character, structure and scope of the commented text – and (2) word-by-word commentary on the text in question. In some cases, before the introductions to the specific texts, we also find more general Prolegomena to the author, or also to the whole art of medicine, philosophy or rhetoric.

Some manuscripts do preserve texts ‘constructed over’ the first Aphorism, and in particular over the first part of it. That means that the first Aphorism (through quotations, paraphrases and comments on it), forms the core of those texts, which are transmitted independently from the proper commentaries on the whole Hippocratic work. When analyzing these texts and their formats in the manuscript tradition, a scholar has to face crucial key-questions:

(a) Are these texts simply commentaries on the first Aphorism, which had a proper and independent manuscript tradition?
(b) Or are they introductions to the Hippocratic Aphorisms,
(c) or, perhaps, Prolegomena to the author or to whole medical art?

In this paper, I will present an overview on four important examples of these late antique and early Byzantine introductive commentaries transmitted either in the form of independent texts or in the form

---

4 Magdelaine 1996 well demonstrated that the Commentary preserved under the name of Damascius largely corresponds to the Commentary by Galen, and that it probably is a forgery by Andreas Darmarios; on this point cf. also Savino 2013, which came to the same results, although unaware of the previous study by Magdelaine.
7 Westerink 30,23-25: ἡ δὲ τοῦ λόγου τάξις πρότερον τοὺς Ἀφορισμοὺς παρακελεύεται ἀναλέγεσθαι διὰ τὸ καθολικὸν καὶ κεφαλαίωδες καὶ σύντομον τῶν ἐνταῦθα παραδιδομένων.
8 Mansfeld 1994.
9 With regard to medical texts, these are the so-called eight chapters (ὀκτὼ κεφάλαια). For example, Stephanos listed the following eight points in his Commentaries on the Hippocratic Prognosticum (Duffy 26–34) and on the Hippocratic Aphorisms (Westerink 28–32): 1) σκοπός “scope”, 2) χρήσιμον “usefulness”, 3) γνήσιον “authenticity”, 4) οίρια τῆς ἐπιγραφῆς “reason of the writing”, 5) τάξις τῆς ἀναγνώσεως “position of the lecture (in the curriculum)”, 6) εἰς τὰ μόρια διαίρεσις “division in parts”, 7) ὑπὸ ποῖον μέρος ἀνέγερται τὸ παρὸν σύγγραμμα “to which part this text belongs”, 8) τρόπος διδασκαλικός “way of teaching”. Cf. Wolska-Conus 1992, pp. 9–10. On this schema, see Quain 1945, pp. 243-256 and Mansfeld 1994, pp. 10-11.
of scholia, namely notes written at the margins of manuscripts;\(^\text{10}\) they all show common features and patterns.

1) The most famous text I will deal with has a very rich manuscript tradition and had several editions. Printed for the first time by de Yriarte in his 18th-century catalogue of the Madrid manuscripts, it was then edited by Dietz and Usener in the 19th century.\(^\text{11}\) More than a century later, Flashar took the text into account in an article and, quite recently, Kapetanaki and Sharples re-edited it in a volume on the (pseudo-Aristotelian) Problemata.\(^\text{12}\) In fact, this very interesting anonymous text constitutes a prologue to the Hippocratic Aphorisms in some manuscripts, but a prologue to the Aristotelian Problemata, attributed to Alexander of Aphrodisias, in some others.\(^\text{13}\) For this reason, it has been studied both as a medical and as a philosophical text. The overlap between the two fields should not surprise, since especially in late antiquity and early Byzantine time medicine and philosophy were often combined together in the curriculum studiorum.\(^\text{14}\)

The opening part of the text presents and celebrates the life and the work of Hippocrates, who is divinised according to Christian canons, since he was sent to earth by God (Kapetanaki - Sharples 86,5 – 88,2 = Dietz II 244,23-26):

καὶ οὐκ ἄν τις ἁμάρτοι λέγων, ὡς ὁ προνοητικὸς θεὸς ἐλεήσας τὸ ἀνθρώπινο γένος ἀλλεπαλλήλοις νόσους ἀπολλύμενον αὐτὴν τὴν φύσιν σαρκώσας Ἱπποκράτην κατήγαγε πρὸς ἀρτίαν ταύτης παράδοσιν.

One would not be wrong to say that god in his providence, having taken pity on the human race which was being destroyed by a succession of diseases, having made nature herself incarnate sent down Hippocrates to impart her adequately.

The compiler then illustrates the features of the medical art, using categories and patterns typical for late antique commentators of the Aphorisms. For example, after introducing the notion of experience through the Hippocratic expression πεῖρα σφαλερή (“experience is treacherous”), taken from the first Aphorism, he provides the following explanation (Kapetanaki - Sharples 88,8-13 = Dietz II 244,25-31):

---

\(^\text{10}\) Lundon 1997 demonstrated that the word ‘scholion’ from antiquity up to the Byzantine time conveyed a broad meaning: it could refer to an ‘explanation’ of every sort (paraphrases, etymology, grammar, textual criticism or exegesis), regardless from its position in the manuscript, either in the margins or in the center of the page. However, nowadays we tend to identify the scholia with explanatory notes at the margins of a main text, and we tend to distinguish these scholia from self-standing and continuous commentaries, usually referred to with the Greek word ὑπομνήματα. Cf. Dickey 2007.

\(^\text{11}\) De Yriarte 1769, p. 322, edited the text transmitted by the Matriensis gr. 4616 (olim cod. 84), XIV cent.; Dietz 1834, pp. 244-245, edited the text as transmitted by the Vindobonensis med. gr. 49, ff. 1-2; Usener 1859, pp. 1-2, presented a critical edition according to the analysis of different manuscripts.

\(^\text{12}\) Flashar 1962; Kapetanaki - Sharples 2006.

\(^\text{13}\) For a complete list of manuscripts, see Kapetanaki - Sharples 2006, pp. 82-83.

\(^\text{14}\) See Westerink 1964.
He [scil. Hippocrates] hints even at this in the prologue of the Aphorisms, when he says “Medicine can hardly be grasped by experience. For we doctors do not encounter people’s afflictions at the time we wish to, for these things are subject to chance and to the infrequency of their occurrence. Moreover it involves risks, because the art of medicine is practiced on a body which is on the one subject to flux, because of matter, and unstable [...].”

The last sentence on the instability of the human body, taken from Galen’s Commentary (Kühn XVIIb 346,16 - 347,1), has been largely used especially by late antique commentators, such as Stephanus (Westertink 38,25-26) and Theophilus (Dietz II 247,20-21); it also occurs – as we will see – in an anonymous text related to the Hippocratic Praecepta, which will be discussed in the following pages.\(^\text{15}\)

The possible cultural context that produced this text has been long debated. On the one hand, Hellmut Flashar identified Neoplatonic commentators with the authors of the text, which would have belonged to the commentary tradition on Aristotle.\(^\text{16}\) On the other hand, at the end of the last century, Oliver Temkin and Inek Sluiter argued that this text was a prologue to a late antique commentary on the Aphorisms.\(^\text{17}\) Few years after the publication of Mansfeld’s monograph on Prolegomena, Amneris Roselli revised the text and the previous studies on it, examining more closely its language and structure.\(^\text{18}\) She has convincingly showed that we deal here with an isagogic text and she has considered it as a Prolegomenon, that means an ‘introduction’, not just to the Hippocratic Aphorisms, but to the study of medicine in general. Indeed, after a brief introduction to the pre-Hippocratic medicine, the text praises the figure of Hippocrates as saviour of human beings, drawing a sort of βίος of the ancient physician with his main values. The first Aphorism quoted in the text, standing as symbol of Hippocrates’ medical heritage, along with some re-worked sentences extrapolated from Galen’s Commentary on it, aimed to introduce students to the medical art. The first Aphorism, in fact, offers a general overview on the art of medicine, through the list of its major elements and their relative roles. The anonymous Prolegomenon says it explicitly after the presentation of the divinised figure of Hippocrates (Kapetanaki - Sharples 88,23–25 = Dietz II 245,8–11):

Τὸ δὲ μέγιστον τοῦ ἀνδρός, ὅτι οἱ παρ᾽ αὐτοῦ λεγόμενοι Ἀφορισμοὶ οὐχ ἁρμόζουσι μόνη ἰατρικῇ ἀλλὰ καὶ κοινῶς παντὶ τῷ βίῳ. νόμοι γάρ εἰσι καθολικοί θεσπίζοντες καὶ κανονίζοντες τὰ γινόμενα.

The greatness of the man [i.e. Hippocrates] [scil. is apparent] from the fact that the Aphorisms he uttered are appropriate not only to medicine but in general to the whole of life: for they are universal laws foretelling and regulating the things which happen.

\(^{15}\) See the fourth and last case study in this contribution.

\(^{16}\) Flashar 1962 and 1964.

\(^{17}\) Temkin 1991 and Sluiter 1994.

\(^{18}\) Roselli 1998.
Next to the medical context, Roselli also drew attention to many parallels and re-elaborations from the Platonic tradition. For example, the compiler quoted Aphorism II 10: this quotation is put into relation with a passage from Plato’s Phaedo 67b, as it was in the 6th-century Commentary on Galen’s De sectis by Palladius. This combination of medical and philosophical material results perfectly in line with the cultural framework of late antique commentarial activities.

2) Another anonymous text interesting for our purpose is to be found at the folia 315v-319v of the Parisinus gr. 2237, which can be dated between the end of the XIII and the beginning of the XIV century. According to Brigitte Mondrain’s codicological analysis, it is possible to link the manuscript to the erudite circle of Johannes Argyropoulos in Constantinople, which was particularly interested in collecting both medical and philosophical (in particular Aristotelian) writings. The text is unedited as yet, and the only investigation on its content and structure has been made by Anna Maria Ieraci Bio.

The title reads: ἑρμηνεία πάνυ καλὴ εἰς τὸ α’ τμῆμα τῶν ἀφορισμῶν (add. supra lin. Ἰπποκράτους). κεφάλαιον α’ εἰς τὸ ὁ βίος βραχύς. It begins immediately with the commentary of every single expression of the first part of the first Hippocratic Aphorism, without introducing it with a prologue. The compiler divided the text into Hippocratic lemmas and related commentaries, introduced by the words κείμενον and ἑρμήνεια respectively. The first commented lemma is ὁ βίος βραχύς, ἡ δὲ τέχνη μακρὰ (f. 315v), the second καιρὸς ὀξύς (f. 316r), the third ἡ πεῖρα δὲ σφαλερή (f. 317v), the fourth ἡ δὲ κρίσις χαλεπή (f. 318r). The compiler of the text made consistent use of the earlier commentaries on the Hippocratic Aphorisms available to him (Galen, Stephanus and, especially, Theophilus), reworking this exegetic material in order to compose his own commentary. However, he used not only the Aphorisms, but also other Hippocratic works, such as the Prognostic and the Epidemics, which late antique medical schools largely commented on. Ieraci Bio pointed out that the text shows a very evident didactic character: it is addressed to a student (ὦ φιλομαθέστατε) and expressions typical for a school context are very recurrent (for example δεῖ γινῶσκειν and ἰστέον ὅτι). Moreover, the compiler resorted to some patterns which were common in late antique iatrosophistic schools, such as the question-answer structure (ἐρωταπόκρισις), introduced for many exegetical passages.

The text only deals with the first Aphorism and is closed by the last sentence of it. However, one should wonder whether this text must be simply considered as the first part of a longer Commentary on the Aphorisms or it is just an exegetical introduction to the Hippocratic work or, maybe, to the whole art of medicine. In support of this last hypothesis, it is worth highlighting that this anonymous text is to be found at the last folia of the manuscript, which otherwise does not preserve any commentary on the Hippocratic Aphorisms. On the basis of this observation, one can safely argue that the text has been transmitted independently. After all, already Galen, at the very beginning of his Commentary, stressed the introductory character of the first Aphorism (Kühn XVIIb 346,2-3). Therefore, it should not surprise that the proemium of the most representative work of the father of medicine could be commented on its own, in order to set the definition of medicine and its most important elements.
The last two texts I would like to introduce are again anonymous works, which I edited and commented on during my researches on the Hippocratic Aphorisms and Precepts.

3) At folia 157r-157v of the MS Harleianus 6295 (Hb) and at folia 158r-159r of its apograph, the Parisinus gr. 1884 (R), we find an anonymous text that serves as prologue to a mixed Commentary on Aphorisms, in which part of Theophilus’ Commentary (In Hipp. Aph. proeh. - I 1: Dietz II 245,32 - 248,4) is transmitted along with part of Galen’s Commentary (In Hipp. Aph. I 1 - VII 81: Kühn XVIIb 355,13 - XVIIIa 195,5). In both manuscripts, the text bears the simple title of Ἀφορισμοὶ τοῦ Ἰπποκράτους “Aphorisms of Hippocrates”, without any mention of a commentator. The text is divided into two parts, according to my analysis. In the first part (§ 1-3), the compiler introduces his Commentary on Aphorisms by explaining the title of Hippocrates’ treatise and by offering a definition of medicine. In the second part (§ 4-7), he provides a word-by-word commentary on the text of the first part of Aph. I 1 (that means οὗ βίος βραχύς, ἡ δὲ τέχνη μακρή, ὁ δὲ καιρὸς ὀξύς, ἡ δὲ πείρα σφαλερή, ὡς κρίσις χαλεπὴ). The compiler often re-elaborates material taken from Galen’s Commentary on Aphorisms and combines it with elements that show clear analogies with late antique philosophical Prolegomena, in particular with those produced within Neoplatonic circles. Unfortunately, these considerations do not contribute to identify the compiler, who was not necessarily a physician: in late antiquity and middle Byzantine period, in fact, lectures on the first Hippocratic Aphorism were probably common among philosophers too.

I would like to provide just one case study taken from this text. Before beginning to comment on the first Aphorism, the compiler explains the necessity to do it because of the unclearness both of the Hippocratic text and of the Commentary by Galen:


that [scil. the Aphorisms] are unclear is evident to everybody: that is so, because they are both composed in a poetic way and also explained in a more long-winded way by Galen, and from both sides they have a lot of obscurity. After having shaken off both Hippocrates’ poetic ob-

---

25 I submitted the first critical edition of this text with translation and exegetical notes for the Proceedings of the 15th Colloque hippocratique, which took place in Manchester in 2015: see Ecca 2021. In the following pages, I have only included a few selected textual notes, just to explain those cases in which I have either preferred a variant reading of the apograph R or corrected the text as transmitted by the manuscripts.
26 ἀμφοτέροθεν scripsi: ἀμφοτέροθεν Hb R
27 μακρηγορίαν scripsi: μακρυγορίαν Hb R
28 κόρος λόγου R: om. Hb
29 ὡς R: ἰ Hb
Commenting ... First Hippocratic Aphorism

...security on the Aphorisms and [scil. Galen’s] long-winded discourse about them – one of our favourite fathers inspired by God says: “a satiety of word is adverse to the hearing of divine voices, as an excessive nourishment is for bodies” – I will put this treatise in a well-written and concise style, since our discourse is about medicine. It is absolutely necessary to define what medicine is: “medicine is an art, which deals with the human bodies and procures health”.

In this paragraph we find interesting parallels with the Prolegomena on Porphyry’s Isagoge, probably composed around the 6th century in Alexandria by two authors: David, who mentions Galen as an example of ‘obscurity’ because of his long-winded narrative (In Porph. Isag. 3: Busse 105,13-16), and Elias, who presents both Galen’s ‘extended’ way and Hippocrates’ ‘contracted’ way of writing as examples of stylistic obscurity (In Porph. Isag. 16: Busse 41,30 - 42,5). In support of his aim to concisely and clearly explain the Hippocratic text, the compiler quotes a sentence of the treatise In sanctum baptisma, written by the Cappadocian Father Gregory of Nazianzus (4th cent.), which compares the excess of words, which impairs the capacity of listening the word of God, with the excess of food, hostile to human bodies (Orat. 40: MPG XXXVI 360,24-25). It is rather significant that the only other quotation of this sentence is in John of Damascus’ Sacra Parallela, written at the beginning of the 8th century (MPG XCV 1345,27-28). By way of conclusion of this section, the compiler uses the definition of medicine as “an art, which deals with the human bodies and procures health”, which has a clear original source in pseudo-Galen’s Definitiones medicæ (Kühn XVIIb 350,17-18). This definition of medicine became very popular in the Neoplatonic schools of Alexandria: it occurs in the Commentary on Porphyry’s Isagoge by Ammonius (Busse 2,6-9), in that by Elias (Busse 5,34 - 6,3), and in the Prolegomena philosophiae by David (Busse 17,33 - 18,6; 19,3-4); it was also quoted in John of Damascus’ Dialectica (Kotter 70,24-26). This definition contains – even if not explicitly – the clear Aristotelian distinction between the ‘object’ (ὑποκείμενον) of the art, which are the human bodies, and its ‘purpose’ (τέλος), which is health.

Then, the text shows many characteristics similar to other late antique Prolegomena, and it would not be odd to suppose that this text too was constructed as independent Prolegomenon. One should not be surprised that the compiler closed his text with the commentary on the first part of Aph. I 1, without further commenting on the Hippocratic text: in fact, from the time of Galen onwards, Aph. I 1 was considered a prologue somehow independent from the seven books of the Aphorisms. Moreover, after this anonymous text, we find the prologue and the beginning of Theophilus’ Commentary on the Aphorisms (ff. 157v-158v of the Harleianus): that means that even the compiler of the manuscript intended the anonymous text as Prolegomenon to the whole commentary or, even more generally, to the art of medicine.

4) The last text I am now about to examine is transmitted at the margins of one single manuscript (Vaticanur Urbinas graecus 68, ff. 26v - 27r), thus representing what we usually call a ‘scholion’. It is particularly interesting for us, because it is a commentary not on the first Aphorism, but on the incipit of another and much less famous and quite late Hippocratic treatise: the Praecepta, plausibly written around the first or second century AD. A characteristic of the Praecepta is that the author reworked and

---

30 On these texts, cf. Militello 2010.
31 Catalogue: Stornajolo 1895, pp. 84-92.
32 I edited and commented this text in my book on the Praecepta: Ecca 2016; specifically on the manuscript and the scholion see Ecca 2018.
Giulia Ecca

re-contextualised some sentences taken from famous Hippocratic writings, which at his time became somehow ‘canonical’. The first sentences of the Hippocratic Praecepta (Ecca 110,4-7) assume as a model and rework the first Hippocratic Aphorism, thus aiming to represent the summa of medical knowledge: χρόνος ἐστὶ ἐν ὧν καιρός, καὶ καιρός ἐν ὧν χρόνος οὐ πολὺς. ἄκεσις χρόνῳ, ἔστι δὲ ἡνίκα καὶ καιρόθ. δεῖ γε μὴν ταῦτα εἰδότα μὴ λογισμῷ πρότερον πιθανῷ προσέχοντα ἰητρεύειν, ἀλλὰ τριβῇ μετὰ λόγου.

Time is that wherein there is opportunity, and opportunity is that wherein there is no great time. Healing is a matter of time, but it is sometimes also a matter of opportunity. Therefore, knowing this, one must attend in medical practice not to a reasoning that has been previously made plausible, but to experience combined with reason.

The scholion text begins with a sentence, which alludes to a previous (and not preserved) introduction to the work, according to a common structure in late antique commentaries. Then, the compiler comments on the first words of the Praecepta, putting the temporal notions of χρόνος and καιρός into relation with the two parts that essentially constitute the medical activity: reason (λόγος) and experience (πεῖρα), which are at the core both of the first Aphorism and of the incipit of the Praecepta. The compiler composes a sort of doxography, by introducing fictive interpretations of physicians and philosophers who came before Galen (Chrysippus and the Stoics, Archigenes, the Empiricists), in the way in which Galen would have presented them. After considering this list of fictive interpretations, along with the title ἐκ τῶν Γαληνοῦ at the beginning of the text, one can be lead to believe that the compiler wanted to create a forgery under the name of Galen.

Since the Praecepta did not belong to the group of canonical works of Hippocrates in the philosophical and medical schools of late antiquity, the compiler of this scholion explained the Praecepta by commenting on the much more famous first Aphorism. He admits this exegetical approach quite explicitly, when he claims that the right interpretation of the first sentence of the Praecepta assumes the interpretation of the first Aphorism (Ecca 336,5-10). Moreover, at the end of this passage, we find the same re-elaboration of Galen’s Commentary on the mutability of the matter – that means of the human body – that we previously found in text n. 1:

ἄλλοι δὲ τινες τῆς ἀληθείας ἐγγυτέρω προβαίνοντες πρὸς τὸν νοῦν τοῦ α’ κεφαλαίου τῶν Ἀφοριστικῶν συγγραμμάτων ἀναφέρουσι τὸν λόγον καί φασίν· χρόνος ἐστὶν ἐν ὧν καιρός, ἥτιν ἕκαστον ζωῆς διάστημα ἐστίν, ἐν ὧν θεωρεῖται ἀξίως ὁ καιρός – διὰ τὸ ῥευστὸν δῆλον τῆς ὑλῆς καὶ εὐαλλοίωτον.

Some others [scil. interpreters] come closer to the truth, since they explain the meaning according to the sense of the first chapter of the aphoristic treatises, and say: “χρόνος is that wherein there is καιρός. That means it is the period of each life, in which the right moment is considered fleeting, obviously because of the fugacity and the mutability of the matter”.

It is worth noticing that also in this scholion, similarly to the anonymous text of the Harleianus examined before (text n. 3), we find a quotation of the Cappadocian Father Basilius of Caesarea (MPG XXXI 425-428), which was later on used by John of Damascus in his Sacra Parallela (MPG XCV 1273). The compiler uses the metaphor of the sweetness of philosophy with reference to Hippocrates, who is said to ‘philosophise’ (Ecca 334,5-7):
Commenting ... First Hippocratic Aphorism

προιὼν μὲν φιλοσοφεῖ, τὸ τῆς φιλοσοφίας γλυκὸ γεῦσαι θέλων τοὺς ἐντυγχάνοντας. τίς γὰρ ἀναγγελεῖ τὴν ταύτης γλυκύτητα τοῖς μὴ γευσαμένοις;
He goes on philosophising, since he wants to let taste the sweetness of philosophy to the readers. For who could disclose its sweetness to those, which did not taste it?

This quotation shows that the compiler of the text was probably Christian: for this reason, a plausible terminus post quem for the redaction of the text is the 6th century, when the Christian religion began to expand also in the Neoplatonic schools of philosophy and medicine. This text was probably composed in late antiquity or in the early Byzantine time, although it is impossible to date it precisely.

After having presented the different interpretations of the first sentences, the compiler does not go further with his comment on the text of the Praecepta; he was clearly interested only in the incipit of the text, which immediately recalls the first Aphorism in its vocabulary and syntax. In this way, the compiler made up a new Prolegomenon to the reading of medical texts, basically presenting a general overview of what medicine is and which is its purpose.

Conclusions

From the overview of these late antique and early Byzantine prologues, we can draw some preliminary conclusions. Their analysis, in fact, shows quite clearly how their anonymous authors somehow extrapolated sentences of the first Hippocratic Aphorism as well as of Galen’s Commentary from their original context and used them to compose isagogic writings to the study of medicine, or the reading of medical texts. Late antique commentators reworked this ancient material in order to create independent general introductions or Prolegomena; in doing so, they usually followed shared patterns, which present close similarities with those used in the Neoplatonic philosophical commentaries. Even in the case of the unedited text in MS Parisinus gr. 2237, which only preserves a word-by-word commentary on the first part of the first Aphorism, it seems reasonable to suppose that the compiler was motivated by the fact that the first Aphorism represented an introduction per se to the medical art, as also Galen noted in his Commentary. Probably, the authors of these prologues cannot be identified with those scholars who commented on the whole Hippocratic Aphorisms. In fact, they do not show a specifically medical expertise, but they rather display a more broadly both philosophical and medical background, as it is expected for a time in which the study of medicine and philosophy were often combined together.
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Commentary from the Renaissance to Galen

Vivian Nutton

I make no apology for a title and a theme that takes us a long way from Babylonia, or for this ahistorical chronology. It reflects my present interests in writers from the sixteenth century, but, more importantly, by proceeding from a period where we have abundant information back over the centuries we may gain a better understanding of some of the major differences between scholars and physicians even when they are discussing the same texts. For the purposes of this essay, I define medical commentary as the exposition by medical men of the writings of an earlier author for medical purposes, whether originally presented orally in a lecture or composed in writing over a lengthy period. Such a method of medical instruction lasted far longer than one might imagine. The Hippocratic *Aphorisms* were studied in Berlin by Rudolf Virchow in the early 19th century and did not disappear as a subject for lectures at Bologna until the early twentieth. This long perspective raises wider questions about the making, choice and usage of commentary that reveal much about the development and context of this educational practice. Although several commentaries will be mentioned, and a list of names and dates can be found at the end of this paper, I shall not be examining them in any detail but using them as examples of broader trends. My story begins in Paris in the 1570s. Professor Houillier had died prematurely in 1562, but his writings were conserved, and some published, by a distinguished set of pupils, including Jean Liébaut, Alexis Gaudin and Didier Jacot. He had been an inspiring teacher, and his circle, including Louis Duret, Maurice de la Corde and Anuce Foes, have rightly deserved the title of the Parisian Hippocratics given them by Iain Lonie. Although they knew their Galen, it was Hippocrates, and Hippocrates the clinical observer, who demanded their attention. As well as his *Aphorisms*, they introduced to a wider world, and a wider world made possible by printing, unfamiliar texts that had never formed part of any learned canon – *Disease of young girls*, for example, and, above all, *Coan predictions*, a work parallel to the *Aphorisms* but one almost entirely forgotten today. Houillier’s commentary on the last text, edited by Jacot, but with contributions by others in the group, appeared in 1576, and Duret brought out his own commentary in 1588. These are huge volumes: Houillier’s comes to 1130 folio pages, Duret’s a mere 576, excluding their copious indexes. The chosen method of this group was the commentary, in part deriving from lectures to students, but reworked in the study with an amplitude of learning. This method could be applied to modern texts too: the diseases described by Houillier originally in his lectures and case notes appeared with his own comments and those of his pupils in 1565 as *De morborum curatione*, and in an enlarged edition in 1567 and 1571. Duret’s lectures and commentary on Houillier’s work on internal diseases, *De morbis internis*, appeared even later, in 1577. At the same time, Pieter van Foreest, the ‘Dutch Hippocrates’, began what must be the largest such collection of commentary, his *Consultationes at observationes* in 32 books, as well as a further nine on surgery, published at frequent intervals between 1584 and 1610. They followed the model of learned commentaries on Hippocrates’ *Epidemics*, opening with a case study, usually, but not always his own, often followed by very detailed *Scholia*, discussing the case with many references to authors ancient, medieval and modern. His example, as well as that of Houillier and his followers, demonstrates that the work chosen for commentary need not form part of an agreed syllabus of texts, but could reflect the particular interests of the commentator. It was a flexible form of imparting information, and Foreest in particular expected his readers to be able to recognise both his innovations and his adherence to traditional forms.
Lonie describes these Parisian commentaries as among ‘the first modern commentaries on ancient medicine’. Two features distinguish them from medieval commentary: attention to the Greek text and to questions of philology (impossible before the widespread availability of the original Greek Galen and Hippocrates after the Aldine editions of 1525-6); and a strong emphasis on relating their contents to modern clinical medicine, as both method and practice (something that marks these commentaries out from shorter expositions of textual points at the back of editions and translations, like Leonardo Giacchino’s edition of Galen’s Prognosis of 1540, or John Caius of Galen’s Anatomical Procedures of 1544). Their authors at times deliberately seek to distinguish themselves from medieval commentators, who are criticised for raising more logical and analytical questions about their text material. This is unfair to such learned authors as the Parisian Jacques Des Parts or Taddeo Alderotti in N. Italy, who included much clinical material in their books. But these medieval authors had by no means as much Galen at their disposal as Giambattista Da Monte at Padua in the 1540s. This new classical material becoming available effectively from the 1520s swamps everything that has gone before, to say nothing of the increased availability of texts, treatises and earlier commentaries on which to draw.

The impact of the rediscovery of Greek was evident by 1520 even in the short traditional collection of basic texts, the so-called Articella, as older versions were replaced by new ones taken directly from the Greek rather than Arabic intermediaries. But it was not until 1525, and arguably not until 1530 with the production of new Latin versions, that Galen’s importance and range as a commentator became apparent. Among this material was Galen’s commentaries on Hippocrates. True, those on Aphorisms, Prognostic and Diet in acute diseases had circulated in some university manuscripts in Latin in the translation by Constantine the African, but the rest were effectively unknown. Besides, the process of transmission had removed most of Galen’s comments on the Greek text of Hippocrates, irrelevant in discussions of Latin versions, and equally irrelevant in comments on Arabic texts in their Latin versions.

Renaissance readers discovered that Galen’s commentaries were far more sophisticated than anything available before, and comparable to contemporary humanist commentaries on poets like Catullus or Propertius. They included reference to predecessors and elegant discussions of variant readings (although the full significance of his exploitation of the ‘editions’ of Capito and Dioscorides, or the work of Rufus of Samaria, Ilberg’s proto-philologist, had to wait till the appearance the 20th century of Arabic versions of works lost in Greek). At first there was no knowledge of Rufus, Galen’s predecessor, or Oribasius, his successor, there was no easy way of reconstructing Galen’s place within an Alexandrian tradition of Hippocratic exegesis. But readers could appreciate for the first time Galen’s methods, and his incessant search for authenticity based on the accuracy and intelligibility of the text. He was familiar with others’ exegeses of Homer, the playwrights, Plato and Aristotle, and he devoted an enormous amount of effort into creating lexica of Attic comedy, which he believed, rightly, offered a better appreciation of the normal meaning of words in the lifetime of Hippocrates than the more exalted poets and philosophers. The overall effect of Galenic commentary on the sixteenth century was not at first to change the texts chosen for commentary, but to widen it, both in and outside the classroom, and to provide a new model for exposition. One might note, for instance, an edition of Avicenna in Arabic.

But acceptance of Galen’s authority also brought with it a problem. How to choose between the enormous numbers of works that were now available, many beyond the pocket of medical students. This was a problem that had already been faced in Late Antiquity when an earlier and continuing Alexandrian tradition of Hippocratism was supplemented by Galenism. How far one can talk about a definite syllabus of Hippocratic texts for commentary is open to question, but there can be no doubt of a later Galenic syllabus already by the late fifth century, the so-called sixteen books, accompanied by lectures and summaries for the benefit of students. It depended on Galen’s own injunctions of how to study his books, including his
lists in My own Books, and was an easy way of abridging the Galenic legacy. Its sixteen books (or, on another calculation, twenty) were well chosen and organised, beginning with some short introductory works before going on to others on, to use modern terminology, anatomy, physiology, pathology, therapeutics and prophylaxis. It became available in Syriac (and was later studied in that language by Christians at Alexandria and in Baghdad), Arabic, Hebrew and by 1250 in Latin, where they formed the basis for advanced study in the new Western universities. How, when and where a syllabus was formed in the Latin West is disputed. ‘Standard’ Latin university manuscripts seem to contain a different number of Galenic texts North and South of the Alps, and not all the texts contained in them became the subject of lectures and commentary. The earlier texts chosen would appear to be derived from Arabic, with a variety of previously unknown ‘new Galen’ texts appearing in the last quarter of the thirteenth century. A few seem to have been studied widely, notably Galen’s Art of medicine, and individual teachers and individual universities might lecture on texts rarely studied elsewhere. At Montpellier, for instance, there were lectures for roughly sixty years, between 1290 and 1350, on Good and bad humours, a Galenic work widely copied but largely used in private study. But what is striking about this late medieval Galenism is that by 1300 it had already become so widespread that it hampered the acceptance of the translations of Niccolò da Reggio, made from the Greek between roughly 1308 and 1350 although they were far more accurate than those made earlier from Arabic intermediaries. They do not appear to have circulated widely and were not the subject of public lectures, partly because they largely dealt with relatively minor topics, and partly because of their, at times, unusual vocabulary. They were used by professors in private reading, and did not become the object of public exposition.

Medicine came late into the Western University; and when it came, Galenic medicine fitted neatly into the commentary model of university teaching already developed in law, theology and the arts. It was highly theoretical, and offered many points for discussion – dubitata, quaestiones, contradictiones and so on. It depended on a sound knowledge of philosophy, particularly that of Aristotle. To judge from annotations and ownership marks, most of these ‘new’ Galenic works were read principally by advanced students, often as a basis for disputations. But before the arrival of the theoretical Galen, medics were already familiar with a different set of translated texts largely derived from Arabic sources translated into Latin - part of the Canon of Avicenna, part of the Liber nonus of Rhazes, and earliest of all; the Articella, short introductory texts ideally suited for beginners. They originally consisted of Liber ysagogarum of Johannitius, a redaction of the Questions and Answers by the ninth-century writer Hunain ibn Ishaq, Hippocrates’ Aphorisms and Prognostic, two Greek texts on urines and pulses by Theophius and Philaretus, and, later, Galen’s Art of Medicine and the Hippocratic Regimen in Acute Diseases. The expositions of these works by the earliest commentators in early-twelfth-century Salerno explain the text closely and methodically. But by 1180 Bartholomaeus was raising wide questions incorporating Aristotelian and Arabic philosophical thinking in a style adaptable to non-Salernitan texts e.g. the Canon. This heavily logical and text-based commentary was derided in the 16th century by those who could see the wider range of Galen’s own practice, but it marked a major advance on what had been available in the Latin West.

Before Salerno, however, our knowledge of medical education is scanty. The medical texts that survive in Latin are heavily weighted to practical advice on diagnosis and therapy or collections of remedies, with one major exception. At Ravenna in the sixth century lectures were given in Latin on some of the initial texts in the Alexandrian syllabus on the model of, and sometimes closely dependent on, what was being taught in the Greek world. But Ravenna, with its schola greca, was for long the outpost of Byzantium in the Latin West, and evidence for the circulation of manuscripts of these commentaries outside the Po Valley and Monte Cassino is hard to find. And with Ravenna, we return to Galen and the Alexandrian tradition of medical commentary that runs from the third century BCE to the eleventh century.
What conclusions can be drawn from this brief survey? The first is that medical commentary is something foreign to Latin Europe, and the two places where commentary can be found early, Ravena and Salerno are both closely linked with the Greek World, one through trade, the other as the seat of Byzantine government. In part this is because the Greek educational tradition around the Eastern Mediterranean was linked with canonical texts, and with institutions in which commentary on texts formed a central role. This system also privileged the study of philosophy, principally logic, whether in Byzantium or in the Islamic world. Medieval Western universities also demanded a degree in arts, i.e. Aristotle, before proceeding to medicine, and those educated in this system would naturally also mostly support its continuance.

Earlier medical commentary took place within institutions, under various names, the house of Herophilus in third century B.C. Alexandria, or the schola at Ravenna. In late antique Alexandria, Magnus was given a public didaskaleion, and the remains of a major educational establishment there are visible today at Qom el-Dikka. Teaching seems also to have taken place in hospitals in the late medieval Islamic world, and some have seen Islamic medreses as the forerunner of Western universities. Institutions involving the teaching of medicine did exist in the Latin Roman Empire at Bordeaux and Aventicum, for example, although it is far from clear what was taught there, although it is unlikely to have been commented lectures on Hippocrates. Besides, the late-Roman Empire in the Latin West was less wealthy than the East, certainly to the extent that it could sustain such institutions as are found in Alexandria or Constantinople. The practical medical texts that survive in Latin from before 1000 AD are far less suited to detailed commentary. They give advice on effective healing rather than discuss the theories that underpin them.

This may also explain why commentaries on surviving classical Latin medical texts appear only in the late Renaissance. The first printed commentary on Celsus was that of Caesarius in 1528, the first large-scale folio commentary that of Willem Pantin of Bruges in 1551. Scribonius Largus had to wait still longer, until 1655 and the still valuable edition by Johan Rode.

At all periods, the favoured type of text for medical commentary was short, no more than 30 printed pages in length, and often much less so whether in manuscript or in printed form. This makes them memorable, but also, since many of the preferred texts are either cryptic (Hippocrates) or extremely succinct (Galen, Avicenna), they require the aid of a teacher to explain them and to put them into a therapeutic context.

The texts chosen for commentary, it goes without saying, are viewed as in some way authoritative: Some Hippocratic writings appear to have gained this status by the third century B. E, in a tradition that includes Empiricist doctors such as Heraclides of Tarentum, as well as Galen’s teachers, both in Asia Minor and Alexandria. Partly because Galen himself wrote commentaries in which he provides information about his predecessors, it is tempting to think that these were the only ones chosen, but his teacher, Pelops, and at least one late Alexandrian commented on The nature of the child, and fragments survive in Arabic of a pseudo-Galenic commentary on the Hippocratic Oath written in the time of Galen. Sibylle Ihm in her useful listing of ancient medical commentaries also suggests that Galen commented on a wide range of other writers, Archigenes, Asclepiades, Erasistratus, Herophilus, Menodotus, Serapion, and Theodas, but these seem to have been discussions of particular problems in their works, hypomnemata, rather than detailed expositions of specific texts. But by Late Antiquity, and still more in Islam, Hippocratic texts were much reduced in number, and were largely superseded by Galen’s works, although how and when this happened remains unclear. By contrast two of the writings in the early medieval Articella, Philaretus on pulses and Theophilus on urines, appear to have been chosen less from the authority of their authors than because of the practicality of their short summaries, which were memorisable but also limited.
There was in Western medicine a tradition of commentary on certain texts that went back to at least
the third century BCE, and which, certainly by 500 CE often served to differentiate those physicians
who had attended such lectures from lesser practitioners. Proper medicine thus came to be defined in
part as a knowledge of certain medical texts gained through attendance at lectures, which in turn helped
to establish a sense of a community. Medical commentary was flexible, particularly when it involved
texts whose wording, until the age of printing, was never entirely fixed, and in the hands of good teach-
ers allowed for a wide variety of exposition, particularly, as with the Hippocratic Aphorisms. when they
were thought to encapsulate most of the leading principles of medical practice. The advent of printing
did allow for larger and more detailed commentaries than in an age of manuscript, although we know of
some both in Antiquity and in the Middle Ages that were very substantial in length. But commentaries
were not the only aids to understanding these basic texts. There were summaries produced for students
(by Galen himself, the Alexandrian summarisers, John of St Amand, for example), as well as lexica
that would explain difficult words and concepts (e.g. by Galen, Petrus de Saneto Floro, or Anuce Foes),
all of which contributed to enshrining for centuries the notion that certain books were of greater value
in medical education than others. Only when less trust came to be placed in the words of the past was
medical commentary superseded, but that took a long while in coming.
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W. Pantin, *Celsus*, Basle, 1551.

**Late Medieval Commentary**

*Art of Medicine, Aphorisms, Canon I and 4, Almansorem, Elements, Mondino’s Anatomy, Articella texts*. From 1250 many Galenic texts available for students.

**Salerno**

*Articella: Liber ysagogarum, Aphorisms, Prognostic, Theophilus, Urines, Philaretus, Pulses; by 1200 Art of medicine, and later Regimen in acute diseases.*

**Ibn Ridwan 998-1068**

Aristotle, Hippocrates, *Aphorisms, Prognostic, Diet in acute diseases, Airs, waters and places*; Galen 16 books: (later authors talk of 12 Hippocratic Texts).

**Introductory:** *Sects, Art, Pulses for beginners Method of medicine, for Glaucon*

*The body; Bones, Muscles, Nerves, Veins, Elements, temperaments, Natural faculties*

*Causes: Causes of symptoms, Causes of disease, Different types of disease; Different types of symptoms Affected parts, Pulses (four treatises)*

**Different types of fevers, Crises, Critical days**

**Method of healing**

**Hygiene.**

**Ravenna**

Galen, *Sects, Art, Pulses for beginners Method of medicine, for Glaucon.*

**Late antiquity**

Probably same canon as given by Ibn Ridwan, but with more Hippocratic material, including *Fractures, Nature of the child.*

Several authors named, including Asclepius, Gesius, John (or several Johns), Palladius, Stephanus, often with variant ascriptions. Canon in existence by 500, if the Alexandrian *Summaries* go back to Gesius, if not earlier.

**Galen’s commentaries**

Ca. 175 *Fractures, Joints, Wounds* (fragments), *Wounds in the Head* (fragments), *Aphorisms.*

176-179 *Epidemics I, Prognostic, Humours* (fragments); *Regimen in acute diseases, Surgery, Epidemics II.*

Ca. 180 *Prorhetic.*

Ca. 186 *Epidemics III.*

Ca. 189 *Epidemics VI Nutriment* (fragments), *Nature of Man, Airs, Waters, Places.*

**Pseudo-Galen (Pelops??)**

*Hippocratic Oath* (fragments).

**‘Alexandrian’ Roman-period sources of Galen**

Marinus, Rufus of Ephesus, Sabinus, Numisianus, Pelops Quintus, Julian, Metrodorus, Straticicus, Satyrus, Aeficianus, Lycus, Menodotus, Rufus of Samaria.

Earlier ‘editions’ by Dioscorides and by Artemidorus Capito, ca. 100-120 CE.
Galen’s Nachlass in Slavonic Intellectual Landscapes: Knowledge Transmission in the Byzantine Commonwealth

Florentina Badalanova Geller

Fig. 1.: Aristotle, Galen, Sybil, and Plato, fresco on the ceiling of the Refectory of the Bachkovo Monastery, Bulgaria (1643) Photo by the author.

§ 1. Frame of reference

The purpose of this publication is to bring to the attention of historians of science a cluster of medieval and early modern Slavonic editions of ancient medical texts, the authorship of which is attributed to the renowned Greek physician Galen (129 – c.216).\(^1\) The main objective of our research is to make these types of compilations available for broader studies beyond the immediate intellectual environment of their anticipated linguistic settings. To the best of our knowledge, there were no earlier attempts to

---

\(^1\) The first draft of this text was presented at the Dahlem Seminar for History of Ancient Science (Freie Universität Berlin, TOPOI Excellence Cluster) in November 2014, as a follow-up to a previous talk given by Heinrich von Staden on Greek medical commentaries (cf. Fischer, von Staden [1996: 86–98]). Earlier versions of the present publication were shown to Heinrich von Staden, Philip van der Eijk, Jacques Jouanna and Paul Demont, to whom I express gratitude for helpful comments. Further study was conducted during my fellowship on the project, “Transmission of Scientific Knowledge in Old Church Slavonic,” within the framework of the “Structural Changes in Systems of Knowledge” programme at the Max Planck Institut für Wissenschaftsgeschichte (Berlin). The work on the digitalisation of the manuscript sources was carried out by Iva Trifonova (Cyrillo-Methodian Research Centre, the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences) during her TOPOI post-doctoral fellowship at the Freie Universität Berlin in 2018. I am most grateful to her for her diligence and assistance.
produce an English translation of the Slavonic redactions and paraphrases of the Galenic corpus; this important task is yet to be accomplished. The current publication is therefore but a preliminary step in this direction and hence represents work in progress. It further aims at providing reference to some Slavonic manuscripts that contain texts discussing various medical issues and conditions, human anatomy and physiology, along with disease diagnosis and prognostication, therapeutics and health care. Apart from their specific subject matter, what these types of sources have in common is one particular feature — their scribes mention in the titles Galen as the author. Among the emblematic texts deserving special attention in this connection are medieval and early modern Slavonic renditions of his celebrated commentaries on Corpus Hippocraticum, the direct Greek Vorlage of which remains unidentified. It has been maintained that those responsible for the translation of the relevant Greek material and its further Slavonic editions most probably belonged to the Eastern Orthodox cloisteral community of Mount Athos, and worked in the scriptoria of some of the monasteries there. It has been suggested that the anonymous Slavonic translators drew on a certain (no longer extant) synopsis of Galen’s treatises that was previously assembled by Byzantine compilers, rather than on contemporary manuscripts comprising surviving copies of his original Nachlass.

As for the next phase of Slavonic acculturation of Galenic heritage, that of the dissemination of the manuscript copies containing the hitherto translated editions of his works, it must have taken place first and foremost through the conventual channels of the Byzantine Commonwealth. From the scriptoria of Mount Athos, through the intra-monastic networks of Slavia Orthodoca, these types of compositions were most probably disseminated to cloisteral libraries on the territory of Bulgaria, Serbia, Romania and Russia. Furthermore, this process could have been greatly impacted by the growing set of emerging monastic hospitals/hospices that created the necessary ground for the transmission of medical knowledge through their structures.

Significant in this connection is the fact that the first infirmaries in medieval Bulgaria were set up at the premises of convents (which is a tradition identical to that observed in Byzantium). One such typical case is the cloister complex established in the 9th-10th century in the region of Avradaka [Аврадака] in the vicinities of the then capital Preslav. Hospitals/hospices were also founded in the monasteries dedicated to one of the prominent Christian saints-healers, St Pantaleimon, situated in the vicinities of both Preslav and Ohrid (which at the time were the two major intellectual centres of Bulgarian Kingdom). Similar loci of healing were associated with the founding father of monasticism in medieval Bulgaria, the hermit St John of Rila (876 – c. 946). Emphasised in hagiographical sources is the fact

---

2 The earliest extant witness is dated to the first quarter of the 15th century; see Prokhorov [1982: 599–601]. For a concise survey of sources, see Mil’kov (with the assistance of Isachenko) [1999: 450–453]; Gerasimova, Mil’kov, Smol’nikova [2015: 377–378]. See also the discussion below.

3 Mount Athos comprises a web of twenty monasteries, seventeen of which are Greek, while the other three are Slavonic. Among them are the Bulgarian Zograph Monastery (founded in 919), the Serbian Hilandar Monastery (founded in 1198), and the Russian Saint Panteleimon Monastery (founded in 1169).

4 See Prokhorov [1982: 599–600].


6 See Georgiev [2016: 48].

7 See the general discussion in Georgiev [2015].
that he was recognised by his contemporaries as a healer and miracle-worker. Similar was the situation in medieval Serbia. As for medieval Russia, the earliest centres of healing were established in 11th century, also at monasteries. A typical example is the Kiev Monastery of the Caves (also known as the Kiev-Pechersk Lavra [Russ. Киево-Печерская лавра]), founded 1051. One of its monks, the legendary St Agapetus of the Kiev Caves (also known as St Agapetus of Pechersk) was famous with his having healed a vast number of poor people without receiving any remuneration in return, which is why he was referred to as “the Holy Venerable Agapetus the Unmercenary Physician” [Святой и Блаженный Агапитъ Безмѣздный Врачъ], or simply “Agapetus the Healer” [Агапитъ Лечець / Лѣчець]. According to his vita, as presented in the Paterikon of Kiev Monastery of the Caves [Патерикъ Киево-Печерского монастыря], he was bestowed by God with the gift of healing [и сего ради прозванъ бысть Лечець, сему бо дарова Господь даръ исцеленна]. The word of his medical knowledge spread outside the caves of the convent, and reached even the household of the Grand Prince Vladimir II Monomakh [Володимѣръ Мономахъ] (1053–1125) who happened to be afflicted by a serious illness at the time. It was maintained that the saint prepared for him a special herbal remedy [ѣлие] from his own alimentation, and as soon as the sick Prince tasted it, he was cured [И егда же князь вкусиѣ елиѧ, и ту абие здравъ бысть].

Last but not least, among the emblematic Russian monks venerated as healers was the Abbot of Radonezh, Saint Sergius (1314–1392).

But then again; the types of monastic therapeutic strategies employed by him and his predecessors were based on prayers, herbal therapy and dietary rules, with the strength of Christian faith being recognised as the ultimate precondition for achieving (and maintaining) spiritual, mental and physical health.

8 See the survey of sources in Ivanov [1936: 1–108]; Mutafov [1999: 37–42].
10 As it will be further discussed below, in Old Church Slavonic (e.g. Old Bulgarian, Old Serbian, Old Russian) the appellation “врачъ” was employed to render the Greek ἰατρός. The lexicographic analysis shows that it was attested exclusively in a masculine form. In written sources (including redactions and paraphrases of the Galenic corpus) it is used as a term denoting “healer” / “physician” / “medical practitioner”; see Sreznevskii [1893: 314–315]. There circulated also a related cluster of nouns denoting “healing” / “curing” / “nursing”, such as врача / враченниѧ / враѧченство / врачаниѧ (ϑεραπεία, ἰατρεία). In modern South Slavonic vernacular dialects, however, the noun “врач” (and especially its feminine counterpart “врачка”) occasionally has negative connotations, as it may designate not only a “healer”, but mainly (and predominately) “diviner” and even “witch”; see Divenua [1889: 274–275]. The masculine form of the term врач (sing.) / враѧове (pl.), on the other hand, designates a physician-saint (for example, Saints Cosmas and Damian); see further Georgiev et al. [1971: 179–180, 183]; Badalanova Geller [2021: 129, note 45]. In modern Russian, the lexeme врач denotes “doctor” / “physician” / “medical practitioner”.
11 On the semantic coverage of the terms лѣчьба / лѣченниѧ / лѣчець / лѣчыць / лѣчитель, see Sreznevskii [1902: 80–81].
12 See Olshevskaia, Dmitriev [1997: 398–405].
13 See Gerasimova, Mil’kov [2014: 279].
health. Sickness was habitually interpreted as divine punishment for previously committed sins, while the recovery was considered as a sign of forgiveness. Indeed, monks-healers were perceived as agents of divine intervention in seeking God’s help in resolving health problems.14

It is in this socio-cultural environment that Galenic heritage gained its momentum in *Slavia Orthodoxa*, with its first witnesses beginning to circulate in the early 15th century.15 Besides, this was the period that marked the arrival of a number of foreign medical practitioners (after the fall of Constantinople) to the court of Ivan the Third (1440 – 1505), also known as Ivan the Great, the Grand Prince of Moscow and all Russia (from 1462 until 1505). Whether there was a connection between the influx of foreign physicians to Russia and the dissemination of Galenic heritage is a question that merits detailed investigation.16

The first step in this direction was already made by a number of researchers of the reception history of the Galenic corpus, who suggest that some of the manuscripts containing texts attributed to him did not reach monastic libraries of *Pax Slavia Christiana* through ecclesiastical channels, but through the encounters between itinerant medical practitioners travelling to local urban centres, and representatives of the neighbouring monastic communities.17

It is conceivable too, scholars claim,18 that the Slavonic phase of multilingual and cross-cultural transmission of the Galenic heritage was impacted by the system of medical training in the Byzantine Empire. The adherents of this idea suggest that “it is perhaps legitimate to relate” the reception history of Galen’s medical treatises in *Slavia Orthodoxa* to the scribal activities taking place in one of the best-known hospices of late Constantinople, that of the *Xenon of the Kral* (*Ξενὼν τοὓς Κράλη*). Founded in the early 14th century by the Serbian ruler Stefan Uroš II Milutin, it was originally staffed with “his own people” who presumably encountered a vibrant community of monks that acted as both scribes and physicians. It is further argued that this intellectual landscape nurtured sustainable collaboration between the local Greek practitioners and “professionally educated Serbian monks”, resulting in the production of Slavonic translations of relevant items of the Byzantine medical curriculum. But while the latter postulation acknowledges the specific historical circumstances surrounding the presumed medical training of the Serbian monks within the favourable linguistic environment of the *Xenon of the Kral*, it still leaves some important questions. For instance, were there among the Serbian monks sent by Stefan Milutin to Constantinople individuals who were professionally equipped, both in terms of sufficient linguistic skills and medical knowledge, to carry out such an important task as the translation of selected pieces of the classical corpus of ancient medical knowledge? Were these individuals in control of professional medical terminology in both Greek and Slavonic? The language efficiency would

---

14 See Medved’ [2013: 171–175].
15 See note 2 above.
16 Further on history of monastic medicine in Kievan Rus’ and early Muscovy, see the general discussion in Zguta [1984: 54–70]; Zimareva [2015: 84–89].
17 On the social rank of the wandering physicians (*iatroii*) in the Byzantine Empire, see Evert-Kappesowa [1979: 149–150].
18 See Gerasimova, Mil’kov [2016: 188].
19 See Ševčenko [1991: 610, note 52].
not have been enough, as the command of relevant vocabulary would have assumed acquaintance with Slavonic medical terminology coined in some fundamental works dealing with physiology produced in the late 9th-early 10th century (e.g. some specific chapters from *Hexaemeron* and *Theology* dealing with the nature of the human body compiled by John the Exarch). And, most importantly — how the translations accomplished in Constantinople would have made their way to the scriptoria of Kievan Rus’ and early Muscovy, unless they followed the traditional inter-monastic networks of manuscript diffusion, with Mount Athos being its epicentre, and some of the monks acting as the main agents in the process. The “biographies” of some of the miscellanies containing medical texts concerning their previous “owners” indicate that the monastic scriptoria were not only shelters of manuscripts — be it itinerant items or locally written ones — but also cores of their subsequent peripheral dissemination. As such, the Slavonic monasteries played a pivotal role in the reception history of the Galenic heritage in the Byzantine and post-Byzantine periods, and this subject remains open for future studies.

Explorations into medieval manuscript tradition related to Galen’s Nachlass will hopefully lead to the discovery of additional witnesses, both Greek and Slavonic, and the new data will help trace the intellectual trajectories of codices with medical treatises from Mount Athos via the Balkans to Russia. This will further clarify how the Eastern Orthodox monastic landscapes not only fostered and safeguarded the “rewritten” Byzantine Galenic corpus but also shaped the next phase of its reception history — the transmission of its surviving renditions into Slavonic socio-cultural settings.

On the other hand, the content analysis of codices with incorporated medical treatises (and especially those the authorship of which is attributed to Galen) indicates that the latter were occurring within the framework of cumbersome chapters dealing with a wider scope of natural sciences. Occasionally preceded by chronographic segments devoted to Church and State annals, they create an overarching narrative binding social and political history with natural history. In fact, these types of miscellanies (*sborniti, sborniki [сборнici, сборники]*) contain — apart from editions and paraphrases of Galenic commentaries on *Corpus Hippocraticum* and discourses on related works — cosmological, astronomical and astrological compositions covering a wide range of *topoi* (such as the solar and lunar calendrical schemes, the description of the twelve signs of the Zodiac, the tables of malevolent and benevolent days, dietary recommendations according to seasons, *Brontologia*, etc.). Among typical representatives of these types of sources are the two 15th-16th centuries Russian miscellanies from *The Collection of the Trinity Lavra of Saint Sergius* (Troitse-Sergieva Lavra), now kept in the Russian State Library, Moscow under record № 762 and № 177. Presented below in the Appendix are the original Church Slavonic

---

20 See the discussion below.

21 One such case is represented by a marginal note on fol. 109 of the *Chodoš codex*; see Jagić [1878: 82].

22 By the same token, some manuscripts may attribute the authorship of texts concerning the causes of the thunder and lightning to Galen, thus portraying him not only as a great physician but also an authority in celestial sciences; see Duĭchev, Kristanov [1954: 517]. See also the discussion below.


24 See Mil’kov, Polianskii [2008: 543–622]. See also text № 5 in the Appendix below.

25 The text of the entire macro-unit was published for the first time by Nikolaĭ Savvich Tikhonravov [1863: 398–421]; see also the Appendix below (text № 1).
redactions of Galenic commentaries on the *Corpus Hippocraticum* from these two sources, supplemented with an English translation. Parallel with this, the current publication offers three additional Serbian redactions of medical works attributed to Galen, following their earlier edition by Stojan Novaković in 1877 based on the 17th century MS № 54 from the Archival Collection of the Serbian National Library in Belgrade (destroyed during WWII). In fact, Novaković’s publication offers one of the few scarce surviving pieces of evidence for the transmission of the Galenic Nachlass among the Balkan Slavs in the post-Byzantine period.

§ 2. Human sciences in the Byzantine Commonwealth preceding the Slavonic translations of the Galenic corpus

The earliest Slavonic compositions containing information about the nature of the human body appear in Medieval Bulgaria during the reign of King Symeon the Great (893–927). They occur as self-sufficient fragmentary units incorporated into scientific encyclopaedic compendia, the editorial work on which was carried out by members of Preslav Literary School. Such writings drew predominantly upon redrafted translations from some renowned Byzantine Greek sources but also contained original exegetical compositions.

One such case is the *Hexaemeron* compendium, assembled in the late 9th-early 10th century by the prominent Bulgarian intellectual John the Exarch [Йоанн Єѯархъ] on the basis of revised fragments from the *Homiliae in Hexaemeron* of Basil of Caesarea (c. 329 – 379) and *In Cosmogoniam homiliae* of Severian of Gabala (c. 380 – c. 408/425). Of special interest for the current discussion is the *Homily on the Sixth Day* [Слово шестааго дьне], the Church Slavonic text of which appears to have no immediate Greek Vorlage. It is clear, however, that John the Exarch composed it on the basis of reworked translations of excerpts from the Byzantine redaction of Aristotle’s *History of Animals*, while further expounding the scope of his discussion by including the anatomical and physiological treatise (*Περὶ τῆς τοῦ ἀνθρώπου κατασκευῆς*) of one of the famous 9th century iatrosophists, the monk Meletius, among whose sources is the work *Περὶ φύσεως ἀνθρώπου* of Nemesius, Bishop of Emesa (4th -5th centuries). However, in his discourse on human nature, John the Exarch follows much closer the views of Plato and

26 For surveys of Serbian manuscripts containing translated and adapted medical treatises and for their transmission from the early Middle Ages to the modern period, see Katić [1958; 1967; 1981; 1987]. As pointed out by scholars, some codices (e.g. the 16th century Hilandar Medical MS 517) contain not only Byzantine Greek, but also Latin sources; see the discussion in Bojanin [2017; 2022].

27 See Novaković [1904 (1877): 592–595]. See also texts №2, № 3 and № 4 in the Appendix below.


30 The authorship of certain excerpts from Severian’s *Homilies* may be ascribed to John Chrysostom, which is also the case with the contemporary Byzantine scribal tradition; see Mil’kov, Polianskiĭ [2009 (2): 94].

31 See Slavova [2002: 244].
Aristotle rather than those of Galen, whose works do not appear to be among sources explicitly quoted by him, albeit he must have been familiar with them.\(^\text{32}\)

Parallel with the reflections on human anatomy and physiology, as formulated in the *Homily on the Sixth Day*, in medieval Bulgaria a cluster of similar considerations on the same topic circulated. They are attested in the domesticated redaction of the famous composition of the Syrian monk and priest John Damascene [John of Damascus] (676 – 749), *The Fountain of Knowledge*, which was also translated by John the Exarch; it was included in his work, *Theology* (Heavens). Thus in chapter 23, entitled *On humankind* [\(\varphi\nu\chi\mu\nu\theta\iota\kappa\eta\delta\)], it is outlined that both the Universe and Man are homologous entities:

The flesh\(^\text{33}\) (var. corporeal, matter) has three dimensions; namely, it has length, width, and depth, that is to say — thickness (var. fatness, corpulence). Each body consists of four elements (var. constituents), while the bodies of living beings — of four liquids. It must be known that there are four [classes of] elements, which is to say — natures: earth, which is dry and cold; water, which is cold and fluid; air, which is damp and warm; fire, which is warm and dry. So are there four [body] liquids, corresponding to the four elements: black bile, corresponding to earth — because it is dry and cold; phlegm, corresponding to water — because it is cold and wet; blood, corresponding to air — because it is fluid and warm; yellow bile, corresponding to fire — because it is warm and dry. Parenthetically, fruits are composed of four elements, whereas liquids [derive] from fruits, while bodies of living creatures [are composed] from liquids and once again return to [var. transform again into] them. Because everything that is a composite returns to the substance from which it is constituted. It also must be recognised that man has some common features with creatures that do not possess souls; furthermore he also participates in the lives of speechless beings, while retaining cognition together with creatures with reason [ie. angels]. Due to his body, man has things in common with soulless objects, since like them he consists of four elements. With vegetation and all the botanical world and plants and seeds, he has in common the characteristics of need of sustenance [ie. food to eat/consume], and to grow, and to bear seed(s), which is to say, [to have] the ability to reproduce. He is related to speechless [animals] not only on account of this [property], but also because of his being endowed with desire, which is to say, anger and sexual drive, as well as the senses and movement [var. locomotion, kinesis] which is reciprocal to the impulse [var. instinct?]. There are five senses: vision, hearing, smell, taste, touch.\(^\text{34}\)

The philological eloquence and language proficiency manifested in John the Exarch’s Slavonic editions of the *Homily on the Sixth Day* (deriving from the Byzantine Greek Hexameral compendia), and the chapter *On Humankind* (from John Damascene’s *Fountain of Knowledge*) indicates that he was a scholar of extraordinary erudition and intellectual aptitude. He must have received scholastic education either in the famed Monastery of Stoudios, or in the elitist School of Magnaura in Constantinople, along with other representatives of contemporary aristocracy (e.g. the future king of Bulgaria, Symeon the Great). The depth of his intellectual input shows that he must have studied not only grammar, logic and rhetoric,

---

\(^{32}\) See Georgiev [1990b: 67–71, 74–76].

\(^{33}\) The Church Slavonic noun used here is плътъ; in other sources it is employed to render the Greek σάρξ, σῶμα.

\(^{34}\) For the original Church Slavonic text, see Duĭchev, Kristanov [1954: 82-84].
but also philosophy and theology, along with astronomy and medicine. In fact, it was John the Exarch who coined in his works the specialised terminology that was subsequently employed in Old Church Slavonic scribal tradition to designate different parts of human body, along with related theoretical concepts in anatomy and physiology.\textsuperscript{36}

§ 3. Philological explorations into Slavonic paraphrases of Galen’s treatises

Scholars exploring the extant manuscripts sources containing Slavonic editions and paraphrases of Galenic treatises maintain that they were translated from (no longer extant) Greek Byzantine protographs by anonymous South-Slavonic scribes, most probably working in monastic environments.\textsuperscript{37}

The earliest Slavonic MS containing the treatise of \textit{Galen on Hippocrates} [Галино во. Нц Ηπποκράτα] is dated to the first quarter of the 15\textsuperscript{th} century.\textsuperscript{38} It comes from a miscellany copied in one of the richest monastic libraries of Northern Russia, the Kirillo-Belozersky Monastery, situated next to the settlement called Belo-Ozero (lit. “White Lake”), presently in the Vologda County. The Monastery was founded in 1397 on the bank of Lake Siverskoe by the monk Cyril (1337 – 1427), who was eventually beatified by the Russian Orthodox Church as “Saint Cyril of Belo-Ozero” [Кирилл Белозерский]. In fact, he was one of the most ardent disciples of the prominent Russian monk-healer and saint, the aforementioned Abbot of Radonezh, Saint Sergius (1314 –1392).\textsuperscript{39} The MS is currently preserved in the Archaeographic Department of the National Library of Russia (formerly the Imperial Public Library), Saint Petersburg. It is kept in the famous Kirillo-Belozersky Collection [Кирилло-Белозерское собрание] under record № XII; hence its designation among specialists as Kir-Bel № XII. According to the Russian scholar Gelian Mikhaĭlovich Prokhorov, who produced the first text-edition of this earliest East-Slavonic version of the treatise of \textit{Galen on Hippocrates},\textsuperscript{40} the MS in which it was found originally belonged to the personal library of St. Cyril of Belo-Ozero.\textsuperscript{41} The miscellany was copied most probably by St. Cyril himself on the basis of an earlier Slavonic translation of a Greek original that was composed as an anthology of treatises on natural sciences. Among plausible sources, Prokhorov lists tailored adaptations of works by the Byzantine philosopher and theologian Eustratius of Nicaea (1050/1060 – c. 1120), discussing matters like dietary recommendations according to different seasons and instructions on phlebotomy. In order to confirm or refute Prokhorov’s hypothesis, a comparative analysis of the Greek and Slavonic witnesses is necessary.

\textsuperscript{35} Surveys of scientific terminology attested in John the Exarch’s \textit{Homily on the Fourth Day} show considerable cosmological and astronomical knowledge (including the architectonics of the firmament and sets of rules defining temporal and spatial properties of planets and stars). See also the discussion in Fomina [1995: 269-276].

\textsuperscript{36} See in this connection Trifonov 1929 [165–203]; Georgiev [1990a: 23–38; 1990b: 65–79]

\textsuperscript{37} See Prokhorov [1982: 599–600].

\textsuperscript{38} See Mil’kov (with the assistance of Isachenko) [1999: 451].

\textsuperscript{39} See note 13 above.

\textsuperscript{40} Prokhorov [1982: 192–214, esp. 192–196].

\textsuperscript{41} Further on the content of the personal library of St. Cyril of Belo-Ozero, see Prokhorov [1981: 54–68].
The actual text of *Galen on Hippocrates* [Галиново. Η Ιπποκράτα] in *Kir-Bel № XII* (fols 215-219) inaugurates a lengthy cosmographic chapter entitled “On the Structure (Lay-out) of the Earth”.

The medical discourse begins with an explanation of the symmetry between macrocosm [мирь] and microcosm [малыи мирь]; while the world is composed of four substances (fire, air, earth and water), mankind is constituted as its allomorph. The four elements [четыры стихия] forming the human body are: blood [кръвь], phlegm, which is also called wetness [флегма же, ικε εστη μοκροτα], red bile [кръмна жальь] and black bile [черна жальь]. The taste of the blood is sweet and its colour is crimson [кръвлена]; it is like air, because it is wet and warm. The phlegm is white in appearance, but salty in taste; it is like water because it is wet and cold. The red bile is yellow in appearance but is bitter in taste; it is like fire, as it is dry and warm. The black bile tastes sour and has a black colour; it is like the earth, because it is dry and cold. These four elements — blood, phlegm, red/yellow bile and black bile — are inherent in different parts of the human body. The heart is the vessel of the blood which runs from there and divides, passing through the veins and arteries. Phlegm is contained below the spleen, while the red/yellow bile is under the liver in a bubble attached to it. The black bile is contained in a scrotum appended inside the spleen, at its bottom.

The disruption of the equilibrium between the four elements of the human body causes illnesses. These have different aetiologies according to the age of the patient, and to the seasons of their occurrence. Health is therefore conceptualised as a harmonious condition characterised by the smooth and equal supply of blood, phlegm, red/yellow bile and the black bile through the body. The physician, on the other hand, is regarded as a servant of nature; knowledge of its laws helps him restore the disturbed balance between the four elements, thus treating the sickness.

The text of *Galen on Hippocrates* in *Kir-Bel № XII* is followed by a short treatise entitled “Of Alexander” [Александрово]. Discussed in this fragment is the development of the foetus in the mother’s womb, from the conception to the birth. The tractate begins with a discussion concerning the question whether the semen is “soulless” or “animate”, and present the temporal characteristics of foetal development, with special emphasis on sexual dimorphism:

> Let no one think that the seed [сѣма] is soulless [бездушну], for it is animate [одушевленно] when it enters into the womb [впадаеться въ утробу], and grows, and enlarges; yet that which is soulless does not grow or enlarge. First of all, the heart [сердце] is being built up and formed; and the male [мужьскый пол] is being formed in thirty days, while the female [женьскый] — in thirty-two days. When the parts of the body become fully

---

42 See the discussion in Prokhorov [1981: 63–68].
43 One of the idiosyncratic features of Slavonic paraphrases of Galenic writings is that instead of “yellow bile” the scribes employ the term “red bile” (after which they explain that the colour of the latter is actually yellow).
44 It has been suggested that the purported authorship of this treatise was attributed to Alexander of Aphrodisias; see Prokhorov [1982: 600].
45 Conveyed in these types of texts are most probably abbreviated renditions of Galen’s *The Construction of the Embryo*.
46 Lit.: multiplies.
47 Lit.: multiply.
formed, then — with the growth of the body parts [удовом растягнъ|ная] and the hardening of the bones [костемь утврждш|ы] — the child [отро|ва] starts taking blood from the flesh [of the mother], and gradually, as the bone marrow inflates [костная мацта| напаваема], the bones get stronger and different parts of the body become mutually compliant [утврждаются кость и узкое и отру| жаются друга състоятся]. When the nails [of fingers and toes] are formed [вверху|глубесца], then the child will begin to move. The male [по|а] begins to move in the third month, while the female — in the fourth and a half month. And when the child begins to move, then the mother’s milk appears. Milk is [emanating] from eating and drinking, and it rises up in the breasts, and it warms there, and becomes white and sweet.

And if the seed [сѣма] of both [parents] is strong, the child will be male; if it [the seed of either the mother or the father] is weaker, the child will be female. And if the father’s seed prevails, the child will be like the mother; but if [the seed] of neither [the mother or the father] prevails, the child will be similar to both. And if the womb is too narrow [тѣсна], the child will be small and weak, but if it is large [пространна], the child will be sturdy and fleshy.

And if the aforesaid seed makes its way to two or more separate uteri [въ обоих ложебъ на множа|ших], then twins [близнящнаа], or greater number [множа|шаха] of children will be [born]. And if it [the seed] gets to [the uterus] from the right side, the child will be male; and if it happens from the left, the child will be female. The child grows and is being nourished by the monthly blood, coming from the womb through the umbilical cord [растеть же и питается отро| ми. Крынин инсходцщий повтесмеме|чны от утробы пупкомъ]. There are two veins [флевы] ascending from the womb to the breasts that raise the blood which then becomes white in the breast vessels, so that it may serve and nourish the child.

And if you want to know before the birth what the sex of the child will be, you should make the pregnant woman sit on the ground, with her legs stretched out; and after a little while you should call her to come unto you; and if, when she stands up, she will raise her right leg first, the child of the male sex shall be born; but if it is the left, the child will be female.52

The next part of the treatise “Of Alexander” [Александрово] is concerned with the temporal reciprocity between the phases in development of the foetus in mother’s womb, and the timing of rituals performed on the third, the ninth and the fortieth day after death:

And it is said that the seed, after having entered the womb white, is first transformed into blood, then — into flesh, and other body parts are formed and shaped. And this is why [the mortuary customs are performed] on the third, the ninth, and the fortieth day [after the death], because the seed, having entered into the womb, changes to blood on the third day; this is also when the heart appears; on the ninth day it coagulates into flesh, and the parts of the body are formed; on the fortieth day, the appearance [of the child] is fully formed. Similar to [the symbolism of] the number of days is that of the months: for an animated male child begins moving in the womb in the third month, while the female — on the fourth and a half. In the ninth month the shell [of the womb] is opened, and the child strives to come out. It appears that the male child is [formed] under the influence

48 Lit.: if both are equal.
49 Var.: curbed, small.
50 Lit.: spacious.
51 That is, menstrual.
52 The translation is made on the basis of the publication of the text by Prokhorov [1982: 198–199].
53 Var.: condenses.
of the warmth of the seed, while the female — under the lack thereof, and [is under the influence] of coldness. For when the coagulation\(^\text{54}\) happens quickly, the child turns out to be of male gender, and when it happens slowly, the child is female. Because what coagulates\(^\text{55}\) slowly is formed likewise slowly. The full completion of the formation of male sex is forty days. The flesh of females, on the other hand, is only partly formed by the fortieth day.\(^\text{56}\)

Inserted into the tractate is also a short note concerning certain (unidentified) herbs that may impact the gender of the child:

There are herbs that influence whether the child will be of male or of female sex, if taken in the morning; some [herbs] cause the male sex, while other — the female sex.

The final part of the composition “Of Alexander” [Александрово] goes back to the mutual reciprocity between the prenatal and post-mortal processes taking place in human body:

Let us also say of the death of a man: on the third day (s)he changes and [the body] undergoes transformation in appearance. By the ninth day (s)he is entirely decayed and decomposed, only the heart remains preserved. In the fortieth [day] the heart itself is destroyed. That is why [mortuary customs] are performed on the third, ninth, and the fortieth days after the death.

The treatise “Of Alexander” [Александрово] commences a chain of micro-units discussing various cosmographic matters. The first one is entitled “On the width and the length of the Earth” [О широтѣ и дли́готѣ земли]; it is followed by a cluster of accounts concerned with the distance between the earth and the sky, the causes of earthquakes, the four great seas, and the ocean surrounding dry land. Discussed are also topics like the origins of clouds, rain showers, hailstorms, fog, thunder and lightning, and shooting stars. There is a conscious attempt by the compiler, however, to relate concepts of cosmogony and anthropogony to biblical commentaries (such as the formulaic connection between Jesus’ crucifixion and the concurrent earthquake, as related in Matthew 27: 51-54 and 28: 2). At the same time, the compiler adds a special chapter containing a table showing the description of the phases of the Moon (fols 173–186) according to the nineteen-year lunar cycle, starting with January and ending with December. Then (fols 186–187) he adds another chapter related to agricultural and healing practices (and especially bloodletting) according to the lunar calendar; it is entitled “A Discourse on lunar year: when one should sow and plant seeds, and treat a sick patient” [Сказа́ние нѣ́вѣ́站在(н)о лу́ннымъ го́домъ: когдѧ сѧяти н сѧдити н врача́ви ти ве́ло́вѣ́кѣ́]. Then follows a chapter in which the copyist lists the days in which certain agricultural activities and medical procedures (including bloodletting, but also other curative activities performed on either humans or domestic animals) are proscribed [Нѣ́ вѣ́ станемъ, от ће досто́втнъ хра́нитица врача́вавна ве́ло́вѣ́кому н скотомъ, нь кръ́вн пуща́ти, но блао́ственный нх всѣ́ди]. It is emphasised that such practices should not be performed on the 1\(^{\text{st}}\) and the 15\(^{\text{th}}\) January, 9\(^{\text{th}}\) and 22\(^{\text{th}}\) February, 5\(^{\text{th}}\) and 25\(^{\text{th}}\) March, 6\(^{\text{th}}\) and 20\(^{\text{th}}\) April, 3\(^{\text{rd}}\) and 4\(^{\text{th}}\) May, 6\(^{\text{th}}\) and 29\(^{\text{th}}\) June, 5\(^{\text{th}}\) and 22\(^{\text{th}}\)

\(^{54}\) Var.: thickening.

\(^{55}\) Var.: thickens.

\(^{56}\) The translation is made on the basis of the publication of the text by Prokhorov [1982: 197–199].
July, 6th and 8th August, 3rd and 22nd September, 9th and 22nd October, 5th and 22nd November, and 5th and 22nd December. In the next chapter, entitled “Another discourse on the same matters” [Нено сказани о том же], the scribe lists the days in which bloodletting is prescribed or proscribed. Bloodletting is not recommended in the period between 12th November and 25th March [А не пуцаи кръв от 12 аян новембра до 25 март]; instead it is recommended to be done between 25th of March and 13th May [пуцай от 25 марта до 13 мая]. Then again, the period between 13th to 20th May is not recommended for bloodletting, while the period between 20th September and 12th November is considered to be favourable [от 20-го ипип (тавры) до 12 аян новембра пуцай]. This timetable serves as an introduction to a special chapter containing health conditions in which phlebotomy is recommended, with special instruction concerning when it should be done (that is, calendrical recommendations), and from which part of the human body (i.e. left or right hand, arm, palm, finger) the bloodletting should take place. Finally, the chapter provides instructions concerning conditions requiring such treatment.

In conclusion it should be noted that the MS Kir-Bel № XII is a typical representative of miscellanies containing Slavonic adaptations and paraphrases of the Galenic corpus. In fact, Prokhorov’s edition offers but a glimpse to an earlier phase of the reception history of medical texts in medieval Russia.

The Kirillo-Belozersky Monastery, on the other hand, appears to have become in the later periods one of the epicentres for production and dissemination of Russian renditions of the treatise of Galen on Hippocrates. It was in its scriptorium where the adherent of Saint Cyril of Belo-Ozero, the hieromonk Efrosin Belozersky, compiled in the second half of the 15th century a miscellany containing one such text.57 Like its predecessor (MS Kir-Bel № XII), the Efrosin’s Codex [Сборник Ефросина] currently belongs to the Kirillo-Belozersky Collection and is kept in the Archaeographic Department of the National Library of Russia (MS Kir-Bel № 22/1099);58 the text of Galen on Hippocrates appears on fols. 209v–211r.59 An abridged version of the same treatise was produced by another member of the Kirillo-Belozersky monastic community, also in the 15th century. The codex containing it belongs (like MS Kir-Bel № XII and MS Kir-Bel № 22/1099) to the Kirillo-Belozersky Collection of the Archaeographic Department of the National Library of Russia (MS Kir-Bel № 101/1178); the text of Galen on Hippocrates is found on fols. 261v–262r.60

Another major monastic centre in which copies of medical treatises attributed to Galen were produced was the Trinity Lavra of St. Sergius [Троице-Сергиева лавра] (situated northeast from Moscow, in the town of Sergiyev Posad). One such miscellany was copied in its scriptorium in the second half of the 15th century; it is currently held at the Russian State Library in Moscow (MS Tr.-Serg. № 762) in the Collection of the Trinity Lavra of Saint Sergius. Apart from the text of Galen on Hippocrates [Галнново

57 See Mil’kov (with the assistance of Isachenko) [1999: 451].
58 For palaeographic description of MS Kir-Bel № 22/1099, and thorough content analysis, see Kagan, Ponyrko, Rozhdestvenskaia [1980: 7–105 (esp. 57)]. The entire codex consists of 514 fols.
59 The original Church Slavonic text of Galen on Hippocrates [Галнново на ипокрота] from MS Kir-Bel № 22/1099 is published, with translation into modern Russian and commentaries by Mil’kov [1999: 467–471]; see also Gerasimova, Mil’kov, Smol’nikova [2015: 393–395].
60 The original Church Slavonic text of Galen on Hippocrates [Галнново, на ипакрата] from MS Kir-Bel № 101/1178 is published, supplemented with a translation into modern Russian and commentaries by Mil’kov (with the assistance of L. N. Smol’nikova) [1999: 471–473].
The MS containing The Great Menaion Reader is kept in the State Historical Museum (Moscow) [Государственный исторический музей, Москва] under the record number GIM Sinod № 996 [ГИМ. Синод. № 996.]; the chapter with the text of Galen on Hippocrates is on fol. 1063.

61 Cf. note 24 above; an edition of the text of Galen on Hippocrates from MS Tr.-Serg. № 762 is published by Gerasimova, Mil’k’ov, Smol’nikova [2015: 377–392]; see also the next note.

62 The macro-unit containing the entire cluster of the accounts mentioned above (i.e. Galen on Hippocrates; On Bloodletting; Performing Bloodletting; Rules Concerning the Days When One Should Not Perform Bloodletting or Implement Health Treatment; On the Properties of Blood, When Bloodletting is performed; On the Days According to the Moon: On Auspicious Signs of the Zodiac, on the Lucky, and Unlucky, and Equivocal Ones; On The Pleiades; On the Herb Called Peony) from MS Tr.-Serg. № 762 is published by Mil’k’ov, Polianskii [2008: 577–586]. See also text № 5 in the Appendix below.

63 See Mil’k’ov [1999: 454–460]; Mil’k’ov, Polianskii [2008: 519–526]. See also text № 1 in the Appendix below.

64 See note 25 above.

65 The MS containing The Great Menaion Reader [Великие Четы-Минеи], compiled in the 1530s-1540s under the supervision of the Metropolitan of Moscow Macarius. This particular detail indicates that, by the beginning of the 16th century, the treatise of Galen on Hippocrates must have gained great popularity among the men of letters in medieval Russia, which resulted in its subtle recognition by the Orthodox Church as a text with certain ecclesiastical value and high status, but not as marginal composition of pseudopigraphic descent.

To sum up; explorations into the history of medicine in medieval and premodern East–Slavonic

Galen’s Nachlass

The codex comprises the following sections: On Bloodletting [кровопосудиаиитъ] (fols. 274r–274v), Performing Bloodletting [поущаи же кровь] (fols. 275r), Rules Concerning the Days When One Should Not Perform Bloodletting or Implement Health Treatment [Правила днѣ въ наѧ неѧпно еѣ кровь поущаи, ни врачевати] (275r); On the Properties of Blood, When Bloodletting is performed [кровь, еєда поущаи] (fols. 275r–276r); On the Days According to the Moon: On Auspicious Signs of the Zodiac, on the Lucky, and Unlucky, and Equivocal Ones [Великиѧ Днѣ: — ѡ удобньи зодиа, добры и здѣ, и посрѣни] (fols. 276r–277v); On The Pleiades [во власѣвѢхъ] (fols. 277v–278r); On the Herb Called Peony [былѧ глѣмѣмѣ въкурѣ] (fols. 278r). This macro-unit is followed by a paragraph of glossolalic content (most probably an incantation or prayer).

A similar case is the 15th–16th century miscellany produced in the same monastery; in this, two related medical texts are included by the scribe as separate chapters. The first one, entitled Galen on Hippocrates [Галиново на Викопрату], is copied on fols. 258r–262v), while the second, On Bloodletting [крови поущеніи] — on fols. 262v). Significantly, the treatise Galen on Hippocrates is preceded by a section about The Signs of the Zodiac [степени зодиа] according to the twelve-monthly annual cycle (starting with Aries, “entering on the third day of March”), with special emphasis on dietary rules. The codex is kept in the Collection of the Trinity Lavra of Saint Sergius, the Russian State Library, Moscow (MS Tr.-Serg. № 177). As briefly mentioned above, it was published for the first time by Tikhonravov, and his edition inaugurated the study of reception history of the Galenic corpus in the intellectual landscape of Slavonic scribal tradition.

And last but not least, the text of Galen on Hippocrates was integrated into the corpus of the official Russian Orthodox Menologium, The Great Menaion Reader [Великие Четы-Минеи], compiled in the 1530s-1540s under the supervision of the Metropolitan of Moscow Macarius. This particular detail indicates that, by the beginning of the 16th century, the treatise of Galen on Hippocrates must have gained great popularity among the men of letters in medieval Russia, which resulted in its subtle recognition by the Orthodox Church as a text with certain ecclesiastical value and high status, but not as marginal composition of pseudopigraphic descent.

To sum up; explorations into the history of medicine in medieval and premodern East–Slavonic
(and in particular Russian) tradition, as initiated by N. Tikhonravov and G. Prokhorov, gained momentum during the last three decades. The investigations in the field were greatly advanced by the research of V. Mil’kov, I. Gerasimova, L. Smol’nikova, T. Isachenko, S. Polianski, and others.

As far as South-Slavonic tradition is concerned, one typical representative is the text published in 1878 by Vatroslav Jagić; the case in question is the Chodoš codex (dated to the 15th century). The MS was originally part of the personal archive of the Slovak philologist Pavel Jozef Šafárik, subsequently bequeathed (as part of his collection) to the Prague National Museum (Národní muzeum).

Incorporated in this miscellany is a catalogue of terms denoting different ailments and health problems, which is complemented by a list of healing substances and a cluster of apocryphal spells and incantations (against rabies, snake bites, etc.). Copied after them are texts on human physiology (e.g. “A discourse on human body and elements” [Сказание о теле человека и о составе его], “The division of elements” [Разделение составомъ], etc.); the Hippocratic concept of four humours (as originally rendered in the treatise On the Nature of Man) is reiterated. These chapters are followed by another cluster of texts devoted to gynaecology and embryology (e.g. “How is the semen developing in woman’s body” [О еже како прияянет се съме въ дожесныхъ женачныхъ], “The origins of the male and female gender” [О еже соткуюдому мъжскому поль и женскъ гьвваеть], “How to recognise the sex of the infant in mother’s womb” [О еже како познать отроче въ отуровъ матерны], “What is to be done so that the woman can deliver quickly” [О еже родити женѣ скоры], “Concerning infertile women” [О жена неплодны], “What should be done so that the foetus does not die in mother’s womb” [О еже не умертвъ отрочето въ отуровѣ], etc.). In some of the above mentioned units the discussion on medical matters is intertwined with recommendations stemming from vernacular healing practices and folk magic rites (i.e. writing on a piece of paper a particular incantation and placing it on the body of the woman in labour, etc.).

Finally, the survey of South-Slavonic medical works attributed to Galen indicates that in the Balkans there circulated a separate type of treatise devoted to uroscopy. Entitled “What was made known by Galen, about how to determine treatment according to the patient’s urine in a glass” (see text № 2 in the Appendix below), it offers a list of instructions concerning the methods of diagnosis of various diseases and health disorders on the basis of the visual examination of the urine of ailing individuals (e.g. the presence or the absence of foam, the occurrence of cloudiness and muddiness or a lack of thereof, etc.). The tractate also includes comments on urine’s transparency, its thickness and flow, as well as other related properties. The discourse on aetiology of the illness is followed by dietary recommendations (prescriptions and proscriptions), as well as instructions for therapeutic interventions (including bloodletting); occasionally, the suggested diagnosis is accompanied by prognosis and prediction of the

66 The codex is associated with the male Serbian Orthodox Monastery of Hodoș (Romania).
68 It is kept under record № IX F10 / S 14.
69 See Jagić [1878: 95-97]; the full content of the miscellany was published by Katić [1990]. See also the discussion in Slavova [2002: 244–245]; Angusheva-Tihanov [2005: 9-20]. For South Slavonic texts on women’s health in medieval and post-medieval tradition (with a special emphasis on parallels between segments from the Chodoș codex and quotations from miscellanies containing ethnomedicinal recipes and folk prayers), see Angusheva-Tihanov, Dimitrova [2005: 469–479]; Angusheva, Dimitrova [2020: 126–138].
future health status of the patient (i.e. recovery or death). The Slavonic treatment of Galen’s interest in urinoscopy reflects a widely performed practice in antiquity, since urine provided one of the best sources of information regarding abnormality or disease of internal organs, such as in the urinary tract and kidneys, gall bladder, or liver. Like other physicians, Galen is reported to have examined urine in a glass vessel, noting its texture and colour. According to the Slavonic text, he studied whether the urine was transparent, cloudy, oily, or foamy, or was white (‘milk-like’), red, green, or black; in fact, modern medicine also recognizes having blood or excessive protein in the urine as indicators of pathologies. Based on his observations, Galen attributed abnormalities in the urine to life-style, either caused by excessive indulgence in eating and drinking or alternatively, by poverty. His medical advice in these circumstances is mostly dietary and focuses on curative regimens (e.g. consumption of certain foods and beverages, etc.). The instructions are simple and include matters related to specific nutrition items, eating and drinking habits, and salubrious cuisine. Further guidelines are concerned with complementary strategies of intervention, including treatment by bathing, fasting, and phlebotomy.

The study of South-Slavonic medical manuscripts indicates that texts devoted to the practice of uroscopic analysis occur concurrently with treatises on haematoscopy (see text № 3 in the Appendix below). Such works are envisaged as lectures given by Hippocrates before his student Galen, so that the latter could be introduced to diagnostic and prognostic methods implemented through the procedure of bloodletting. Furthermore, the title of the treatise declares that this type of medical knowledge was originally revealed in an epistle which was purportedly written by Hippocrates to King Ptolemy, the founder of the Great Library of Alexandria, who ruled Egypt from 323 to 282 BCE. The text maintains that the practitioner should be able to predict the health status of a patient on the basis of the colour, texture and coagulation characteristics of the blood released during phlebotomy; apart from visual examination, the doctor was supposed to pay attention also to its smell, an important indicator in the diagnostic and prognostication process.

Associated with the assumed regimen of King Ptolemy are also certain recommendations for periodical prophylaxis according to the phases of the Pleiades through different seasons. They include dietary prescriptions (consuming particular food and beverages), as well as matters related to personal hygiene (e.g. bathing, rubbing special substances into the skin), purification of digestive system (including vomiting and taking purgatives), and other related practices (see text № 1 in the Appendix below).

§ 4. Concluding remarks

The transmission of technical ancient medical knowledge into the medieval Slavonic world remains largely unexplored and this especially applies to the works of the most extensive corpus of the writings of Galen, who was the consummate interpreter of Hippocrates.

So far, Galen’s treatises have been studied by specialists in Greek and Latin, as well as Arabic and Syriac, but historians of ancient medicine do not appear to be aware of Slavonic medical texts attributed to Galen. They were found in monastic library manuscripts, the earliest of which are dated to the 15th century.

The surviving corpus of Slavonic renditions of Galen’s commentaries on the Corpus Hippocraticum takes up the fundamental theoretical plank of ancient Greek medicine, the theory of humours
Florentina Badalanova Geller

reflecting the four basic elements of the cosmos, as outlined in Pre-Socratic philosophy. Hence, the primordial elements earth, air, fire, and water correspond respectively to black bile (earth), crimson blood (air), red/yellow bile (fire) and white phlegm (water), so that each of the four humours is associated with the same basic colours which often appear in diagnostic descriptions of disease. Each of the humours has a characteristic attribute, such as being wet and warm (blood), or wet and cold (phlegm), dry and warm (red bile) or dry and cold (black bile). Taste is also a relevant characteristic, since blood is sweet, phlegm is salty, red/yellow bile is bitter and black bile is sour. All of these criteria are applied not only to diagnostics but also to describe the properties of materia medica, to determine their correct usage. Illness is envisaged as a direct result of these four humours getting out of balance, by being either insufficient or superfluous, or appearing in the wrong part of human anatomy. Moreover, each of the four humours has a specific seat or placement within the body, with blood found in the heart, phlegm in the spleen, red/yellow bile in a bladder under the liver (probably the gall bladder) and black bile under the spleen. A healthy body holds all of these humours in correct balance. The four bodily humours are affected by the patient’s age, with a plethora of blood in youngsters, red/yellow bile in young adults, black bile in middle age and phlegm in the elderly. The humours can be used diagnostically, e.g. indicating that diseases associated with the head (cataract, swollen glands, toothache, carache, etc.) actually “originate” in the stomach. Health mirrors each of the humours being in correct balance, which also reflects mental health, since the three aspects of the soul (reason, emotion, and will) are also affected by humours. The increased levels of humours can often be detected in behaviour (e.g. whether one is “phlegmatic”, etc.). The five sensory perceptions are also closely associated with the primordial elements and their associated humours, since vision and smell relate to the air, while hearing to fire, taste to phlegm (i.e. water) and touch to the earth. The function of the healer is to use his skills (technē) to maintain good health or alleviate suffering in his patients. To accomplish this, the trained healer must be aware of how the four seasons reflect the levels of humours in the body, and which treatments (diet, purging, phlebotomy) should be prescribed for various times of the year.

The analysis of Slavonic scribal tradition shows that treatises attributed to Galen are based upon no-longer extant Byzantine Greek originals and hence add to our knowledge of the spread of editions and paraphrases of his Nachlass in late antiquity and Middle Ages. However, the manuscripts attributed to Galen are not the first medical treatises in Slavonic guise, since much earlier works produced in the 9th century by the Bulgarian scholar John the Exilarch exhibit a similar awareness of Greek medicine. There is clearly a need for a new re-assessment of when and how Greek medical knowledge spread to Slavia Orthodoxa, and the present contribution is a step in that direction.

One final point; the field of “Galenic iconography” remains virtually unexplored within the context of Christian monumental sacred art of Slavia Orthodoxa. It is most significant that portraits of Galen are depicted in the monasteries and churches in the Balkans and elsewhere. Among the most famous examples are the frescoes on the ceiling of the Refectory of the Bachkovo Monastery in Bul-

70 One of the idiosyncratic features of Slavonic paraphrases of Galenic writings is that the term “yellow bile” (as in Greek) is rendered as “red bile” (with the scribe diligently explaining that its colour is actually yellow).

71 One such representative site is the Refectory of the Monastery of Great Lavra (Μονή Μεγίστης Λαόρας) on Mount Athos (painted in 1512); see Dorofeev [2023: 1010].
Galen’s Nachlass

garia (painted in 1643) [Fig. 1]. Galen is shown between the crowned Aristotle and Sybil, standing in a horizontal row of six consecutive portraits of ancient Greek personages (e.g. Plato, Plutarch, etc.). All six of them are depicted alongside the Tree of Jesse, paralleling the branches embodying the figures of Christ’s ancestors, starting with the father of David and finishing with the Virgin Mary throughout twenty-eight generations, thus visualising the narrative of Matthew 1:1–17 concerning the genealogy of Jesus. Opposite the row of Aristotle, Galen and the others, another row of six “wise philosophers” and playwrights (e.g. Aristophanes, Diogenes, Socrates, etc.) is depicted. Scholars have pointed out that the iconographic scheme of these twelve ancient figures functions as a visual counterpart of the Twelve Apostles. In other words, Galen and the other eleven ancient dignitaries surrounding him are perceived as harbingers of Christ.

Indeed, each of them holds a scroll containing a prophetic sentence concerning the forthcoming birth of Christ. Thus Galen holds in his lowered down right hand an unfolded scroll with the inscription in Greek: “During the reign of a pious king we shall see once more, O Sun, the one who had destroyed the temple that has existed for ages.” He is dressed in a lengthy garment with an ornate collar; the sleeves are long with rich adornment above the elbows and around the wrists; the wide stripe at the bottom of the robe is garlanded and his elegant shoes share the same pearl-like decoration. On his head he has a small, richly decorated brimless skull cap. His hair, moustache and curly beard are white. His face is turned towards Sybil, while his body is given frontally. His left hand is raised from the elbow upwards, the thumb distant from the other fingers — a gesture signifying speaking.

A similar iconographic scheme is employed in the Church of Nativity of Christ in Arbanasi, North-East Bulgaria (painted in 1681). In contrast to the Bachkovo Monastery, the group of the twelve ancient individuals does not form a convoy surrounding the scene of the Tree of Jesse but visualises its allegorical roots. Furthermore, Galen, like the other eleven figures, is depicted with a halo, thus virtually receiving a status equal to that of Christian saints. Significantly, he holds a scroll on which it is written, “For He shall come to judge both living and dead, and to reward everybody according to their works”; the latter is a recognisable paraphrase of Matthew 17:27 (“For the Son of man shall come in the glory of his Father with his angels; and then he shall reward every man according to his works”).

Future studies devoted to the general cultural context of Galen’s Nachlass in Slavonic intellectual landscapes will need to take iconographic poetics into account.

72 See Duichev [1978: 13–22].
73 See Duichev [1978: 13–14].
The Church Slavonic original of the account translated below is found in a MS copied in the 15th–16th century, currently № 177 in the Collection of the Trinity Lavra of Saint Sergius [Троице-Сергиева лавра] in the Russian State Library (Moscow); it was transcribed and edited for the first time by the Russian scholar N. Tikhonravov, and published by him in 1863 in the second volume of his Monuments of Proscribed Russian Literature (pp. 405–410). My translation follows Tikhonravov’s publication; taken into consideration are also the observations of the Bulgarian scholar Ivan Duichev (who offered an edition of the same text in 1954). Consulted are also the editions of V. Mil’kov (with the assistance of T. Isachenko) [1999: 454–467], and V. Mil’kov and S. Polianskii [2008: 519–526]. For the purposes of future research, the current publication reproduces the entire macro-unit containing the Church Slavonic version of the Galenic commentaries on the Corpus Hippocraticum (fols. 258r-264r).

Galen on Hippocrates.

The world consists of four substances [вещи]: fire, air, earth, and water, and so does the microcosm, that is, man, who also consists of four elements [стоухии], that is to say: blood, phlegm [lit. wetness], red bile and black bile. The appearance of blood is red in colour, while sweet in taste; it is akin to air, since it is wet and warm. Phlegm, which is wet, is white in colour, salty in taste, and since it is wet and cold, it is akin to water. Red bile has a chilly appearance, but it tastes bitter and since it is dry and warm, it is akin to fire. Black bile has a black appearance, and its taste is sour and since it is dry and cold, it is akin to earth. Depending upon how these elements increase or decrease, or condense beyond their nature, or change or leave their places and go to other atypical places, they make men become ill in different ways and varieties.

Let us say, for instance, where and in which places [each of the elements] is situated. Thus, phlegm is below the spleen; it is exhaled and flows out through the mouth and nostrils. Blood is around the heart, in the enclosures, and from there it divides and goes through veins and arteries. When it increases, it is exhaled and flows out through the nose, because it cannot either pass through or get out from another [orifice]. Red bile is situated under the liver [под огтробою], in a bladder which is attached to it, and it is exhaled and [flows out] through the ears; that is why wax which we clear from our ears is in fact red bile. Black bile is situated under the spleen, and it is contained in a sack attached to the inside of it. It is exhaled and [flows out] through the eyes, so that rheum [i.e. dried mucus] which we wash from our eyes is in fact black bile. When these aforementioned elements are distributed equally in the right way, the human body is in a healthy condition.

Each of these above-mentioned elements increases and expands in a different age. Thus in youngsters

---

74 See Duîchev, Kristanov [1954: 517–525].
75 Lit. the womb.
up to 14 years old, blood increases, similar to what it is like during the Spring in March, April, and May, because then it is wet and warm. In young people up to 30 years of age, red bile increases. This is what it is like during the Summer, that is to say, June, July and August, when it is warm and dry. For a man in his prime, until 45 years of age, black bile increases. This is like during the Autumn season, that is to say, September, October, and November, because then it is dry and cold. In old men, in the age of 80, phlegm increases, that is to say, wetness, similar to what [the weather] is like during the Winter, when it is cold and wet.

Then again, in children, there is a warm and wet mixture [of elements], which results from the blood, and that is why they sometimes play, sometimes laugh; but when they cry, they are quickly comforted. In adolescents, the mixture [of elements] is warm and dry, which results from the red bile, which is why they are rather quick and daring. In a man in his prime, there is a dry and cold mixture, which results from black bile, which is why people in this age are very warm and steadfast. In old men, the mixture of cold and wet results from phlegm [lit. wetness], which is why people in this age are sad, weary, slow and forgetful, and when they get angry, they remain distressed [for a long time]. Look how blood makes the soul merciless and generous, while wetness and phlegm — slow and forgetful, red bile — rather honest and very robust. As for the cause and aetiology of diseases, we recognise it thus: to start with, it is related to age. If a child gets sick, the reason for this is blood. If an adolescent gets sick, it is because of red bile. [If a person in his prime gets sick, the reason is black bile.] If an old person gets sick, it is because of phlegm. In the second place comes the season. If [illness occurs during the Spring, the reason for that is blood; if in Autumn,] the reason for it is black bile. If [illness occurs during the] Winter, the reason for it is wetness [= phlegm]. On the other hand, memory and showing wisdom in men is according to the mixture which is situated in the nape [= occipit], and according to whether it is warm or cold. Forgetfulness is due to the cold nape [= occipit], and insanity is due to the fiery and burning [lit. igniting] [elements]; because it emerges as a fiery steam from the intestines [var. liver, kidney, testicles], rising up through the place between the shoulders towards the nape; it is then when a man becomes insane, that is to say, loses his mind. Then, as recommended [lit. said] by Hippocrates [= ἡπποκράτης], it is necessary to massage his nape with balsam from the ointment / infusion of ‘wild rose oil’, and [ingredients] similar to it. The closing [palsy?] of the eyes or disfiguring of the mouth or the half of the face is due to the cold substance originating in the nape. [To treat these kinds of diseases], it is necessary to clear the nostrils and through them heat the head with hot steam. Diseases which concern the head originate in the stomach, those being eye disease, toothache, sore throat, withering of a particular member, asthma, diseases of the ear, hoarseness, vomiting, and similar. The skull has seams, but there are seamless skulls which are all-in-one. These kinds of skulls are also normal. The hair happens to be straight when there is a lot of wetness [= phlegm] in the head, but the hair is curly when the head is warm. The hair may be red, due to red bile, while the hair can be black because of black bile and cold wetness [= phlegm]. Baldness is due to the reduction of the fluid which nurtures the hair. The ailments that are related to the head originate in the stomach. These are: numbness, disease of the glands, cataract, toothache, swelling of gums [= gingivitis?]. The beard, according to its growth, has five types: wide or long or small or middle-size or beardless, which means a lack of beard, and this is due to the decrease of the fluid which nurtures it.

76 Lit. firm, solid.

77 As pointed out by Bonchev [2012: 349], this same word is also used to denote liver, kidney, testicles.
The senses in men are five: vision, smell, hearing, taste, and touch. Vision comes from ether, smell from the air, hearing from fire, taste from the phlegm [lit. wet], and touch is from the earth.

Question: how many are the parts of the soul? Answer: three: reason [lit. verbal], emotion, and will.

Question: when is a person healthy and when is he infirm? Answer: the person is healthy when the above-mentioned four elements are mixed according to their strength and proportion, so that they balance and neutralise each other. Question: what is health? Answer: health is a good mixture of the elements from which the body is composed, that is, [warmth], dryness, coldness, and wetness. Question: What is the healer [var. physician]? Answer: the healer [var. physician] is a servant of nature, and a helper against disease. Perfect is the healer [var. physician] who is proficient in observing and acting impeccably while performing healing [var. therapy] according to real science [var. teaching]. Healing [var. therapy] is a skill [= technē], a measurement for those who are healthy and convalescence for the sick. The human body has five limbs: two arms, two legs, and one head. Man also has 12 organs [lit. elements, стихие]: head [lit. top], ears, eyes, nostrils, mouth, breasts, two hands, trunk (abdomen), knees, and two feet. Also the year has four parts [lit. elements, стихие]: Spring, Summer, Autumn, and Winter. The Spring begins on the 24th March and ends on 24th June. [This is the time] when the increase of blood takes place, which is why bloodletting should be done and purging of the stomach with the help of purgatives. For food, one should consume warm vegetables; overeating of fish is to be avoided, along with warm wine and late suppers. The Summer begins on the 24th June and ends 24th September. That is when the black bile increases. One should rest and not eat a lot, and avoid spicy food; one should drink cold water and abstain from late suppers, eat little cold fish, avoid purging the stomach, and bloodletting. The Autumn begins on the 24th September and lasts until 24th December. One must abstain from eating vegetables, as well as consuming cold water and much wine, and avoid taking off clothes in the morning and when the weather is cold, although it may be stuffy. One should be careful not to fall into anger and rage, as well as overeating of any kind of food. One should do bloodletting and purging the stomach with a laxative when the Moon is waning. From the 24th December Winter begins and lasts until 24th March. Phlegm starts increasing, that is to say, the wetness [of the body]. Things which provide warmth should be consumed, which are: mustard, horseradish, onion, garlic, leeks, pepper, ginger, cloves, that is to say, nutmeg, and to drink an infusion from dill, boiled with honey and pulses; one should avoid overeating as well as fresh fish, vegetables, and late suppers.

About bloodletting.

On the first day of the beginning of the lunar month you perform bloodletting early [in the morning]; on the second day you perform bloodletting at noon; on the third day you perform bloodletting at noon; on the fourth and the fifth day you perform bloodletting early [in the morning]; on the sixth day you should not perform bloodletting at all. On the seventh day you perform bloodletting during the entire day; on the ninth day you should not perform bloodletting at all. On the tenth, eleventh, twelfth, thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth day you perform bloodletting during the entire day. On the nineteenth day you perform bloodletting during the entire day; on the twentieth day you perform bloodletting during the entire day; on the twenty-first day you should not perform bloodletting at all; on the twenty-second, twenty-third, and twenty-fourth day you perform bloodletting at any time; on the twenty-fifth day you perform bloodletting in the evening; on the twenty-sixth, twenty-seventh, and twenty-eighth day you
perform bloodletting in the evening; on the twenty-ninth day you perform bloodletting in the morning; on the thirtieth day you perform bloodletting at any time.

From experts [in weather forecast].

This is what is reported about certain matters by those who have carefully observed them; when both halves of the Sun appear like two [separate] suns, either to the east or to the west of the Sun itself, there will be rain. The same thing happens when the air thickens and the clouds fill with light. If it turns red on the north side, it signifies a wind blowing from the north, and if [it turns] on the south side, it signifies a south [wind]. If the sun is in the middle [of the cloud], then it portends heavy rain and strong wind. When it darkens by the fog rising from the earth and the sun appears to the human eye like a burning coal, or, to put it more simply, the sun appears to be bloody, then a sign becomes evident that there will be a storm in those places where much evaporating moisture has accumulated. But when the clouds seem to stretch out their threads or turn crimson, it will be windy and cold. Also, when the sun appears to bend its rays to itself or is obscured by darkened clouds during sunrise or sunset, it will be rainy and cloudy. If it is clear or crimson at sunset, it predicts that the day will be quiet and clear. In the same way, the moon gives many different signs [to those who observe its phases]. When it is clean and thin on the third day, it heralds long, calm weather. If it is thin, but not clean, and fire-like, it predicts strong winds. If the two horns of the moon are equal or the northern horn is pure, then it heralds a south [wind]. But when it darkens during the full moon, it rains. And when there are two crowns around the moon, the air will be [turbulent]. And when the moon is surrounded by a rim and appears to the people in this form, then it foreshadows a storm. When you find that her crown has darkened, it means that there will be prolonged bad weather. Omens from the Sun, it was said, were made known [by the Lord].

About the constellation of the Pleiades.

From the setting of the Pleiades to the winter solstice there are 49 days: from November 12 to the end of December. On the days of the winter solstice, the probability of the increasing of sputum occurs. Therefore, bathing is necessary, and rubbing the body with dry oil. From the winter solstice until day and night are equal there are 84 [sic!] days, that is — from January 1 to March 15. These are winter days. You should bathe and induce vomiting. From the autumnal equinox to the setting of the Pleiades there are 47 days; that is — from September 25 to November 12. On these days, bodily ailments multiply and yellow bile increases. Drink vinegar, eat sweets, and wash often, and shun lust. If you obey this [regimen], then it will be good for you, [as it was the case with] the great King Ptolemy.
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78 Tikhonravov’s note: “Въ рук.: урьнаана жѣлѣ.”
79 Tikhonravov’s note: “Въ рук. вездѣ ошибоч.: урьнаана.”
80 Tikhonravov’s note: “Въ рук. оу.”
81 Tikhonravov’s note: “За тѣмъ въ ср. № 762: ащелъ съврышѣнъ мѣѣ., урьнаана жальнъ.”
82 Tikhonravov’s note: “За тѣмъ пропущены слова: аще оуо прольтомъ врѣ еѣ. кровъ повинна. Ср. № 762.”
оующя и на поу ря. И с ё стоуденъциша ества подаваемо ё тила.

Въпроцоликн сютъ дѣвяныя часты. овѣт. трѣ словесное яростное и желательное. Вѣпротъ. 

Коргъ зраствують уѣкъ и когъ нынемогаетъ. овѣт. Зраствутъ оуо когъ сооттално по сильъ. и равностоталъ стоять четыре стуохняя причеуемына во всемъ равенства. и оутишен. Вѣпроц. Что етъ зраствен. [ов.] зраственъ еѣ бастрояворениѣ прывымъ. и ныже сствавлено еѣ тѣло. и бастрояуага.

Вѣпроц. Что етъ врачъ. овѣт. Врачъ еѣ естествъ слоужитель. и въ болѣдной подвижникъ. и свершеньбы еѣ врачь. иже видѣниѣ и дѣланиѣ нѣкосуены. нѣростъ мѣра зравствѣюциыхъ. и нѣсеуествѣество боладѣниѣ.

Уѣкъ имать часты въ тѣль еѣ роуцѣ дѣвъ. и ноуѣ дѣвъ и главоу. Стохнѣже. еѣ. верхъ оуэн. оуѣ. ноуѣн. оуста. съсъ. роуцѣ дѣвъ. тѣло. колѣни. ноуѣ дѣвъ. нымать и година стихнеъ жѣыре. пролѣ. лѣто. естѣ. здма. А весна оуо начинается. до март. мѣна. да и. до. ноуѣ. нываетъ оумноженіе крови. поуе оуо пѣциатъ крови и творитъ оуеменѣ оутровъ съ воуфімою. пицаѣ здѣ ство. яестъ въ мѣстер. и бѣвъ нѣжать жѣ сютостъ рѣвны. и вина тепла. и вѣверѣа поза. лѣто же начинается. е. да и. до. март. сеуерна. нываетъ оумноженіе урѣны ягльну. и поуе севѣ оуопокон. и не уастъ мнѣ. огрѣбатиже еанко суютъ лютуа. и пинтъ поуебъ водуо стоуеденуо. и вѣрѣа позаа блоуачатися. ныстѣ рѣвы стуюеъ мало. оуемененіе жѣ оутровъ и пѣциатъ крови вѣжати. е. да и. сеуерна начинается есень. до. еда. еврѣа. и поуебъ оошуатиса еѣ вѣоууенна явооуен. и стуюеденъ водъ. и множества вина. и оутренѣ и стѣдѣнь. и не соовлочитъ сео. аще и доушно боудѣ. и хранитъ совѣ еѣ гѣнѣва и яростъ. и всѣкиѣ снди множества. пѣциатъ же кровъ и оуеменѣ оутровъ. воуфімоо оуаманѣнша аѣвѣл. е. да и. до. март. начинается здма. оумножаєже флегма еѣ мокрота. поуебъ еасти еанко имать топлотѣ. жѣ совъ сиаа. наптъ. сиерѣвѣ горунца. редес. лоуѣ. зеспоѣ. прасъ. пепѣръ. зициверъ. краафалъ. сиерѣсъ мѣшатнѣ. пинтъ оукропъ съ мѣдо. и мѣсто ареныѣ. же гѣлѣтъ нѣймо. огрѣбатиже сютостъ. и рѣвъ свѣжѣ. е и еѣлѣа и вѣверъ поуѣы.

„Въ рукоп. начинаете.”
Florentina Badalanova Geller

о нить же съ томъ хитросмотрѣть, егда боиуютъ сова полы слѣца. аки бы слѣци створищене. соцуо слѣцио. въ ѣстьцѣ или на ѣзападѣ. до 84 бывает. егра израціюю оунсъ вѣдоу., и исплѣначь свѣта овка. да егра съвернѣя страни поучимѣсть. то сѣверъ назнаменуаетъ боиуютъ. и егра оо южныя. то ѣогъ. егда ли съ съвою страною слѣци посреде соцуоу. тоа дожъъ много и рамены вѣтрѣ назнаменуаетъ. егра во оо мѣленаго вѣгорѣмна каже оо ѣемла вѣскаженна. урѣлица боиудеть. слѣцины кроуъ акы оутъ горадцѣ. авнста увѣкомѣ дракуо. нан просто реци акы кроваво слѣци боиудеть. тоа вѣ назнаменч. и юко муоу ньматъ на тѣ мѣстѣ выти. на ныхже мокрота много вѣскоуришча. нога 84 акни власы простѣеть. нан погораѣ олова. то вѣтрено боиудеть и ствоуено. и егра лоуча сноа сама съ совѣ приѣгам 88 извнста или поучрѣбшими олакъ дрѣжимо иако научить вхоудти. то дожѣево боиудеть и муутно. нан пакы заходить утѣн нан ѣагорцна. то отиимене ѣавлалѣ и насцѣсть. такоже и лоуча творить много ѣѣвменѣ разлуна. въ третни бо дѣй егда боиудеть тенка и унста. то дѣѣгоя тихость знаменаетъ. акрѣл тонка боуѣ въ нѣуѣта. но акы согѣна. вѣтрѣ 85 назнаменуаетъ рамены. акрѣл овѣма рогома равна са ѣавлалѣ нан съвернѣя рого унства боуѣ. то знаменуаетъ ѣогъ бываяй. нога 89 по-крурѣѣ полов соцуи свѣта. то дожѣеве бываяъ. и егра боиудеть тонока 91 сова полы бываяжіе то вѣуѣ. и егра акы венецъ вѣкрѣжитса оо лоуны. ѣавляетъ видѣнъ моя слѣцъ боища. егдаиаса поучрѣбшъ ток тон оврацѣетъ. то продолжѣ стъ мѣагѣ ѣавляеть. оо знамени же слѣци осподь извѣца гѣ.
оо власожекѣхъ. оо ѣазадеже власожелѣцъ до вѣзрацѣнія ѣзимаго. еѣ дѣй мѣ. сирѣ. оо. мѣ. мѣца ооевѣрна до конъца едѣмѣрна. ти дѣй коуѣ ѣзимаго вѣзрацѣнна. растиѣ жес въ іѣ охраѣ многъ ѣѣло. тѣмже трѣбѣ вана. и масалѣ соухъмт тръ свое тѣло. оо вѣзрационъ ѣзимаго дондеже ѣуадѣтса дѣй съ ноцію. то есть. лѣ. сирѣ оо ерваго дѣй мѣца генвара до патагоанадесѣ санч марта. ти дѣй ѣзименъ соуѣ. подовай трѣбовати вана и вѣлвана. то осенна же ладонныя. да власожекскаго заземоли. еѣ дѣй мѣ. сирѣ оо. кѣ. септориа. до. мѣ. ноеѣрна. въ сиѣ дѣѣхъ оум酵юаетъ ѣлобы телесныя и жѣлтага крѣъна. трѣоуа ѣксоуса. и сласъо акъ. и часто мынса. а похоти ѣнобуѣ ѣомѣтанаса. ацие кто тако хранишъ то добрѣ превоудкш превелкинъ цѣро птоловеж.
Text № 2

What was made known by Galen, about how to determine treatment according to the patient’s urine in a glass

First published by Stojan Novaković in 1877 in his Примери књижевности и језика стариога и српско-словенскога (Београд: Изнање и штамп државне штампарије, 1877), pp. 504-505. We follow the third (revised and corrected) edition of 1904 (Београд: Изнање и штамп краљ.српске државне штампарије), pp. 592-593. The text is part of 17th cent. MS № 54 (entitled Типикь враћбин). At the time when Novaković prepared his edition, the codex was kept the Archival Collection of the National Library in Belgrade; the MS was destroyed during WWII.

What was made known by Galen, about how to determine treatment according to the patient’s urine in a glass. First. If the sick person’s urine is rather turbid [var. muddy, cloudy] in a glass, this individual should eat radish; then if nothing changes by the ninth day, it predicts death. If, however, [the urine] changes and becomes like pure (var. clear, translucent, transparent) wine, it predicts health. Second. If the sick person’s water [=urine] in a glass is like flammable oil, it means that they suffer from disease in their back [var. spine]. You must let blood from his right arm and he will recover. Third. If [the patient] has lesions on his glands, they should eat mallow with “wood oil” [= olive oil], since the cause [of their disease] is in the gall bladder, and they will be relieved. When you make them move about [var. change position] after three days, you should bathe them. Fourth. If the water [=urine] has a milk-like appearance, the disease is caused by straining, and [the patient] ought to abstain from salty food and dry food, but should eat meat from chicken, or pigeon, or […] from a wild cockerel, and should drink old wine four times, and blood should be let from [the patient’s] left arm. Fifth. If [the patient] urinates excessively and has lesions, this is from the sinews where the ailment originates, as well as from over-eating and over-drinking, and indulgences, due to [his] high social status. Such [a patient] should observe abstention; it should be known that the ultimate abstention is a fast. Sixth. If the urine in the glass is transparent with a little foam, his ailment is from the left side. […] You must let blood and make him bathe and give him pigano-oil or hemp-oil, and smear his body. Sevenths. If the urine is transparent but has a layer of thickness, then you should know that his ailment is from the right side of his intestines, or from the kidney. This [patient] should eat onion with oil, and in the morning he should bathe, after which you should give him walnut-juice with spicy vinegar to drink, then with diluted wine. Eighth. If the urine in the glass has the appearance of blood and does not mix with wax, this predicts death. Ninth. If [the urine] is green as a thick herb with the appearance reminiscent of the juice of bindweed [, it means that [the patient] is defeated by poverty. Give him [a fusion of] heledone, after having mixed it with the juice of orach, and he will recover. Tenth. If the urine has a milk-like appearance and shakes,

---

92 Medicinal plant (Malva sylvestris, Malva vulgaris, Common mallow) known among the Southern Slavs also as “God’s hand” (Божа ръчица) due to its healing properties.

93 Perhaps make the patient get up from bed?


95 That is, a life-style illness.

96 Atriplex hortensis.
it predicts death. Eleventh. The same is if [the urine] is black — this is caused by the black [bile]. This is a frightful [prognosis] for the patient, and without doubt predicts death.

Пронзвѣсьтио сьть Галина врачевѣнѣ прѣвѣдѣти вода нѣмоштномоу въ цькѣ. - .а. Аще цькао немоштнаго оворѣштано юсть много, такови да ъсть рѣпо. Да аште не нѣмоштнѣсъ се до .о. дни, назнамѣнять емоу съмрѣть. Аште ли же паки нѣмоштнѣсъ се и боудѣть иако вино чисто, здравѣние назнамѣнять емоу. - .в. Аште ли немоштномоу вода боудѣть въ цькѣ иако масло нскрѣй поущеасъ, то есть емоу болѣзнь въ грызы, поустѣ емоу крѣвь въ дѣсною рѣкѣ, нѣцѣваѣть. - .г. Аште ли имать алаѣдъкь косшту та въ масломь дрѣвѣномь, здравѣние сьть жлѣній Ѳать емоу, и оутѣшить се. Н прѣмѣстивъ его по трѣхъ дѣнахь, баноу створи се.

Interpretation: Hippocrates [address] towards his student Galen concerning man; the epistle of Hippocrates to King Ptolemy regarding bloodletting

If bloodletting is done [to someone] and the flow of the blood has the appearance of a liquid [lit. ‘wet water’], and its gushing begins like this, it predicts death. If [the blood] is brighter, it predicts fever [lit.
‘the ugly disease’) and all kinds of infirmity. If the blood is bright [lit. clear] and there is not much of it coming out [from the vein?] due to its becoming clotted, this blood predicts good health. If the blood is green, then [the patient] will die. If [the blood] is white and [flows] in a thick [stream] while being warm, for many it is a residue [slag], and for those patients it predicts that their intestines will recover. If [the blood] is yellow as arsenic and coagulated, this means that [the patient] will die either in 30 days or in 6 months. If after bloodletting blood is black and coagulated, he will die soon. If you let blood from a patient and it is black but has no pus, it means fever. Blood which is like pus indicates comfort and joy for the patient. Blood which looks like crushed arsenic predicts death. Foaming blood indicates a skin rash and cough. Blood with bubbles predicts disease in a short time. Blood which has a furrow in the middle predicts death. Blood which while foaming has the appearance of milk and smells badly indicates water retention from the kidneys. Blood which is black and smelly and has concentric rings indicates 6 months to live.
The period of the harvest begins from the 24th of June [and lasts] until the 24th of September. In these days, the level of yellow [lit. blond] bile increases, and for those who are healthy it is necessary to calm down their flesh and not work too hard; nor should they remove their clothes excessively, or to eat excessively, but to drink excessively and expose their bodies to cold. Because of frequent [drinking] of cold water and consuming of vegetables, one should abandon all spicy and hot meals, that is to say [those] with juice of onion or radishes; eat melons and consume small quantities for supper, yet you may take a little bit of cold fish. Abstain from herbal purgatives and all kinds of exhaustion. This would be enough for those who wish to obey. From the 24th September to 24th December, which is Autumn, is the usual period for excessive [eating and drinking behaviour]; it is not an easy time for those who, despite [living among] the outrageous ones, [continue to] eat and drink with moderation, and are rather careful and refrain from [gluttony and other vices]. Over drinking of wine should be avoided, as well as consuming of too many vegetables. Beware of cold mornings, because the flesh experiences a shortage of greens; and even it becomes hot, do not remove your clothes; beware of the fervour of bile, as well as too many meals. Perform bloodletting moderately and purge yourself with herbs when the Moon is waning. At that time, black bile increases in man and disease becomes more active. From the 24th December until 24th March, during Winter, are the days when wetness in man increases and all kinds of liquids flow because of the cold. That is why those who enjoy good health should consume food with chilly spices, that is to say, radishes, onion, and garlic, as well leeks and pepper, and drink hot wine with honey, somewhat diluted. One should avoid overeating of fresh fish and vegetables, especially as an evening meal. Those who follow this will be satisfied with the health of their bodies.

For the month of February, I recommend that one should avoid cold wine in the evening, since this may cause you to commit sin.

For the month of March, allow very little bloodletting because of the weakness of your body as Winter departs. I recommend not to consume spices and vinegar as well as cold wine, but instead sweet things should be eaten and drunk.

For the month of April, avoid water in the evening. If you do this, you will enjoy good health in your body.

For the month of May, I recommend avoiding cold wine in the evenings.

For the month of June, drink a little water in the mornings because of bile [lit. gall bladder].

For the month of July, refrain from too many spices and too much wine, because these are not good for the body and trigger diseases.

For the month of August, avoid cold water and consume a little bit of melon. Watch carefully for diseases triggered by bile [lit. gall bladder].

For the month of September, called in Greek gorpiy, meat is recommended to be eaten. In this month, a little bloodletting should be performed because the Winter is to come and it [i.e. bloodletting] may trigger weakness.
Къ жетову образу начинается отъ .кд. Иоуніа мѣсцца до .кд. Септьемврія мѣсцца. Къ тѣхъ 8же днѣхъ множить се рѣча жълубъ, и потрѣбно есть здравійъмъ упоштоть свою плять и не трѣдѣть се много, ниже обновоати се, ниже иасты много, науеже пинтѣ и простуожати свою плять; ради чести стоядѣнныхъ водѣ и оощотѣнѣ сынѣди, высѣкъ лютыыхъ топлыыхъ оостотаи потрѣба, сирѣчь соковъ лоука, родѣвы; днѣ и мало прѣеман нижѣ вчерѣть уто иасты; прѣеман же мало рѣвы стоядѣнесь; оощотѣнѣ оотъ вилѣи оотѣтѣган, и высоко дрѣго исташтенѣ, доловѣютъ во сиа слышати хотеотштимъ.— Оть .кд. Сектеврія мѣсцца до .кд. декеврія мѣсцца или до есѣнїи, и есть сие паче вечернѣищихъ страшалыниъ жѣло и оужасанымъ съ высацѣми приналежанѣямъ иасти и ииты, и нанаштенѣа винныаго вѣтатѣ и многыыхъ оощотѣнѣ вѣкоуса хранити се и оотъ 8трѣньыхъ стоядѣнѣй власты се ради еже вѣ пальѣи сѣльнѣи немошѣнъ, и не савлаунити се ради ѵмоонъ и хранити се оотъ ѵросты жѣленъ и множѣство высацѣѣ сѣдѣнъ, поуитати же и крѣвъ мало, и оушшатати се мало вилѣами оумалашотѣнѣ се лоунѣ, множи бо се еже вѣ вловацѣѣхъ урѣнна жѣлубъ и движеть болѣдѣнъ.— Ото .кд. декеврія мѣсцца до .кд. Мартѣа мѣсцца даже до ѵймѣ множеть се вѣ вловацѣѣ вѣ тѣхъ днѣхъ мокрота, и плаованіа тѣкоутъ стоядѣ рады, и трѣвъ ѵесть здравымъ пыштоу нмѣтѣ, зѣлѣа иасти люота, сирѣчь рауѣнѣ, аѣкъ урѣнѣнъ и усновзванъ е ираѣ, ипіѣръ, пинѣ же топлѣотоу сѣ мѣломъ и растворѣиѣмъ малынъ; отстоати нанаштѣнѣа рѣзы прѣсныхъ и зѣлѣа, подоўи вѣчернаго иадѣнѣа. Доловѣютъ сиа кѣ здравию плятъ нкъ довоѣ оовѣмашотѣнѣмъ.

Мѣсцца Ферѣарія глаголю отстоатѣнъ вѣчерь вина стоядѣна, сиѣ во твореѣ жѣло попашлоуоушен се.

Мѣсцца Марѣа малы крѣвы поуитан славости ради тѣла, нкѣ наас прѣводеотѣнъ оотъ ѵймѣ, глаголю не иасти жѣлѣа и оцѣта и стоядѣна вина, сладкѣ же иасти и пити.

Мѣсцца Апрѣлѣа вѣчерь и водаи оостотуапати, сиѣ творе сърошотешнѣ здравѣ много тѣлоу своеемѣ.

Мѣсцца Мана вѣчере и стоядѣна вина глаголю оостотати вѣ тѣн днѣ.

Мѣсцца Иоуніа выспрѣеман оотъ оутра малы води рады жѣленъ.

Мѣсцца Юлѣа оотстан зѣлѣа и многа вина, вѣштотаиуютъ во сиа плаѣи и вѣздвижѣѣ нкѣдѣгъ.

Мѣсцца Авъгѣста стоядѣнги воды оостотати, днѣ мало прѣеман, йако малы рацаиуютъ, нскрыное волѣданъ схаранан се.

Мѣсцца Септѣмврѣа, нкѣ именоуетъ се по елинѣскомѣ горпѣѣ, повелѣвѣа меса иасти, вѣ сѣмъ мѣсцени и мало крѣвы поощшати, занѣ во настоатѣѣ ѵмѣнѣ и славости.
Florentina Badalanova Geller

Text № 5
Galen on Hippocrates

The text is copied in a miscellany dated to the second third of the 15th century; it is kept in the Russian State Library (Moscow), in the Collection of the Trinity Lavra of Saint Sergius (Troitse-Sergieva Lavra), under record № 762. Previous editions of the text of this Russian version of the tractate Galen On Hippocrates [Галиново на Ипократа] (fols. 270v–274r) are published by Mil’kov, Polianskiĭ [2008: 577–584]; Gerasimova, Mil’kov, Smol’nikova [2015: 379–384]. The manuscript is accessible online: http://old.stsl.ru/manuscripts/book.php?col=1&manuscript=762
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Galen on Hippocrates.

The world consists of four substances [вещи]: from fire, from air, from earth, and from water, and so does the microcosm, that is, man, [who also consists] of four elements [стоухии], that is to say: from blood, from phlegm [lit. wetness], from red bile and from black [bile]. Since the appearance of blood is red in colour, while being sweet in taste, it is akin to air, as it is wet and warm. Phlegm, which is wet, is white in colour and salty in taste; and since it is wet and cold, it is akin to water. Red bile has a chilly appearance, but it tastes bitter and since it is dry and warm, it is akin to fire. Black bile has a black appearance, and its taste is sour; and since it is dry and cold, it is akin to earth.

Depending upon how these elements increase or decrease, or condense beyond their nature, or change or leave their places and go to other atypical places, they make men become ill in different ways and varieties. Let us say, for instance, where and in which places [each of the elements] is situated. Thus, phlegm is below the spleen.
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It is exhaled and flows out through the mouth and nostrils.

Blood is around the heart, in the enclosures, and from there it divides and goes through veins and arteries. When it increases, it is exhaled and flows out through the nose, because it cannot either pass through or get out from another [orifice].

Red bile is situated under the liver [под оутробою], in a bladder which is attached to it, and it is exhaled and [flows out] through the ears; that is why wax which we clear from our ears is in fact red bile.

Black bile is situated under the spleen, and it is contained in a sack attached to the inside of it. It is exhaled and [flows out] through the eyes, so that rheum [i.e. dried mucous] which we wash from our eyes is in fact black bile. When these aforementioned elements are distributed equally in the right way, the human body is in a healthy condition. Each of these above-mentioned elements increases and expands in a different age.

Thus in youngsters up to 14 years old, blood increases, similar to what it is like during the Spring in March, April, and May, because then it is wet and warm.
In young people up to 30 years of age, red bile increases. This is what it is like during the Summer, that is to say, June, July and August, when it is warm and dry. For a man in his prime, until 45 years of age, black bile increases. This is like during the Autumn season, that is to say, September, October, and November, because then it is dry and cold.

In old men, in the age of 80, phlegm increases, that is to say, wetness, similar to what [the weather] is like during the Winter, when it is cold and wet.

Then again, in children, there is a warm and wet mixture [of elements], which results from the blood, and that is why they sometimes play, sometimes laugh; but when they cry, they are quickly comforted. In adolescents, the mixture [of elements] is warm and dry.

This results from the red bile, which is why they are rather quick and daring. In a man in his prime, there is a dry and cold mixture, which results from black bile, which is why [people in this age] are very warm and steadfast. In old men, the mixture of cold and wet results from phlegm [lit. wetness], which is why [people in this age] are sad, weary, slow and forgetful, and when they get angry, they remain distressed. Look how blood makes the soul merciless and generous, while wetness and phlegm [make it] slow and forgetful, and red bile [makes it] rather honest and very robust. As for the cause and aetiology of diseases, we recognise it thus: to start with, it is related to age. If a child gets sick, the reason for this is blood. If an adolescent gets sick, it is because of red bile. If a person in his prime gets sick, the reason is black bile. If an old person gets sick, it is because of phlegm. In the second place comes the season. If illness occurs during the Spring, the reason for that is blood; if in Autumn, the reason for it is black bile. If [illness occurs during the] Winter, the reason for it is wetness [phlegm]. On the other hand, memory and showing wisdom in men is according to the mixture which is situated in the nape [occipit], and according to whether it is warm or cold. Forgetfulness is due to the cold nape. Insanity is due to the fiery and burning [lit. igniting] elements, because it emerges as a fiery steam from the intestines [var. liver, kidney, testicles], rising up through the place between the shoulders towards the nape; it is then when a man becomes insane, that is to say, loses his mind. So, as recommended [lit. said] by Hippocrates [ἐγείρατε ἐν' θράτοι], it is necessary to massage his nape with balsam from the ointment / infusion of ‘wild rose oil’, and [ingredients] similar to it. The closing [palsy?] of the eyes, or disfiguring of the mouth, or of half of the face is due to the cold substance originating in the nape. [To treat these kinds of diseases], it is necessary to clear the nostrils and through them heat the head with hot steam.

Diseases which concern the head originate in the stomach, those being eye ailments, toothache, sore throat, withering [of a particular member], asthma, earache, hoarseness, vomiting, and similar [conditions]. The skull has seams, but there are seamless skulls which are all-in-one. These kinds of skulls are
also normal. The hair happens to be straight when there is a lot of wetness [phlegm] in the head. Then again, the hair is curly when the head is warm. The hair may be red, due to red bile, while the hair can be black because of black bile and cold wetness [phlegm].

Baldness is due to the reduction of the fluid which nurtures the hair. The ailments that are related to the head originate in the stomach. These are: numbness, [disease of] the glands, whiteness in the eye [cataract?], toothache, and swelling of gums [gingivitis?]. The beard, according to its growth, has five types: wide, or long, or small, or middle-size; there is also beardless, which means a lack of beard, and this is due to a decrease in the fluid which nurtures it.

The senses in men are five: vision, smell, hearing, taste, and touch. As for vision, it comes from ether, smell — from the air, hearing — from fire, taste — from the phlegm [lit. wetness], and touch — from the earth. Question: How many are the parts of the soul? Answer: Three — reason [lit. verbal], emotion, and will. Question: When is a person healthy and when is he infirm? Answer: The person is healthy when the above-mentioned four elements are mixed equally according to their strength and proportion, so that they balance and neutralise each other. Question: What is health? Answer: Health is a good mixture of the elements from which the body is composed, that is, [warmth], moderate dryness, coldness, and wetness. Question: What is the healer [var. physician]? Answer: The healer [var. physician] is a servant of nature, and a helper against disease. Perfect is the healer [var. physician] who is proficient in observing and acting impeccably while performing healing [var. therapy] according to real science [var. teaching]. Healing [var. therapy] is a skill [technē], a measurement for those who are healthy and convalescence for the sick. The human body has five limbs: two arms, two legs, and one head. Man also has 12 organs [lit. elements, στιχία]: head [lit. top], ears, eyes, nostrils, mouth, breasts, two hands, trunk [abdomen], knees, and two feet. Also, the year has four parts [lit. elements, στιχία]: Spring, Summer, Autumn, and Winter. The Spring begins on the 24th March and ends on 24th June. [This is the time] when the increase of blood takes place, which is why bloodletting should be done and purging of the stomach with the help of purgatives. For food, one should consume warm vegetables; overeating of fish is to be avoided, along with warm wine and late suppers. The Summer begins on the 24th June and ends 24th September. That is when the black bile increases. One should rest and not eat a lot. Avoid spicy [food]; it is fitting to drink cold water and abstain from late suppers; eat little cold fish, avoid purging the stomach, and bloodletting. The Autumn begins on the 24th September and lasts until 24th December. One should abstain from eating vegetables, as well as consuming cold water and much wine; avoid taking off clothes in the morning when the weather is cold, although it may be stuffy. Do not fall into anger and rage; avoid overeating of any kind of food. Do bloodletting and
purging the stomach from noxious substances with a laxative when the Moon is waning. From the 24th December Winter begins and lasts until 24th March. Phlegm starts increasing, that is to say, the wetness [of the body]. Things which provide warmth should be consumed, which are: rapeseed (which is to say, mustard), radish, onion, garlic, leeks, pepper, ginger, cloves (that is to say, nutmeg); drink [infusions from] dill, boiled with honey and pulses; avoid overeating, as well as consuming fresh fish, vegetables, and late suppers.

About bloodletting. On the first day of the beginning of the lunar month
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perform bloodletting early [in the morning]; on the second day perform bloodletting at noon; on the third day perform bloodletting at noon; on the fourth and the fifth day perform bloodletting early [in the morning]; on the sixth day you should not perform bloodletting at all. On the seventh day you perform bloodletting during the entire day; on the eighth day perform bloodletting at noon; on the ninth day you should not perform bloodletting at all. On the tenth, eleventh, twelfth, thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth day you perform bloodletting during the entire day. On the sixteenth day perform bloodletting in the morning; on the seventeenth day you should not perform bloodletting at all. On the eighteenth day perform bloodletting in the morning. On the nineteenth day you should not perform bloodletting; on the twentieth day you perform bloodletting during the entire day; on the twenty-first day you should not perform bloodletting at all; on the twenty-second, twenty-third, and twenty-fourth day you perform bloodletting at any time; on the twenty-fifth day you perform bloodletting in the evening; on the twenty-sixth, twenty-seventh, and twenty-eighth day you perform bloodletting in the evening; on the twenty-ninth day you perform bloodletting in the morning; on the thirtieth day you should not perform bloodletting.

If a man suffers from scabs, perform bloodletting on the first day of the lunar month of May, and he will get rid of them [lit. will be cleansed from them]. If a man suffers from shivering or leanness, perform bloodletting from his right hand/arm on the 15th day of the lunar month of May. If a man suffers from fear, or sadness, or if he is lustful, then perform bloodletting from the left hand/arm on August 15.

If the throat is swollen, perform bloodletting from the main vein, above the central one. When someone faints during bloodletting, it means that he has [an overflow of] black bile, which at that time enters the heart. To whom this happens, a little cold water should be given, and the bile goes out of the heart, and nothing will happen to him; or else, before bloodletting, much water should not be drunk [in order to avoid fainting].
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Bloodletting is to be performed from the twenty-fifth day of the lunar month in March to the thirteenth day of the lunar month in May; bloodletting is not to be performed from the thirteenth day of the lunar month in May to the twentieth day of the lunar month in September. And [then again]: bloodletting is to be performed from the twentieth day of the lunar month in September to the twelfth day of the lunar month in November.
The rule about the days on which it is not recommended to perform bloodletting or healing; [these are:] the second and twenty-sixth day of the lunar month in January; the sixth and twenty-fourth day of the lunar month in February; the third and twenty-fifth day of the lunar month in March; the third and twenty-second day of the lunar month in April; the second and twenty-second day of the lunar month in May; the seventh and twentieth day of the lunar month in June; the sixth and twenty-eighth day of the lunar month in July; the sixth and eighteenth day of the lunar month in August; the second and twenty-first day of the lunar month in September; the eighth and twenty-eighth day of the lunar month in October; the second and twenty-first day of the lunar month in November; the second and twenty-second day of the lunar month in December. You need to know that it is good to perform bloodletting if the weather is clear [var. no clouds], provided it is not Wednesday or Friday.

About the quality of blood during bloodletting. If bloodletting is performed in the months of March, April, or May, or June, and [the blood of the individual] looks like sea-water, [the patient] will die at the beginning of winter. If the blood is light and does not contain pus, it indicates fever and frequent ailments. If the blood is clean and exudes a little yellow bile, the patient is healthy. In pleurisy, if there is yellow or green blood, [the patient] will die; if it is yellow, like thick arsenic, [the patient] will die in thirty,

or six and a half days. If the person happens to be feverish and the blood [during phlebotomy] runs black and thick, s/he will soon die.

If the person happens to be [mentally] disturbed, or insane, or suffering from seizures, and if [during phlebotomy] thick green poison flows with his/her blood, s/he will die soon afterwards. The blood that [during phlebotomy] looks black, without pus, indicates fever. Yellowish blood indicates that s/he will live six more months or a year.

Pus-like blood indicates a change in the course of the disease. If the blood is green in colour, [the patient] will die in five days or a week.

If blood drops are found to be similar to writing, it indicates pregnancy. Blood that looks like arsenic and splatters like a jumping flea portends death. If the blood is like tar or like white pus or mud, it indicates putrefaction. Foaming blood indicates a cough and [?] illness. Blood with pus portends a speedy recovery. A blood clot with an indent in the middle

indicates death. Blood which is foam-like and has the appearance of milk portends dropsy. Blood that is black and has a bad odour and has the appearance of burnt pottery predicts six more months to live. If bloodletting is performed from the central vein of the right hand/arm, it is good for the whole body. If bloodletting is performed from the main vein which is higher than the central one, from the same hand/arm — it helps against swelling of gums [?]. If bloodletting is performed next to the index finger, it helps against cough, and also [...]
On lunar days.

On the signs of the Zodiac that are benevolent, malevolent and ambiguous.
Aries, Gemini, Virgo, Pisces are beneficial and benevolent.
Cancer, Leo, Capricorn are malevolent.
Taurus, Libra, Sagittarius, Aquarius are between benevolent and malevolent.
Scorpio is more malevolent than the average.

The names of the months are [related to]: Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo, Libra, Scorpio, Sagittarius, Capricorn, Aquarius, Pisces.

Beware [of the Moon] being in Scorpio, Cancer or Capricorn: do not start any activities,
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because these Zodiac signs are unpropitious and harmful.

If [the Moon] is in Aries, Gemini, Virgo or Pisces, then deal with the most important of all matters, because these Zodiac signs are the most blessed ones. And the other signs have been pointed out to you, some benevolent, some malevolent, or those in middle between them.

Do not perform bloodletting, do not collect medicinal herbs, do not drink them. See on what day the patient had fallen sick, and count [the numerical values of the letters in] his name; and [count] the days, and the lunar month from his/her birth; and when you have counted, divide it by thirty. And if the remnant is in the specified numbers, s/he will live, and if it is in the other numbers indicated, s/he will die.
Life: 1, 3, 4, 10, 11, 14, 16, 19, 20, 22, 23, 26, 28. Death: 2, 5, 7, 8, 9, 12, 15, 17, 18, 21, 24, 26, 27, 29, 30; [be in] peace.

From experts [in weather forecast].

This is what is reported about certain matters by those who have carefully observed them; when both halves of the Sun appear like two [separate] suns, either to the east or to the west of the Sun itself, there will be rain. The same thing happens when the air thickens and the clouds fill with light. If it turns red on the north side, it signifies a wind blowing from the North, and if [it turns] on the south side, it signifies a south [wind]. If the sun is in the middle [of the cloud],
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then it portends heavy rain and a strong wind. When it darkens by fog rising from the earth and the Sun appears to the human eye like a burning coal, or, to put it more simply, the Sun appears to be bloody, then a sign becomes evident that there will be a storm in those places where much evaporating moisture has accumulated. But when the clouds seem to stretch out their threads or turn like fire, it will be windy and cold. Also, when the Sun appears to bend its rays to itself or is obscured by darkened clouds during
sunrise or sunset, it will be rainy and cloudy. If it is clear or crimson at sunset, it predicts that the day will be tranquil and clear. In the same way, the Moon gives many different signs [to those who observe its phases]. When it is clean and thin on the third day, it heralds long, calm weather. If it is thin, but not clean, and fire-like, it predicts strong winds. If the two horns of the Moon are equal or the northern horn is pure, then it heralds a south [wind]. But when it darkens during the full Moon,
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it rains. And when there are two crowns around the Moon, the air will be [turbulent]. And when the Moon is surrounded by a rim and appears to the people in this form, then it foreshadows a storm. When you find that her crown has darkened, it means that there will be prolonged bad weather. Omens from the Sun, it was said, were made known [by the Lord].

About the constellation of the Pleiades.
From the setting of the Pleiades to the winter solstice there are 49 days: from November 12th to the end of December. On the days of the winter solstice, the probability of the increasing of sputum occurs. […] Therefore, bathing is necessary, and rubbing the body with dry oil. From the winter solstice until day and night are equal there are 84 [sic!] days, that is — from January 1st to March 15th. These are winter days. You should bathe and induce vomiting. From the autumnal equinox to the setting of the Pleiades there are 47 days; that is — from September 25th to November 12th. On these days, bodily ailments multiply and yellow bile increases. Drink vinegar, eat sweets, and wash often, and shun lust. If you obey this [regimen], then it will be good for you, [as it was the case with] the great King Ptolemy.

About the herb called peony.
If man’s tongue gets entangled, fumigate him with incense from this herb, and it will get untied. Those who have [var. wear] its roots while travelling will never lose the way, and will not be afraid of either poison, or beasts. Its seeds, when drunk with wine, heal internal and external diseases. Fumigate your house with its leaves and its roots, and no unclean spirit shall ever enter into your home.
есть водь. яко мокра и стоудена. чермнаа же желъ. видѣнѣемь лота, въоущенѣемь горка. поѣна оуо вѣ огно. яко соуха и тепла. чернаа же желъ. видѣнѣемь черна, въоущенѣемь кыса. поѣна оуо вѣ земан. як соуха и стоудена.

Симь оуо стихіаь. оумалоюциі въ нал оумножаюциі са. нал одевелѣваюциі вѣ. вѣ поѣ вѣстна своего. нал прѣмѣнниші са и "стостувуанымь вѣ. и проходаціи въ необуьи"на мѣста. многоввѣшно и многораздѣлюнно сътвораюу" улъка болѣтъ ревемь оуо, въ гдѣ, въ кои мѣстѣ прѣбываюу. мокрота оуо, по оуо селѣ-
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ъеноюъ вътнъ ен. прѣдъываеъ же и нсъходи съскво дууста и нозъри.

кровь преѣвьваеъ около срѣца въ прѣградѣ. и ыйтоу раздѣлеъпавъ са и проходи съскво блевы. артнйю. и копа оумножит са, прѣдъываеъ и нсъходи съскво нось. и нудѣ во не можетъ ни има нѣчт.

чермнаа же желъ, прѣвьваеъ по оутро во вѣ прналѣпленую астро мошнунноую, и продастьеъскво оушн. каля оуо егъо нсънуцаеъмъ во оухо то есть чермнаа желъ.

чернаа же желъ. по оутрою и та прѣвьваеъ вѣ присаженноу вѣюнутъ мошницоу. и та продаестье скво ду, герелъво иже нуумываетъ ый оуо, тыа ый чернаа желъ сую. Сп прѣренныя стихіа. токмаціи са и равно прѣвьваяюциі сахарствоуъ животное улъкъ. всакън во вѣ прѣдъреѣна стихіа. ны нѣчъвъ вѣдрастомъ растеть и множи са.

паве оуо въ орочати. до. лѣ. лѣ. оумножавает са кровь. якъо и въ пролѣтън. марта. апрѣ. мана. ыа еъо въит мокрова и тепла.
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въ юноши. скѣ-тии аѣтоо. оумножаеъ са черымнаа желъ. ыакоже и въ аѣто. сирѣ, иона пола, авгоу. ыа ежео вѣту емоу теплу и соухѣ. вѣ совершено у моужн. мѣт. и патн аѣтоо оумножавает са чернаа желъ. якоо и въ ёсе. сирѣ, скпировъ, октомвріа, новъвріа. ыа еъо вѣтн емоу соуху и стѣденоу.

вѣ старомъ. ыѣ-тимъ аѣтомъ, оумножавает са флегма, сирѣ, мокрота. якоо и въ зиимъ стоудена и мокра.

н оуо отрочатоуъ вѣ растореніе теплоло мокро. ыако еотъ кровн. и ыоже ярд овоуда играо. овоуда смѣют са. и гдѣ плают са, скоро оутѣшают са. юноши же растореніе есть теплоло и соухо.97

97 Half of the page is left blank; the handwriting on the following page suggests that the next part of the composition is copied by another scribe.
Florentina Badalanova Geller
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ио́ко òо уръмны жалун. и сего раъ вор'зъгин си сверъгъгин. Съверъгъгнаго * моужа растворенъ е² сохо и стоудено, ио́ко òо уръмны жалун. и сего раъ соу² теплънъ въгъгостолънънънънънъ. Старомоу * растворенъ е² стоудено и мокро, ио́ко òо мокроты. Сего раъ соу² печалинъ и дьярхалъ и късни, и непамятливънъ. И егда гнѣвают са превыыво¹ неоутѣнны.

И се вижъ ико кровь оуво, маътово и податанвдъ съдалъовъ² айвой. Мокрота * е² флегма, късъвнинънънънъвъ. Урымнаа * жалунъ, въдъвнинъ и въгъгостолънънънъвъ. Поднаваютъ * е² непциеванъ, въны воловъне³. прыве оуво оврѣсты, ии оуво отрона е² болнъ, кровь е² виновна, аиъ ви юношъ, урымнанъ жалунъ, аиъ ли съверъгънъмъ мб⁴, урынаа жалунъ. Аиъ ли старъ флегма е² оскрывлъюцийънъва. Второ § познанавъ е² и годъ времень вина. Аиъ оуво пролывное връ е² кровь повинна. Аиъ ли весень, урымнаа жалунъ повинна е². Аиъ ли щна, мокрота повинна е². а е² помънъ и мъръствованъ. Въръ е³ влъко⁵ оо влъгораствованъ тълъ, сиъб⁶, нъ полъ нмѣюцом⁷ теплот⁸.
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и стоуденъ тьлъд, зъвяттне * бывавъ³ оо стоуденъ тълъд. оо огъйныхъ * и пакътанлены⁴ естьъбъ бывавъ³ вездъмое. огъйнънъ во паръ сквооъ межорамъной нопуоуеемъ оо мстръ къ тьлуо. и бывавъ³ вездъмуюмъ влъкъ, сиъб⁶ истокупленъне оума и поъвает растворенными масы, еже гдъйте въкрато, помазованъ тълъ, сиъб⁶, шнпикво масо, и поъннаа семоу. скривленъ бывавоюще окуо, нан оустнан⁴, нан полъ соврацдъ. и се оо стъденънинъ екстъвта подаваемо оо тъла, въ нихъе позъвъ³ сквооъ нозърънън совицатъ. и оо вънъ паранмъ огъйннымъ напарватьт главоу : —

Елѣнка⁵ страчаанъ вьяваво¹ главвъ бывавот главвъ. оо стомаха на³ло нмоу⁴, идже сж⁵ волъвъе очума, волъвъ зъвом⁶, волъвъ грълуо. сьвхотна, оудъйе. волъвъе очума, осинпунтуе, въвьванъе, и поъннаа сн⁴ : — Нматъ * глава швъ, соврътае же въ самотворна глава неимоуши швъ, и та зърава е². просто косма * бывавъ³ главва оо многъна мъкроты нже въ главвъ, коудрѣва * бывавъ³, теплъ сжцн главва. уръмност власе⁵, оо уръмнны жалунъ. уръмностъ * оо уръмны и стъденъна мо⁰.
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кроты. плашнъвтство * оо еже оскъддъватъ, тинъд, питаючо власы : —

Елѣнкъ страсть вьяваво¹ въ главвъ, оо желдъдъца нмоу⁴ наждо, ико⁴, смолкота, желедъж, вълама на оўюо, зоуюо⁵ волъвъ въ невън отъку, рексе изгодица : — Брадъ * привьтьчъ, е³ шнрока, дѣлъ, мала. срѣдъна, и спаность, еже е² скуодущт браддъ, и се оо оскуоддънъ питаючон тинъ е² : — Юовестъа * въ влъкъ сж⁷, е³ зъвнъе, оовонанъе, сльшанъе, въкоушенъе, осаджанъе. и оуво зъвънъе, оо еферъ, оовованъе оо въдъжъха, сльшанъе оо огна, въкоушенъе же оо мокрао, осаджанъе же оо. землъ : — въпро⁶, Коли⁷ сж¹ айбенъна части. оовъ⁵. тръ. словесное, иръстнгое. и желедталгое. въпро⁶, когъа зъравствовъ³ влъкъ, и къда ихемогае⁶. оовъ⁵. зъравствовъо³ оуво, когъа сыгетателно по сиълъ и равностолънъ столъдъ четыръ стихъа пръеънъны въ всъ равенъствъ * и оутинианъ. въпро⁶, чтъ е³ зъравъе. оовъ⁵. зъравъе³ влъгора-
стороней пръвъ, бо нѣхъ съставлѣно е конъ. бо класоухаго. стоуденаго, мокраго. Въпро: ч то е въ врача. бо. врача е вѣстственно сложите: въ волѣнъ подвижникъ. и съврѣшенъ е вра, неже видѣнъем и дѣйнъемъ искруеъ, израѣнъмышъ, неже вся твора и врауеванія по правому слово: врауевствено е въ хътрото, мѣра зравствующи, и нѣсѣлѣтствъ волацімъ. вѣлъ имамъ участі, вѣ тѣлъ, роучъ, вѣ, волѣ, и главу. стихъ же, бо, връ, оузъ, оун, везъръ. оуста секун, роучѣ вѣ, тѣлъ, колѣнъ, волѣ вѣ. нимать въ и годинна, стихъе четыре, пруѣсть. афто, есень, зема. и весна оуно начиная, бо, цада. марта мца, да вѣ до, цада нонъа, выываетъ оуможнѣніе кровъ.
поъваетъ оуно писцати кровъ. и творитъ оущненіе оутровъ съ воинѣмъ. пицца, вѣліе тепла. вѣжати оьютостъ рывмоу и вена тепла. и вѣланъа поцъ. афто вѣ начиано, бо, цада. нонъа да вѣ до, цада, съ, выиваетъ оуможнѣніе ырныя жлзунъ, и поъваетъ себе оупоконти, и не
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часті много. оугревати же ё елка соуъ лота. и питн поъваетъ воду стоуденуо, и вѣланъа поцъна олуучати са. часті рѣбы стоудены мало. оущненія же оутровъ, и поучанинъ кровъ вѣжати.
бо цада, же сѣпетрия начинать есень, до, вѣ, дѣ, и поъваетъ ощущати, бо вѣкѣнінъ овоцинъ, и стууденъа водъ, и множества вина, и оутреняхъ стууденъ, и не съвлакнитъ себѣ аще и зѣно вуодъ. и хранитъ себѣ бо гнева и ярості, и бо всѣхъъ снѣденъ множества. поуачати кръвъ, и оуучнѣніе оутровъ бо ида воинѣмъ оумолѣннъ са лоунъ. бо къ, же дѣ, да кор, маръ. начинаетъ зема. оуможаетъ же зѣ флетмъ, вѣ е въ мокрота. поъваетъ часті, елка нмой теплойо, вѣ е смъ сна, напъ, сиръ, гръчца рѣкъ, луукъ, чеснокъ, прасъ, пинъръ, зйцнъверъ, карофаъ, сиръ съ орешки мъсматы. пити ё и оукрой съ медомъ, и мыстъ вареныъ же гдѣть нмимо. оугревати же зѣ съытасти, рывъ сбѣкъ, и бо зема, и вѣра позданы: — о кровопѣщенія. Наставшее лоунь, бо
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dѣбъ рано поучанъ, бѣ, дѣбъ полоудѣй поучанъ. гѣ, дѣбъ полоудѣй поучанъ. съ вѣ не поучанъ, дѣ вѣ поучанъ. бѣ вѣ не поучанъ. гѣ, вѣ не поучанъ. бѣ. гѣ. дѣ. дѣ вѣ поучанъ. оутѣ поучанъ. вѣ не поучанъ, бѣ, оутѣ поучанъ. бѣ, вѣ не поучанъ. кѣ, вѣ не поучанъ. кѣ, вѣ не поучанъ. кѣ, вѣ вѣ почанъ. кѣ, кѣ, дѣ. вѣ поучанъ. кѣ, кѣ, кѣ, вѣ поучанъ. кѣ, вѣ не поучанъ. кѣ, вѣ не поучанъ:
— Аще воудѣ на вѣдѣ строить, да поустить кровъ, майла лоуны бѣ, дѣбъ, и воудѣ вѣ тѣ: — Аще воудѣ вѣ вѣдѣ стѣднѣв и съхота, да поустить кровъ, майла лоуны, бо, не правое рѣкъ: — Аще воудѣ вѣ вѣдѣ оужасть, нн тоута, нн полохать, да поустѣ кровъ, авгоу, вѣ, нн вѣвое рѣкъ:
— Аще горло заете, поусти кровь нц главына жлѣ выше съворны. Егѣ кто зѣйуомира вѣ кровопоучаніянъ, има вѣдѣ нръноу жлѣу и падаетъ въ то врема на срѣчъ. комоу се рѣ бываетъ давао ему водпую стуудену мъ. и вѣгебаетъ она жлѣу вѣ срѣчъ, и не бываетъ емѣ ннуто, нн прежѣ поучаніа да не пѣть мало: —
Florentina Badalanova Geller
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✧ поуцает жье кровь, оо, кэ, -го мартовы аж, до, у-го маёвы лоуы, а оо, у-го маёвы лоуы, до, кэ, кс-го, се, лоу, не поуцати кровь, а оо, кс-го се, лоу, до, ву-го ное врё лоу, поуцати:

✧ правило дий въ наже нелюбо е кровь поуцати, ни вращати. ге вы лоу, б. кэ, фев лоу. кэ, маръвы, лоу, г. кэ, апрй, лоу, г. кэ. маёвы лоу, б. кэ. ное, лоу, к. ное, б. кэ. кэ, адв, кэ, лоу. се, б. кэ. ное, лоу, к. кэ. кс-го ное, лоу, б. кэ.

когда бывает ведр, и кромѣ сре, и пака, добро е кровь поуцати: — оо качествъ кровь, егда поуцати. Мъца маръ, наа апрй, наа маиа, наа ное, аще кровь пйстить кго, и потует прияну имыцн морськон водъ таковому, смерть бывает: — Аще же кровь свьтла боуде, и гноа не има. трасавицу и часты нежгы сказуе. аще же лицыстъ соу, и оо части ядъ жълтъ брнаге ырави соу, при певришъ. аще оварает са кровъ жълтъ, наа желеня, оумирае, аще ли жълтъ ыако арсенник гоустъ, наа въ, й-ти.
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дйхъ, наа въ шести и поуомирае. аще ли же сжъхъ боудель емоз кровь поустит са, и потует кровь арпъ гъстъ въ кровъ скончае имыять. аще ли же кто вредитъ сжъв наа заытнъ нан иоумыять, и кровъ поустить, и потует сь крово, ядъ желеня съйчень, по взятн кровъ въ кровъ скончае са. Кровъ же потекшия весма арпъ и гнои нествориин. трасавицу сказуе, Кровъ жълтъ бйно наваленмъ крови, шестомъсачьинъ живо авалге, наа гяднинъ: — Кровъ гноевидна, нымнени нежгъ сказуеть. аще ли желенъ оварает кровъ боудеть. падненень, наан неую сконча са има, аще ли же и ремиции кровиин ыдовить овароаут са иако наурытъ пле въ предавальг. Кровъ оварает имоучн арсеника, иако плюшн оскачающн, смртъ сказуе. аще ли же плодъ смолъ и пелешъ книшель сказуе. Кровъ с ѣ гно, ыравъ въ кровъ назнаменае. кровъ имоучн посресъ.
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doль, смртъ назнаменует. кровъ пйновидна и малковидна, смра оуер жъныхъ и воды тжъ сказуе. кровъ учъна, и съмрятанъ имоучн же аща керамиинвидна, шестомъсачьинъ животъ авалге, въ ржкун десною аще кровь поустить въ соворную флевую, полоуе все тъло. главна же выше съборныя то ех ржкъ, полоуетъ оо йголе. бнщ же великанъ прысты оо кашла, такождъ оо ытръ: —

✧ животныин, оо ажинъ дйхъ: — оо оуовныя ыдйо, добръ и ыдй, и посръчну. овень, взнечъ, да, рѣвы, оуовны — и доворъ: — ракъ, левъ, козоро. ыан: — ипое, ирепъ, стрелецъ, водоолинъ, сре ыдй, и дормъ: — скровъ, ждѣ оо срединъ — Мъцы крхъ, таврво, дымно, каркъ, лепо, парфень, гъось, скропъ, токоте. егокер. и дръхосъ, у хвасъ. вънинам пронекъ, кого овершнин ел. гдъ ех рзуминъ, да егъ боуде на скровъ, на на ракъ, на на козоро, на ыло работъ не творъ, понж полезна и съ—
Глътъ иже со то въ хитро смотрѣнъ, егда боудѣ овя полъ слѣща, аки дѣвъ слѣщъ сътворѣнши, съциоу слѣщоу на въстостъ или на ѵападѣ. до въ бывѧе, егда нѣрацѧюе ѵуеуствт са въдъоу, и испльшъ съвѣта овя. да егѧ о ѵѣверныя стравы ѵуермѣ, то ѵѣверны ѵзанменує боудующѧ. і егѧ о ѵ южна то ѵує егѧ лн съ ѽвоо ѵстрому боудѣ. а слѣщъ посрѣдѣ.
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съциоу, тогѧ дожъ многъ. и рамены вѣръ ѵзанменуое, егѧ ѵо мегленаго въдгорѣнія ѵже ѵо ѵземлѧ въсажденіѧ, ѵергѣншѧ боуду. слѣщныя кржѧ аки оугъ тъорощѧ, ѵзвт са ѵѣвъкую ѵдакоу, нан просто рецѣ аки ѵкроаво слѣще боудѣ. То ѵвѣ ѵзанмене, іако моу ии на тѣ мнѣстьѣ ѽити. на нихъ мокрота многа въскоуришье, но егѧ аки власы прости, или погорѧ овщѧ. тѣ вѣтрено боудѣ и стѣудено. і егѧ лоуца срао само ксѣвъ пргтѣнаа ѵзвт са, нан по ѵръгѣншымъ овлякак држѣкоу, іако вначѣ въсходи то дожѣвно боудѣ и ѵуотно, нан пакь ѵдакое ѵисто нан ѵагорит са, то оутѣшѣ ѵавале и ѵсыство. Такожѧ е лоуца твори многа ѵзанменѧ раждунша. вѣ третѣ вѣ дѣй егѧ вѣдѣ тонѣа и ѵиста, то дѣвону ѵихость ѵзанмене. ачѣ ли тонка боудѣ но ѵеуиста но аки отгѣна. вѣтрѣна ѵзанмену ѵрамень. ачѣ ли овъма рогома равна са ѵавале нан ѵѣверныю рогѣ ѵнстѣ боудѣ, то ѵзанменау ѵує вывавава. но егда поурывѣ плѣна слѣщи.
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cѣвѣта, то дожѣева вѣвава, і егѧ боудѣ тонка ова полы. вывавает * то вѣдѣу, і егда аки вѣнцы вѣкржитель са ѵо лоуны ѵавале вѣ вѣти моуѣт вѣбваюць, егѧ али са ѵорѣйшѣнство, то кто и оврацѣ. то продѣжень моуѣт ѵавалѣ. ѵо ѵзанменъ же слѣща ѵѣ нѣвѣца гла : Ѵо власожелѣѣѣ : Ѵо ѵапада * власожелачъ. до вѣврашеніѧ ѵзимнего. еѣ адин, мѣ ура. срѣдѣ, ѵѣ. мѣца ноеѣврѣ. до конца дѣвѣврѣа. тѣ дѣвѣ сжѣ ѵзимна вѣврашеніѧ. растеть * в нѣ охраѣ многихъ, ѵѣ тмѣже треуон бана, и маслоу соухоу три свое тѣло, ѵо вѣврашеніѧ ѵзимна, дондѣ ѵуалап са дѣв с поцѣп. то еѣ. п. ѵѣ. срѣдѣ ѵо перва дѣв мѣцѣ генва. до патаг на деса марта. тѣ дѣвѣ ѵзимни сжѣ. поѣвает тревати бана и вѣваніѧ то осенна * ладоѣдѣ, до вѣвожелскаго ѵдожѣисѣ. еѣ адин, мѣ. срѣдѣ ѵо ѵѣ. септемвѣра, до, ѵѣ. дѣв ноеѣврѣа. всѣ днеу оумножают са ѵдовы телєцына. и жѣлтаа кржущна, трѣбоу оуксѣса и слаако ѵаждъ и часто мы са, а похоти ѵоноу ѵомѣтан са
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аце тако хранишн тога добръ пръбоушицѣ превеликы цѣбу птолемею : — со бълъ глямѣмъ вжоуръ. Етъа комоу боу́ца вазаа да каза са с ны́ и рѣшит са бо сьоуъ. носа корень его не завлаудъ бо поути, ны воит са со травы, ны же бирен, но и сьма его сь вино пйемо. нсвѣлѣнѣ волѣззен свои. вънотрышнѣ и вѣнѣшнихъ. показама и до свои сь анствѣ с коренемь его : — не виная вън джхъ неунѣть : —
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Semiotics of the Sky - Commentary traditions in Jacob of Edessa’s Hexaemeron

Stefanie Rudolf

“Even if ‘commentary’ was not acknowledged as a distinct genre in antiquity, modern scholars are free to identify such a genre in the context of their investigations.”

1. Introduction

1.1 Overview

Jacob of Edessa (630-708) is one of the most renowned figures among Syriac scholars and theologians. Having studied in Alexandria, Antioch and Qenneşre (under Severus Sebokht), he became bishop of Edessa in 684 and engaged in the fields of grammar, theology, philosophy and (Greek) sciences. Among other texts he translated the Aristotelian Categories and the Prior Analytics into Syriac. Jacob was the first Syriac author who wrote a full-fledged commentary on the Creation - his well known but understudied Hexaemeron. A source study on the first, second and fourth part (mēmrā) of this comprehensive text with translation was undertaken by Greatrex 2000 (including text edition). Earlier studies cover limited topics like zoology, angelology, botany or the particular influence of Greek authors like Ptolemy, Pseudo-Dionysius etc. in Jacob’s Hexaemeron.

A very enlightening outcome of Wilks’ (formerly Greatrex) deep study of the text was an article from 2008 in which she demonstrated Jacob’s liberal treatment of the generally accepted Aristotelian

1 Hartog 2017: 30.
2 This paper was the outcome of a workshop on commentaries held at the Max Planck Institute for the History of Science in Berlin in August 2016. I am grateful to my colleague Dr. Yousef Khouriye who read and discussed the text sample with me several times, to Katharina Köhler for her smart review, and I am deeply indebted to the ideas offered by Prof. Bas ter Haar Romeny, who did not get tired to discuss this text with me over and over again and who offered a lot of solutions to irresolvable questions.
3 For an overview see Kruisheer 2008, several studies are dedicated to his life, his grammar, his canons and his translation of Aristotle’s Categories, s. Hugonnard-Roche 2008, Romeny 2008, Ibrahim 2010, King 2010.
6 There are two complete editions of the Syriac text (Chabot 1928, Çiçek 2010: Chabot 1928 offers a facsimile edition of the 9th-century Lyon manuscript, variants from the Leiden manuscript are given in an appendix, so that all extant versions are included. The edition by Çiçek is a copy of the 9th-century Lyon text from Chabot. Greatrex 2000 offers Memre 1, 2, and 4 according to Lyon with the Leiden material in footnotes) and a Latin translation (Vaschalde 1932). Until now there is no English translation of the work as a whole. At least there is an English excerpt by Greatrex 2000 and a French one by Martin 1888.
7 The publication of the thesis remains a desideratum.
8 See the bibliography of Kruisheer 2008: 274-5.
cosmological system. In this brief article I want to continue her approach and examine a passage on the heavenly lights. In addition the following questions will be addressed: How can the Hexaemeron be defined in terms of genre? To what extent does Jacob’s Hexaemeron function as a commentary? How is Jacob treating his sources? Which traditions does he follow? What place do the sciences occupy in his writings?

1.2 The concern of hexaemeral literature

The Hexaemeron literature deals with the work of Creation in six days. The individual texts, however, vary due to their genre, length and style. It was not only the platform for a detailed treatment of a very interesting part of Genesis but also developed into a synthesis of Greek philosophical ideas with the established monotheistic creed. Philo of Alexandria (d. 40 C.E.) mentions the term for the very first time accordingly: πρότερον μὲν ἐν τῇ ἑξαημέρῳ τὰ γένη τῶν παθῶν καὶ τὰς ἰδέας εἰργάζετο “Earlier during the six-day period, he (God) made the different kinds of passions and the ideas” (Leg. all. 2,12), a clear reference to the Platonic teaching of pre-existing ideas. The harmonization of philosophy and religion is further transferred by Philo to the person of Moses: he appears not only as a man of religion but is treated as a philosopher in other passages of the text as well. Philo’s work became decisive for later generations of authors, even though his model was not consistently followed.

The interpretation of Genesis was formative for the constitution of exegetical traditions. Subtle differences in interpretation could be used to defend major points of difference in belief. These questions pertain to the preexistence of the Torah (v.i.), the question of good and evil, or the Trinity. King (2010: 6) is convincing in his claim that philosophy was not endangering theological doctrines. Philosophy was,

---

9 The best known writings on the Hexaemeron are by Basil of Caesarea (d. 379) and by Ambrose of Milan (d. 397). Basil treats the physical world, the Earth, and the planetary system only on the side. His main topic is the praise of the oneness of the Creator, who stands outside of nature, and the Creation as a whole. His interpretation is of a rather literal (as against allegorical) type.

10 The Greek term ἑξαημέρος is a compound adjective from the numeral prefix ἑξα- ‘six’ and the root ἡμερ- ‘day’, meaning ‘of six days’. It is often found as substantive derived from its attributive use: ἡ ἑξαημέρος (sc. περιόδος) and τὸ ἑξαημέρον (sc. ἔργον).


12 Johannes Philoponos (490-575) in his De opificio mundi compares the account of Moses (Genesis) with a passage of Plato’s Timaios on the creation of the world. In his view Plato wrote his account after Moses and with clear reference to him, see Scholten 1995: 40.

13 In his approach ten napel 1987 attempts to classify hexaemrical literature and offers a scheme consisting of a) introduction with detailed justification of the topic, b) distinction between God as the active cause of Creation and the Creation as the passive entity, c) argument that time could not exist before the completion of the Creation’s process (= intemporal Creation), d) idea of a κόσμος νοητός, e) proclamation of the nobility of the Creator and the wisdom of the Architect. Each of these sections would be followed by an OT passage and extended by “Origenistic additions”. See ten napel 1987: 58.

14 Apologetic works referring to pagans are mostly translations like Basil of Caesarea’s Hexaemeron, c. the following quote: “Shall I show forth the vanity of the Gentiles? Shall I exalt the truth of our faith? The philosophers of Greece have made much ado to explain nature, and not one of their systems has remained firm and unshaken, each being overturned by its successor. It is vain to refute them; they are sufficient in themselves to destroy one another.” Schaff/Wallace 2007: 53.
on the contrary, a key element for climbing the spiritual ladder as can be exemplified by the commentary on Aristotelian logic by Sergius:

The Graeco-Syriac philosopher Sergius of Rešʿaina, although he wrote in the prologue to his commentary that logic was necessary to the study of theology, never seeks to make use of the former directly in the service of constructing Christological definitions. What he rather had in mind was to ground his teaching curriculum in demonstrative logic (King 2010: 6).\textsuperscript{15}

This quote emphasizes the high rank of Greek philosophy in early Syriac culture as a method. At the risk of generalisation, the biblical commentaries were not intended as apologetic works exclusively towards Greek philosophy, but rather towards pagan cults and the Jewish belief. The defence is sometimes even turning into polemics, as we will see below.\textsuperscript{16}

2. Jacob’s \textit{Hexaemeron}

2.1 Is Jacob’s \textit{Hexaemeron} a commentary?

When referring to commentaries a word on the usage of this term is in order. From the Hellenistic period onwards the term was used to designate an exegetical work commenting on a literary or scientific text in a philological, glossographical, or mythological way. The format was usually following the lemma exegesis-model and was set down in a document with references to but not with full reproduction of the annotated text. This distinctive format (ὑπομνήματα) was differentiated from the σύγγραμμα, a monographic treatise without explicit quotations of the whole text.\textsuperscript{17}

The exegetical commentaries of the Bible hark back to the exegesis of Homer or Vergil, i.e. they are deeply influenced by antique literary and philological commentaries.\textsuperscript{18} Van Rompay claims that commentaries are easily distinguishable from other types of texts like homilies by their approach to the biblical text. They are conceived as “tools guiding the reader through the Biblical text.” The majority of the Syriac commentaries is considered to be of a selective type: “Not all biblical verses are quoted; a number of verses and even some chapters are skipped; and explanations are provided for only a limited number of difficult passages.”\textsuperscript{19} The main Syriac biblical commentaries begin with Ephrem’s commentaries and continue up to the \textit{Awṣar rāzē} (‘Storehouse of Mysteries’) by Barhebraeus dating to 1271-72, a ‘selective commentary’. Nearly half of the work is composed of phonetical, lexical, and philological remarks and demonstrates the continuing tradition.\textsuperscript{20}

\textsuperscript{15} The simplicity of the Syriac introductions into philosophical theories could be taken as an indication of their field of application within the school context: “both the ‘introductions’ and the translations were meant for classroom use.” (King 2013: 64).


\textsuperscript{17} For example Galen, \textit{Hippocratis de auctorum morborum victu liber et Galeni commentarius} 15,515 K.: Scholia II. 2,111, see Montanari 2006: 641-43.


\textsuperscript{19} Van Rompay 2006: 31.

\textsuperscript{20} See Pratelli 2013.
One also has to bear in mind that the distinction between scientific and practical exegesis, that is to say between erudite and practical interpretation of the biblical text, is a modern approach that was not consistently applied by the church fathers. Therefore, there was some overlap between homilies and commentaries, though it should be conceded that in terms of intention, approach to the text, and audience these two genres have already been distinguished in the time of the Church Fathers.\textsuperscript{21}

One could also ask the recipients of Jacob’s \textit{Hexaemeron} to answer the question whether it is to be considered a commentary, although we would not want to put the cart before the horse. The function of the very \textit{Hexaemeron} by Jacob is by no means a homily in terms of a wide audience. For a general public it would have been unintelligible because of the many elucidations from different knowledge domains. As Theodore of Mopsuestia put it: ‘We consider it to be the task of the commentator to comment on the words which are difficult for most people; that of the preacher, however, is to reflect on words that are clear and to speak about them.’\textsuperscript{22} If we then define the \textit{Hexaemeron} as non-homiletic, we would be forced to define it as something else, but for a commentary the clear structure of the text and the distinction between original text and commentary are wanting. The question of whether a text on the Bible is a commentary or not may not only be solved by the genre itself but also by a closer look at the term denoting the genre in Syriac: if we return to the beginning of the text and focus on the title probably given by Jacob himself, it appears \textit{penqīṯå d-mēmrē} ‘collection of memre’, which itself can convey different meanings, such as ‘homily, tractate,’ or ‘commentary’ (!). In Syriac the term \textit{mēmrā} is broadly defined by Bar Bahlūl as ‘informing report’ (\textit{qālā mšaw’d’ānā}) and is not the conventional denomination for ‘commentary’ (\textit{turgānā ‘interpretative rendering’, puššāqā ‘explanation’, nuhhārā ‘elucidation’, sukkālā ‘creating and conveying meaning’}).\textsuperscript{23} A \textit{mēmrā} is defined by \textsc{Baumstark} as the spoken word against the word that is sung. Some elements of a musical recital - like a refrain for instance - are missing, but not necessarily the strophic format and the metrum. It is not unusual to find an accumulation of several \textit{mēmrē} on the same topic.\textsuperscript{24} Exactly this is the situation we are facing in Jacob’s \textit{Hexaemeron}. The question remains to what extent the \textit{Hexaemeron} of Jacob might be understood as a commentary. On the one hand, it seems like an unsolvable question, if we follow Martin in his judgement of memra 2: “Ce traité sent peu ou ne sent même pas du tout l’homélie et le commentaire ; c’est l’homme de science qui parle toujours et qui parle de tout.”\textsuperscript{25} In the definition by \textsc{Van Rompay} on the other hand, this is the very character of Syriac commentaries of the later period, which “tend to be of a more encyclopedic nature, in which comments of diverse content and origin are brought together. Indeed, they may sometimes be as heterogeneous, interminable, and poorly organized as footnotes in a present-day scholarly publication.”\textsuperscript{26} Therefore, he includes Jacob’s \textit{Hexaemeron} into the list of commentaries of the Syrian Orthodox Tradition.\textsuperscript{27}

\textsuperscript{21} Origen in his commentary on Matthew refers to his homily about Luke in order to skip some details that he would merely have to repeat (GCS1 Origenes 10,261). This demonstrates more or less the convertibility of the genres, see Torjesen 1986: 61 f., \textsc{Lang} 1995: 202. There are several examples for homilies that had certainly no use in the service, see \textsc{Scholten} 1996: 256.

\textsuperscript{22} \textsc{Vosté, J.-M. (ed.)}, \textit{Theodori Mopsuesteni commentarius in Evangelium Iohannis Apostoli}, Leuven 1940 (CSCO 116, CSCO, Scriptores Syriaci 63), 4-5; trans. \textsc{Van Rompay} 1997: 104-105.

\textsuperscript{23} See \textsc{Van Rompay} 2006: 30.

\textsuperscript{24} See \textsc{Baumstark} 1922: 40.

\textsuperscript{25} \textsc{Martin} 1888: 402.

\textsuperscript{26} \textsc{Van Rompay} 2006: 31.

\textsuperscript{27} \textsc{Van Rompay} 2006: 49-50.
2.2. Jacob of Edessa’s approach

Jacob is very much interested in sciences, physical observations, analytic arguments, and deductions. When it comes to the elements he introduces the soil as the first of the physical world’s elements. He elaborates on its geological variations and formations such as mountains, steppes, deserts, and plains, springs and volcanoes. After this excursus he tries to harmonize the biblical narrative with ‘geological findings’ counting on the authority of Eusebius of Caesarea:

And witness that this is the truth and that in this way it is an essential nature in the earth, is also the account of an educated and knowledgeable man, Eusebius of Caesarea. He namely, even though he is in a way into other things, is even in these matters known to be a man worthy to be trusted. For this one says in the histories which he composed (in the foreword which he wrote and placed before the Universal Chronicle on which he laboured, when he wants to show that the waters of the Flood truly rose up over all mountains of the earth by fifteen cubit, as Scripture says) and he writes in this account as follows: “The truth that the Flood rose above the mountains which are higher than everything is confirmed also to us, who are writing these things, by the appearance of various fish which are found in our times up above, near the highest summits of the tops of the mountains of Lebanon.28

In this way he integrates scientific topics all over his commentary and argues with philosophical ideas, whereas they remain subjected to biblical teachings and theological doctrines. An illustrative example is the Aristotelian geocentric model that was widespread in Late Antiquity and assumed a planetary order according to the planets’ period of revolution (Earth, Mercury, Venus, Sun, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn). Jacob instead reverses the order in his cosmological account putting the Sun as the most pure and bright planet farthest away from the Earth. His ulterior motive maintains the triadic structure of the cosmos corresponding to three (!) elements. The Sun is made from fire, the stars from air and the Moon from the heaviest element, earth. Jacob’s structure represents the theological hierarchy composed of divine, angelic, and human strata.29 In other instances his interpretation stretches the text with quite flexible readings:

And loving brevity, [Scripture] mentions and quotes only heaven and earth, while he does not say the name of water, air or fire, because he knew that those who read and understand know that these things were created with them as well.30

Greatrex 2000: 109 reads the 4th chapter of Jacob’s Hexaemeron as depending on the more homiletic framework of Basil’s Hexaemeron, which was then supplemented by Jacob with astronomical details from Ptolemy’s Almagest (in the adaptation of Severus Sebokht). In fact, the connection to Basil is rather loose and pertains copiously to the selection of topics (anti-astrological polemics) instead of specific lines of argumentation.31

28 Chabot 1928: 60 and Leiden codex; cf. Dinno 2010: 18. He even indicates the diameter of the Earth being 10 800 miles (approximately 95 percent accurate).

29 See Greatrex.

30 See Chabot 1928: 69; cf. Greatrex 2000 vol. 1: 56, refers for this thought to the Pseudo-Aristotelian De Mundo, a text that was known to Jacob through Basil.

31 Jacob had his own version of the Old Testament based on different sources, the Septuagint, the Syrohexapla, and the Pištâ. See Salvesen 2008: 207. His use of the Syrohexapla for Genesis could not be shown and may therefore have to be excluded, see Romeny 2008b.
3. Extract from the Hexaemeron of Jacob of Edessa

The fourth memra: on the lights, which God created in the dome of the sky. God, the Creator (bārōyā), and the custodian (yāsōpā) of his Creation, embellished its construction (tuqqānāh) with all the things that are necessary and useful for it. He did not omit even one of the things of which his wisdom was aware that they were necessary for this tangible and corporeal Creation. Compare those who build and construct royal palaces and furnish them, after they have finished, built and completed the buildings, and constructed and provided them with walls, columns, roofs, and the floor of the house together with windows to bring light into the rooms for those who live there, they wisely and orderly take care also to provide the house with candles and other devices of illumination. The same also goes for God, the maker and craftsman (ʾummānā) of this world and the overseer and wise governor of the formation of man, whom he was to create and form in his image and whom he was to appoint inhabitant and king of this great house. For [this house] he constructed this vast and wonderful sky as the roof, and instead of windows he adorned and furnished it with this clear, pure, and transparent air. For it he made this great and vast dry land as a furnished and well-arranged floor for the inhabitation and dwelling for animals. Instead of cisterns he constructed in it seas, rivers, and springs, he took care to construct and place in it with all these things also lights like candles to enlighten it during night and day for the kingly inhabitant and the animals which serve him. Thus God the maker constructed and provided this house first with all the necessary things for the sake of man who was to be created for it as inhabitant. With reference to this the Spirit-author, who spoke through Moses, said: In this order he put these first things, that he created, one after the other. And God said, let there be lights in the dome of the sky to separate the day from the night; and let them be for signs, and for seasons, and for days, and years: And let them be luminaries in the dome of the sky to give light upon the Earth: and it was so. And God made two great lights; the greater light to rule the day, and the lesser light to rule the night: he made the stars also. And God set them in the dome of the sky to give light upon the Earth, and to rule over the day and over the night, and to separate light from darkness: and God saw that it was good. And there was evening and there was morning, the fourth day. These words spoke the Spirit of God through Moses, the writer, who spoke about the coming into being and the creation of the Earth. He wanted to point to the order of the lights of heaven, which God had created in the dome of the sky and put in this world, the house of mankind, in form of lamps and lanterns, that are put and arranged in the palaces. We will explain and elucidate these words of the Spirit of God one by one for those who read them. We will reveal their hidden and secret meaning for those who read them diligently and with love of learning.

He said the following, God said, let there be lights in the dome of the sky. Who is it,
who said, let there be lights, and to whom was it said? Investigating reason (mellā) was seeking [for an answer] and intelligent thought was answering and perceived the truth that God the Father, who is invisible and the maker of every being, is not born and neither created and is imperceptible. He, who originated from himself eternally without beginning, spoke the word of creation secretly and in a divine way. God the Father spoke to his begotten Son. The strong and omnipotent God spoke to his strength which cannot be described, to his Wisdom, who said: When he established heaven, I was with him, and when he made the fundament of the Earth, I was there. To his strength and wisdom and to his arm and right hand and his eternal splendor and essence and everlasting reason (mellā), the powerful, omnipotent and maker, God the Father, and birthgiver said: Let there be lights in the dome of the sky. To him, through which all things are created and without whom nothing was, God the Father and their birthgiver said: Let there be lights in the dome of the sky. In the dome of the sky, he said, let them be and he announced the place of their position and the location of their attachment. Therefore, he said it, to name their area and place, where they should be set up. He also meant to announce with his words why they were made, and he said: to separate the day from the night; and let them be for signs, and for seasons, and for days, and years. Into two lights he put them to separate between day and night. The great one was to make the day. This one, alone, which was above the Earth, was to make the day. The one below the Earth was to make the night. The small one is not to be found above the Earth to make the day but beneath the Earth to make the night. With regard to this, one might simply say, that it illuminates the night, because all the light of the day is the light of the big one. It is further written: And God made two great lights; the greater light to rule the day, and the lesser light to rule the night. Through this it is explicitly shown that the small light cannot illuminate the day, because it is the big one which has to rule the day and further the small one which has to rule the night. Thus, he said, the lesser light to rule the night. And he continued: the stars also. With this it is clarified, that if the small light is not illuminating the night, the stars are illuminating it. These [things] announced the word that the Spirit said regarding the lights: to separate the day from the night, in this way their illumination divides day and night and announces to them who possess the sense of vision, when it is day[time] and when it is night[time]. And he continued with his words: and let them be for signs, and for seasons, and for days, and years. These, as well, reason explains and elucidates. But before he made this he said, that the lights needed to have names, so that the word is plain and clear. The Spirit did not do this, instead it was accomplished through the words of the Holy Scripture. However, he just said: the greater light and the lesser light. With this he clarified their difference and their variance and especially pointed to the fact that they alone rule [day

37 This term is the translation of λόγος in an Aristotelian (KING 2010: 309) as well as theological context (John 1,1). In this place it has to be explained by the theological meaning ‘word; eternal world reason or divine words of the creator’ and also ‘Christ’ himself. This meaning is probably implied, because the idea of a preexisting λόγος/Christ is crucial for trinitarian theology. This reading is also confirmed by the following explanation.

38 The creatio ex nihilo was an important topic for the commentators of Genesis who were trained in Aristotelian philosophy. The claim that God was the causa prima existing without his creation had to be defended against other readings of the text. One theory about the generation of the whole debate is that it was answering Manichean ideas.

39 Prov. 8, 27-30: “When he established the heavens, I was there, [...] when he marked out the foundations of the earth, then I was beside him.” Based on this passage Wisdom is conceived as a female entity (ḥoḵmå, Gr. σοφία) in Jewish writings, a personified intermediary between God and the creation.

40 Jewish tradition has it that Scripture was preexisting in time (Bereshit Rabba), see DAN 1996: 1, cf. the Palestinian Talmud (Targum Neofiti) on Gen. 3,24: “Two thousand years before He created the world, He created the Torah”, cit. after Kister 2010: 144.
and night]. These lights are the Sun and the Moon, this is what they are called by custom. These, he said, let them be for signs, and for seasons, and for days, and years. For signs, he said, because he wanted them to generate miraculous and marvelous signs for men through their malfunction that occurs from time to time. [For instance,] when the Sun and the Moon meet and they take the same route, heading towards the same direction, and the Moon stands in front of the Sun and hides it from men. If the Moon is far away from the Sun with a great distance of half a sphere and its light is concealed and they are afar from each other, then the lesser light, the Moon, shows us thereby signs varying due to its waxing and waning. The Sun and the Moon also generate other, differing and frightening signs in the sky and in the air. Besides, the Sun generates a terrible and frightening bow in the shape of a half-circle and other signs with the clouds that are called venom of the Sun by custom. [There are] other [signs] in the the dome of the sky that are called ‘meteors’ (qonṭårē), ‘brooms’ (mḵanšyåṯå), beams (qarrīråṯå), comets (qōmīṭē), bearded stars (pōgōnē), and meteors (dōqīdē) as they are called by Greek custom. The Moon makes a circle and rotates in the clouds, among other variations. It eradiates in many different ways in the humid air and with its horns, whether they are thick or thin, or with its waxing and waning light. [This means] let them be for signs as the words [of the commentary] demonstrated. Now I will speak about the numerous men who are considered intelligent and wise, as they try to observe them as if they would exactly foretell the future things. They think they know what the future brings and are supposed to know about upcoming events, whilst they are not reliable and do not know, even if they use to prognosticate what is near. Even though the Sun and the Moon give signs through their varying appearance in the humid or dry air or the air near or under them, and people by the way of experience learn

---

41 NB: šmayyā in Syriac means both, ‘heaven’, and ‘sky’.
42 The same is found in the Commentary of the Monk Severus, which itself is based to a large extent on Ephrem and Jacob, see ROMENY 2008a. This passage clearly refers to Jacob. The same signs are described there, including the (probably technical) term ‘venom of the Sun’, see BENEDICTUS 1737: 124-5.
43 lit ‘spears’, < Greek κοντάριον ‘little spear’. The word also appears in the Syriac translation of the Pseudo-Ptolemaic Centiloquium, an astrometeorological, divinational collection quoted by Bar Hebraeus, see NAU 1931-2:198.
44 Bar Bahlu’l explains the word in his dictionary with the common word for ‘comet’ in Syriac (kawkbå ṣūṣyånå), which Jacob does not make use of in this list, see DUVAL 1901, VOL. 2: 1734.
45 < Greek πῶγον ‘beard; tail of fire’.
46 < Greek δοξίς ‘plank; shield’.
47 Jacob’s list of comets’ names quoted in the Commentary of the Monk Severus is shorter: qonṭårē wa-mḵanšyåṭā ba-dmūṭ sūṣyåṭå “spears and comets in the form of sparks” (SOKOLOFF 2009: 1336), see BENEDICTUS 1732: 125. In this instance, Jacob had another Greek text on comets at his hands.
48 The kind of prognostication addressed here belongs to the type of astrometeorological prognostication only divining the weather. This type is also found in the Syriac Book of Medicines, see BUDGE 1913, VOL. 1: 547. These divination techniques go back to Mesopotamian and Greek material. All other kinds of divination activities are condemned by Jacob in his Canons and also below. Cf. RUDOLF 2018.
49 The polemical sidenotes on astrology, divination, and predestination are part of the inventory of commentaries on Genesis. They are already found in Origen’s commentary even though he does not give examples for divination like Jacob in the paragraph above, see MEITZLER 2010: 70-77. The condemnation of astrology is not found in Jacob’s predecessors writing on astrology like Sergius or Bardaisan. Sergius, for example, distinguishes between the different purposes to observe celestial phenomena. Whereas he condemns the astrological approach, he points to the usefulness of knowledge about the setting and rising of stars, see KING 2011: 199-201.
to know about the future things and to foretell them and they speak the truth, it is not so all the time and not necessarily, because God causes numerous changes in an instant, if he wants to. He multiplies diverse and wonderful signs in the air and in the [heavenly] lights that had not been signs beforehand and were not generated before and had not served as indications. It is written, that God does what he wants and this is the truth. The Sun and the Moon cannot force us to believe what was indicated with them and has been said by those who foretell and predict. Thus, they are for signs, if God is pleased by their actions. For seasons, and for days, and years, he said, because both [lights] measure the time with the revolution of their sphere. The Sun runs and circles towards the west with the whole sphere of the sky and indicates with this circle the extent and stretch of daytime and nighttime, which is 24 hours. The return of its course towards the east, which equals the orbit of the whole sphere, gives the measure of a year and the four varying [seasons] with 365 days and the fourth of a day, which is 6 hours. The Moon by its return to the course towards the east back through the whole sphere of the sky gives the measure of a month, with its circle, which is 29 days and a half and a certain portion. The name of the Moon in Hebrew and in Greek even indicates the month. Together with the Sun and the Moon, the five stars that are called wandering [stars] indicate periods with the extent and stretch of time required for [a whole] orbit in the sphere of the sky. One of them is called Chronos or Kēwân, which requires 30 years for its course through the sphere of the sky. Jupiter or Bēl requires 12 years for its revolution. The one called Ares by them requires one year and six months for its course through the sphere of the sky. The remaining ones are called Aphrodite and Hermes and, like the Sun, indicate a time/period of approximately a year [...]. So the words that the Spirit spoke came to pass: and let them be for signs, and for seasons, and for days, and years. Thereupon, he said: And let them be lights in the dome of the sky as well as light upon the Earth. After he said for lights in the the dome of the sky he additionally said as well as light upon the Earth. By this, he wanted to clarify that merely upon the Earth the things were in need of light, and not those fixed to the dome of the sky, and that not God, their Creator is in need of their light, that neither the powers, his servants, who are called heavenly [powers] nor the place where they were located and fixed. About this the words tell us, that they were, instead, created to give light upon Earth for men and animals that God created upon it. Thus, God spoke about the lights that were created in the sky. And the Spirit said “immediately” and it was so.

This it was so does not necessarily mean without intelligence (hawná) or reason (mellţā) as the pagans say and those who are foreign to our doctrine. They say that the lights came into being from themselves and from nothing. No more do they understand when they say: who was it who made, established...
lished (qayyem) and fixed them [the lights] in the dome of the sky? Rather, they should see and consider
diligently what the Spirit said afterwards: And God made two great lights. On this the Spirit above said,
“and God said, let there be lights in the dome of the sky”. After that he said “now”. And God made two
great lights. This should not be taken lumberingly, thoughtlessly and light-minded, so to speak in a Jew-
ish and blind way. For them [the Jews and blind people] it indicates that just one hypostasis (qnōma)\textsuperscript{55} is seen and not two as the writing demands at any rate. One has to understand that there is one person
who says, let there be light and another hypostasis about whom the Spirit said, “and he made lights”. If
it was but one hypostasis who said and who created, the very same, he would neither have been obliged
to say “let there be lights” nor the Spirit would have been writing it down. He would just have done it
and would not have had to say “let there be lights”. It was right that he made it alone and that he did not
say “let them be [lights]”. As the Spirit says ‘God made the lights and not “these first things”’. Instead,
it is known, that God the Father, maker of all things, was it, who said “let there be lights” to the reason,
of the maker, the omnipotent, which was created by him eternally and exactly like him regarding power
and creation. It was him who made the lights, i.e. with the Father through the Spirit. All things were
made by him, and without him was not any thing made.\textsuperscript{56} By the word of the Lord were the heavens
made; and all the host of them by the breath of his mouth.\textsuperscript{57} This is the secret teaching of the words of
the Holy Scripture. Due to the Jewish rigidity of ignorance they cannot hear nor tolerate another divine
hypostasis regarding divinity, one who said, let there be lights, and another one who made [the lights].
Thus, [everything] was put and written indistinctly and secretly. Instead, the words of the Holy Scripture
show the truth clearly and frankly.

4. Discussion of the fragment

As we have seen Jacob’s objective is to explain the heavenly ‘signs’, and to unlock the semiotics of the
sky. He explains why the heavenly bodies can be understood as signs, namely in the case of their ‘mal-
function’. He addresses, first of all, the Sun and the Moon, its waxing and waning, the eclipses, further
the phenomenon of comets and meteors that are spelt out by their different Greek terms adapted to Syr-
ian. He also shows his deep acquaintance with the Greek terminology of ‘meteorology’ (sources like the
\textit{Centiloquium}). None of these are mentioned in the biblical text of Genesis, and therefore they belong to
Jacob’s own interpretation. The study of meteorology was one of the fundamentals mentioned in every
compendious or encyclopedic writing of that or even later times, like the Causa causarum. Subsequently
he bridges to the prognostication of the future and divination due to the celestial signs. Even though he
does not approve of this branch of astral science, he neatly describes it, as if he would concede these
teachings their place due to their popularity. Like writing from a mind map he then changes over to the
astronomical aspect of the celestial bodies and provides the periods of planetary orbits following Syriac
models.

Jacob is a traditionalist also in the sense that he relies on his predecessors like Basil of Caesarea and
others when he goes into polemics against the Jews. This offers the frame to incorporate theological
references, like the creatio ex nihilo debate and exegetical features: Scripture is explained from Scrip-

\begin{itemize}
  \item[55] This term is one of the terms explained by Jacob in his Encheiridion.
  \item[56] John 1,3: All things came into being through him, and without him not one thing came into being.
  \item[57] Psalm 33,6: By the word of the Lord the heavens were made, and all their host by the breath of his mouth. Cf.
          \textit{Maspero} 2016.
\end{itemize}
ture itself as the quotations of John or the Psalms show. More than any other author Jacob takes care to include the scientific insights of his time in a very creative way: they are all concentrically arranged around his theological programme. Even though he opens up various fields of science and knowledge, he always gets back to the centre, to the “secret teaching of the Holy Scripture” enthroned above them.

5. Conclusion

The answer to the question of whether Jacob’s Hexaemeron is a commentary, is not obvious. It is neither a “tool [...] guiding the reader through the Biblical text” - to quote VAN ROMPAY again, nor is it clear whom he addresses. Jacob went far beyond the simple annotation of difficult words and passages. He accomplished an interpretation of the biblical text integrating insights from the natural sciences as well as the philosophical and theological discussions of his time taken from the Greek hexaemeral tradition. His aim was definitely not to ease the reading of the text, which would be the task of a commentator according to Theodore of Mopsuestia.

Two things have to be taken into consideration:

1) The changing form of the commentary genre, which more and more changed into an encyclopaedia- like collection of information (s. VAN ROMPAY, 2.1).

2) The fact that Jacob does not explicitly call his text a commentary in Syriac.

We might therefore come back to the opening quote by Hartog, who suggests that this classification can still be used as a tool in modern research. Whatever classification is found for the text, one thing should be emphasized: the importance to study this text as a testimony to the scientific knowledge and theories that were circulating in his days.

Jacob, as an immense treasurer of scientific knowledge, awaits annotation. He allows us to look behind the curtains of a Syriac scholar’s library and to follow his analysis and interpretation of sources.
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